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MANUALS AND REPORTS
ON ENGINEERING PRACTICE

(As developed by the ASCE Technical Procedures Committee, July 1930,
and revised March 1935, February 1962, and Aprrl1982)

A manual or report in this series consists of an orderly presentation of
facts on a particular subject, supplemented by an analysii of lirnitations
and applications of these facts. It contains information useful to the
average engineer in his or her everyday work, rather than findings that
maybe useful only occasionally or rarely.It is not in any sense a 

,,stanclard, "
however; nor is it so elementary or so conclusive as to provide a ,,rule of
thumb" for nonengineers.

Furthermore, material in this series, in distinction from a paper (which
expresses only one person's observations or opinions), is the work of a
corrunittee or group selected to assemble and express information on a
specific topic. As often as practicable, the committee is under the direction
of one or more of the Technical Divisions and Councils, and the product
evolved has been subjected to review by the Executive Cornmitte; of the
Division or Council. As a step in the process of this review, proposed
manuscripts are often brought before the members of the Technical
Divisions and Councils for comment, which may serve as the basis for
improvement. iArtren published, each work shows the names of the
committees by which it was compiled arrd indicates clearly ,the several
process€s through which it has passed in review, in order that its merit
may be definitely understood.

In February 1962 (and revised in April 1982) the Board of Direction
voted to establish a series entitled "Manuals and Reports on Engineering
Practice," to include the Manuals published and authodzed to date, futur;
Manuals o{ Professional Practice, and Reports on Engineering practice.
All such Manual or Report material of the Society would have been
refereed in a manner approved by the Board Comrnittee on publications
and would be bound, with applicable discussiory in books similar to past
Manuals. Numbering would be consecutive and would be a continuation
of present Marlual numbers. ln some cases o{ reports of joint commtttees,
bypassing ofJournal publications may be authorized.
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Engineering Institute of ASCE developed this manual. Ihe sutrcommittee

me-*Uershl! represented utilities, manufacturers, consulting firms,

academia, reseaich, and general interest. The combined expertise of the

subcommittee members contributed to make this a valuable substation

structure design guide for the utiliiy industry.
The primary purpose of this manual is to document electrical substation

structuial engi!,eering Practice and to give guidance and recommendations
for the design 

-oYDutdoor 
electrical substation structures: The guide

presents a rJview of structure iyPes and typical electrical equiPment'
Guidelines for analysis methods, structure loads, deflection criteria,
member and connection design, structure testin& quality control, quality
assurance, connectior.ts used in foundations, detailing, fabrication,

construction, and maintenance issues are presented. The recommendations
presented herein are based on the professional exPerience of the

iubcommittee members, and although the subject matter of this manual

has been thoroughly researched, its application should be based on sound

engineering judgment.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this manual is to provide a comprehensive, resource

doc,rment f'or the structural design of outdoor electrical substation structures '

The recommendations herein apply to substation struchrr€s that supPort

"i".i""i "q.fp*ent 
and rigid bui and other conductors' The electrical

equipm"nt.an be of significlnt weight and have attachments of porcelain

or' clmposite componints. Knowledge of the operational requirements

of the equipment being supported is required and disculsed Deflection

limits foioperability can control the design of a substation structure'

Specilic' guidelines Ior structural loads, deflection ' lirnits' analysis'

desim, fabrication, mainlenance, and construction oI substation sl rucfures

are r"ecommended. Guidelines for the design of the structure connectrons

to their foundations are presented. This manual addresses steel' concrete'

wood, and aluminum used for the design of substation structures Design

e,lrlatiorrs are -provided when references to exisiing structural design

,tur,aura. ut a &*u (e.g., American Concrete Institute' American Institute

of Steel Construction, Amerrcan Institute of Timber Construction' and

ASCE) are not aPP{oPriate or convenient Some figures (i e ' maps and

;fi6 ;* titoti,i toi information; the user of these figures can consult

the reference for more detall.- 
ftr" Jifity industry uses both the allowable stress design (ASD) and

ultimate strength design (USD) meih ods' Allotouble stress deslgn is a method

of proportiorlng strictural members such that elastically computed

rt"""t"ipioa*"i in the membersby nominal ioads donot.exceed specilied

uiio-oUi" stresses (also called woiking stress design) llltinote sh ength'itfu 
i" " method of Proportioning structural members such that the

.otrip.a"a forces produced in the members by ihe factored loads do not
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exceed the member design strength (also called load and resistance
factorefl design, LRFD).

A rsignificart issue discussed during the development of this manual
was the direction it should take with respect to design of substation
structtues using either ASD or USD concepts. Because of the diversity in
the utility industry with respect to the use of these two concepts, it was
decided that both ASD arrd USD would be addressed. USDis the preferred
method lor strbstal ion struclures.

Guidelines for the development of substation structure loads for wind,
ice, seismic, short circuit, lirre tensions, equipment reactions, construction,
maintenance, and regulatory codes (e.g., National Electiic Safety Code
(NESC 2007), General Order 95 (2006), and ASCE) are recommended. The
specific recommendations are based on structure type, such as dead-end
structures, disconnect switch supports, and bus supports. Recommended
load factors ahd lodd combinations are presented.

The seismic load section coinpleineni; IEEE 693 (2005). IEEE 693 (2005)

addresses electrical equipment and its first support requirements. First
support could be a pedestal for a current transformer (CT) or a support
beam for a capacitor bank. This manual will reference IEEE 693 (2005)

and provide seismic requirements for structures not covered by that
reference.

substations, and these structures have a wide range of ground line
reactions. Typical substation stTucture formdation types can be slabs on
grade, spread footings, drilled shafts, and piling with arrd wiihout pile
caps. Substation fouldations should be designed such that they do not
adversely affect the deflection criteria recommended herein. The ef{ects of
soil-structure interaction from earthquakes are important ald do exist,
especially for large loads, such as that caused by power transformers.
Foundation design should, where applicable, consider the effect of ground
frost heave and the effect of buoyancy of the groundwater table.
Foundations in substations should be designed according to accepted
practice, the same as foundations designed for other structures. IEEE 691
(2001) is one source of information regarding ihe design of utility-type
structure f oundations.

The design of substation structure anchorage to the foi.rndation is
presented in Chapter 7. Many different types oi anchorages are used to
connect substation structures to their foundations. The most common
anchorage is anchor bolts cast in concrete. This manual gives design
recommendations for this iype ofanchorage. Special design considerations
for seismic anchorage are covered.

The application of this manual is lirnited to the structural desim and
analysis ofnew electrical substation facitities. Any modification to eiisting
structures that results in strucfural load variation or structural response
behavior alteration should be in compliance with (a) ihe code or standard
that was in effect at the time of the original installatiory or (b) the code or
standard in effect in a subsequent modification to which the structure has
been previously brought into compliance, or (c) the recommendations of
this manual.

INTRODUCTION

Slbstation structures and the electrical equipment they support should
be considered as a system. Excessir.e structure movement could cause

the electrical equipment to expedence mechanical damage, operational
difficulties, and electrical faults. Recommended defleciion limits and
stmcture classes are defined in Chapier 4 of this manual.

Analysis techniques and structlrral modeling concepts as they relate to
substation structures are discussed in Chapter 5. Both static and dynamic
analyses are covered. Guidelines are given {or sel€ciing the appropriate
analysis method for different structural behavior, such as lalge versus
snrall displacgments.

this mamral references other appropriate design documents for design
equations and fur general notes only exceptions to the referenced
doctrments. -,\_

Recommendations on when it is appropriat?.to test a unique substation
structure design concept or perform individual component testing are
given. Requirements for seismic testing are covered in IEEE 693 (2005).

Guidelines for quality control and quality assurance programs for
substation structures are presented in Chapter 8. References are given to
the appropriate industry documents that address steel, aluminum,
conciete, and wood structures.

$oundation design is not presented in this manual. However, the
follqwing information should be considered for substation structure
foundation design. A variety of structure rypes are used in electrical
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CHAPTER 2

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND
STRUCTURE TYPES

2.1 PURPOSE I

Substation and switchyard structures are used to suPPod the above-

srade components and eiectrical equipment such as cable'bus' rigid bus'

lrd ,tauin Lrl" .onductors; switches; surge arresters; insulators; and other

eouipment. Substation and swilchyard slructures can be fabricaled From

luirit"a ur,gt"t tJrat. torm chords and trusses, wide flanges' tubes (rourd'

square, ani rectangular), pipes, and polygonal tubes (siraight or iapered)'

CLmmon materiali used are concrete, steel, aluminum, ahd wood'

This chapter gives an overview of electrical equipment' identifies the

,ru.iorr, .oripo.tL,ts and structure types, and describes structure outlines'

Photographs of selected substation structures are also included in this

sectioi. 1he photographs are shown for reference and pictorial purposes

only; the structotJ-s ,ho*., ur. not necessarily represenlative of good

effiee.ing practice and are not necessarily the only suPPort tyPe to be

utilitized.

2.2 DEFINITIONS

2.2.1 Substation

A .o**on .idtt ition is "an assemblage of equiPment through 
-which

electrical energy in bulk is passed for ttre purpose of switching or modiiyrng

its characteriiiics ." Lar[et substations may contain contlol houses'

tnnsformers, interrupth-g and switching devicds, and surge Protection
(Fig. 2-1).
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wires or surge arresters. Shield wires found on transmission lines entering
substatiofis are used for protection of the substation equipment. Shield
wires may also be used for communication.

2.2.5 Air-Insulated Substation and Switchyard

An air-insulated substation or switchyard has the insulating medium
of air. The high-voltage bus is bare metallic tubing or cable, supported by
insulators, and insulated from adjacent conductors, grounded structures,
and substation grade by air. This type of switchyard or substation uses
disconnect switches, which when open depend on the air for insulation
across the switch's open gap. Bushings, porcelain or composite, are used
to route electrical energy into the circuit breaker or th€ transIormer.

2.2.6 Gas-Insulated Substation

Arr altemative to the open-air substation is a sulfur hexafluoride (SF)
gas-insulated substation (GIS) (Fig.2-2). The high-voltage conductots a-re

inside a metallic sheath filled with SF6 gas under pressure. The metallic
sheath is at ground potential and can be placed at or near the ground
level. Disconnect switches are located inside the metallic sheath and useFIGURE 2-7. Sttbstation Aerial

2.2.2 Switchyard

, The term sruitchVadis ger'eftlly appliedfo the assemblage of switches,
power circuit breakers, buses, and auxiliarlequiPment that is used to
collect power from the generators of a power plant and distribute it to the

transmission lines at a load point. The switchyard may includb step-up or
step-down power transformers.

As far as structures are concerned, the terms xfustatiott and sruitchyard

will be used interchangeably.

2.2.3 Unit Substation

Firr lower voltages (typically 69kV and lower), metal-enclosed unit
substations are typically used to house switches, fuses, circuit breakers,
traisfolmers, and controls. They are usually mounted on reinforced
concrete nad foundations.

2.2.4 Transmission Line

Trarsmission lines are power lines, typically with voltages at 59kV and

above. Voltages lower than 69kV are usually referred to as distribution
lines. Tiansniission lines can be protected from lightning strikes by shield FIGURE 2-2. Gas-htsulated Sttbstation (GIS).
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SF5 gas for phase-to-ground and open-gap insulation' Transmission lines

urri"*r"it associated equipment (surgi irresters' wave traPs',couPling

caoacitorvoltagetransformers,and-Linedisconnectswitches)usually
,"I_,^i" 

^ir_i"r"i^ted. 
Air_insulated leads from this equipment are routed

to air-to-gas bushings.

2.2.7 Electrical Clearance

Electrical clearances provide the physical separation needed for phase-

to-Dhase, phase-lo-strucrure, and phise+o-grbund air gaps to provide

r"f[' *"15^g- "teas 
and to prevent flashovers Minimum electrical

;i;;.;;;;;t; 
"p"cified 

in the National Elect{ic Safety Code (NESC 2007)'

2.2.8 Buswork SYstem

The buswork system in a substation is the network of conductors that

interconnects transmission lines, transformers, circuit breakers, discormect

switches, and other equiPment The term bustoork systetn includes the

conductors and the 
-mlterial and equipment that support these

conductors.
The buswork system is selected based on the desired switching

arransement and ii configured to provide an orderly' efficient' reliable'

;J;:;;;;i. ;yout of eqiipment ind structures' Three types orbuswork

systems commonly used ire cable, rigid, and strain buses'

2.2.8.1 Rigid Bus System. A rigid bus conductor is an extruded

metallic coniuctor' The conductor miterial is usually an aluminum alloy'

but it could also be coPPer.

2.2.8.2 Strain Bus System. A strain bus conductor is a stranded wire

conductor installed under tension.

2.2.8.3 Cable Bus System. Cable bus conductors are low-tension'

stranded conductors supported on station post insulaton'

2.2.9 Short-Circuit Force

Short-circuitforcesarestructureloadsthatarecausedbyShort-cilcuit
currents. Short-circuit currents are the result of electrical faults caused by

uqrip*""t o. -uterial failure' lightning or other weather-related causes'

and accidents.
The switchyard equipment and suppo$s mustbe structuraliy adequate

to Dermit the equipment to sustain, 
-w:ithout 

damage' the severe thermal

^"i .t""f,""..f"tiesses of short-circuit currents until the circuit breakers

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND STRUCTURE ryPES g

The short-circuit forces on the bus system will cause the phases to be

attracted to or repelled from one another, depending on the direction of

the short-circuit current and the phase angle. These forces cause the bus

conductor to apply a transverse dynamic load, perpendicular to the bus

conductor. on ilie\sulator.

2.2.'10 Dead-End Structure

Dead-end structures (also called takeoff structures, pull-off stluctures'

termination structures, anchor structures, or strain structures) aredesigned

to resist dead-end pulls from phase conductors and shielding wires

(Fig. 2-3). Additionally, they may support switches or other electrical equip-

-"Lt. Th"y can supPort a single bay (tluee-phase alternating current

[AC], two-poles direci current [DC]), or multiple bays The first dead-end

,tr,r"t.t." inside the substation or switchyard is designed to suPPort the

transmission line conductors either at fu1l tension or at a reduced tension

(slack span).

2.2.11 Box'Type Structure

Boxlype structures (single bay or multiple-bay. space frames' also

referred'tl as rack structures) can be used to support rigid bus conductors'

I

Ii

FIGIIRE 2-3. Dead-Entl Structure, Dircct Crrrent.
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switches, arrd other equipment (Fig. 2-4). Box-type structures are typically
used at voltages of 138kV zurd below.

2.2.12 Shielding Mast

This structure (also referred to as a ground mast,lightning mast, shield
wire mast, or static wire mast) shields equipment in the substation {rom
direct lighh.ring strikes (Fig. 2-5). These structures may ol may not have
overhead wires attached to enhzurce protection and dampen mast
vibration.

2.3 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPORTS

This sectioh provides an overview of typical types of suppod structures
ancl a brief description of the electrical equipment they support. An
understzurding of the function, operation, apd relationship of electrical
bquipment anci the support structures isi'ptlerequisite to ggod structural
design.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND STRUCTURE TYPES

FIGURE 2-5. Shielding Mast.

2.3.1 Power Transformer and Autotransformer

The power transformer and autotransformer are devices used to
provide a connection between power systems of different voltage levels to
permit power transfer from one system to the other.

Support: The power transformer and autokansformer are supported
directly on a foundation.

2.3,2 Shult Reactor

The shunt reactot is a device used to compensate for the shur.rt
capacitance ard the resulting charging current drawn by a transmission
line (Fig. 2-6). If no compensation for charging current is provided, the
voltage at the receiving end of a long tralsmission line can exceeci the
sending end voltage by as much as 507o under light loading or load
reiection.

Support: The shunt reactor is supported directly on a fou4dation.FIGURE 2-4. Box-Type Structtirl. '
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FIGLIRE 2-7. Crtrrent-Lhrtiting htductor ot Ait Corc RetLctor'

r3

I
!
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I
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|:IGLII<E 2-6. Shwtt Reactor'

2.3.3 Current-Limiting Inductor or Air Core Reactor

A curlent-limitir.rg inductor adds inductive leactance to the system and

is a device usecl to limit the amount of short-circuit current that can flolv

in a circuit (Fig.2-7)."';;;;;;rl 
C1..u.tt-tlr,',iti,'g inductors are typically. dry.inductors ancl

"." 
.;"iJt not plovidecl wiih magnetic shielding 'fhese it-rductors have

;;."g";;i" ii"lh r,r..o,.,tldi tg th-em r'urcler nomral conditions' which

in.r"ol"", il intensity when cairying short-circuit current 
.T'his 

magnetic

ii"r.ii^i"r^.t" *i,h tire magneticiieli of other inductors if they are spacecl

i.?.i"""iy. ir-," magneticiiel<l induces eddy currents in metallic obiects

oi"J i"ifr" -a"cior's magnetic iield However' crtrrents are indrrced in

[* ;;;;J;;;;.,ctive loopJlocated within the inductor's magnetic field'
'-'bty 

..ttt*r-f f -iting inductors are usually supported on insulators

orrJ llu*irt.,* or fibJrglass pedestals to maintain the manufacturer's

,"..-*""a"a olagnetic clearance, as well as the required. persorulel

.i*.ur,"". tt-r" s,lpiortnrg pedestals are bolted directly to the fotrndation

2.3.4 Line 'ftaP

A line trap (also referred to as a wave trap) Presents-h]Fl-ilf cdance to

caJe. frequ'eltci"s and negligible imPedance to nolmal 60-Hz lhe current

iprg. z gl it is a blocking iiltlr that is used to restrict the carrier signal to FIGURE 2-8. Lhte TrnP.
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the transrnission line on which it is installed and to Drevent the carrier
signal Irom entry into substation equipment.

Support: The line trap can be mounted vertically or horizontally on
either a single- or multiple-pedestal support structure. They have also
been mounted with one end of the line trap supported by a coupling
capacitor or coupling capacitor voltage transformer and the other end by
an insulator. The line trap can also be suspension mounted from a
structute.

2.3.5 Coupling Capacitor Vollage Transformer

Coupling capacitor voltage trarsformers, CCVT (formerly called
coupling capacitor potential devices), are capacitance voltage dividers
used to obtain voltages in the 66-V to 120-Vrange for relaying and rnetering
(Fig. 2-9). Wlren supplied with carrier accessories, they can be used to
couple a carrier signal to a transmission line.

A coupling capacitor is a capacitance device with carrier accessories
used to couple the carrier signal to the line conductor. It is similar to the
CCVT, except that it does not have the voltage transformer.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENI AND STRUCTURE TYPES 15

Support: The CCVTis usually supported on a single pedestal. At higher
voltages, such as 500kV, this equipment carl be m;unted at grormcl
elevation within a fenced area.

2.3.6 Disconnect Switch

Disconnect switches (when open) are used to electrically isolate a
transmission line, a circuit breaker, or other electrical equipment (e.g., a
transformer) (Fig. 2-10). Disconnect switches are opened afier the circuit
has being deenergized. They can be manually or rnotor operated. Motor
operators are applied to disconnect switches when physical operating
requirements dictate artd when automatic or remote-contiolled opera on
of the switches is required.

-- 
Disconnect switches may use a vertical break, center break (inclucling

V switches), single side break, or double side break. The side break requrres
larger phase spacing. The switches can be equipped $,ith buggy whip, gas
blast, and vacuum interrupting devices to give the switch som"e-ltad current

FIGURE 2-9. Cotrplin g Cqtacitor Voltage'fransforater. FIGURE 2-10. Disconnect StLtitch.
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(nagnetizing current) or lir-re .charging 
interruPting i!11t1.^^?]:tt'-*'

switches can also be equrPped witt oipening and closirtg resistors The

ir'r.."""" t-ia.f. can be provided witii a ma-lntenance grou:rding switch

;. 
"€;:#;;;;""aing'switclr 

on either the hinge end or the iaw and of

the switch. Grounding swrtches require their own operating mechanism

and can be interlocked with the maiir switchblade The plane of notion of

;* ;;;;;ils t*itchblade can be either paratt"lP th:41:"^:f the main

"*r,?-rrrri^J. "" 
p"rpendicular to it' If the grounding switch oPerates tn a

olane oerpendicular to the maLn switchblaie' physical clearance f rom the

'gro,-iittg swit.ttblade in the open Position,must be ctt:tl:l 
^"

suDport: The three phases (AC) of a disconnect switch-are usually

d;i'"#;il;-"il*""* for voltage less than 500kv' At 500kv

and higher voltage, a commo'' stt"ctttte iould become too wide' and

individualstructuresaleuseqioreachphase.TheStructurelegsslrPpolt
ii" .p"."G *;;r;ism and control l"nction box The structure should

;;;;;"q";t" rigidity to permit proper. switth "P"*tlol;,-E:ch 
switch

suooort may have a swrtch operating piatform or two oPerating Platforms

if ilre switclr has a grounding blade'

2.g.7 Load InterruPter Switch

A loacl inlerrupter switch (Fig- 2-l1 )' sometimes relerred to as a circuiI

switcher or line circuitbreaker, rs'a devile that combines a disconnect swiich

with an SF6 interrupter' It has electrical load (energized circuit) switching

capability and limited fault cuffent inte uPtrn8 *q"blitl.^-]t provides

i"iroii""'ur_ra l*ited fault interrupting capability. in a srngle devrce.
'"S;;;;* Th" three phases tec-l "j circuit switchers. are usually

,.,ffJriJ o,-, u.o^-or' itttt"tt"" for voltage lower than 500kV' At 500 kV

ancl higher voltage, a common structure wiould become too wide and an

inclividual structure is used ro;;ach phase'-The structure legs supPort the

operating mechanism and control junction box'

The circuit switch", l-pott" u dy"umic load on opening or closing' and

,f-t" "il".i"l" ,n.uld have udeqrrJt" rigidity to permit proper switching

operation.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND STRUCTURE TYPES 17

FIGURE 2-'11.

2.3.8 Circuit Breaker

Circuit breakers (Figs' 2-7:. and 2-13) are used- for.electrical load

,-;;l; "r,J 
r^rlt curient interruption They must be able to interrupt

I;" r""1;?;;;;ihe circuit in wliich thev aie applied .oil' 
compressed

air, SF6 gas, and vacuum are used as the insulating and interrupting media

oi ln"'.i.".lii'rr.."ker. Dead tank circuit breakers typically have a current

lr*"ior-ut ", 
,t 

" 
base of one or more bushings (Fig 2-13)'

The tank refened to, with regard to circuit bieakers' is tl" th"TTl t^11'

i

i
ir

l Et,:tIT.F )-1) I inp Tank Circuit Bteaker.
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FIGLIRE 2-13. Dend Tank Circuit Breaker.

dead. A live tank breaker is one whose "tank" or interruption chamber is

at line potentlal and is supported by arr insulating column or columns. A
dead tank circuit breaker is orie whose "tank" or interruption chamber is
at ground potential.

Support: Circuit breakers, including thek supporting frames, are
anchored (bolted or welded) directly on the foundation.

2.3.9 Potential ancl'Current Transformers

Potential transformers (PTs) (Fig. 2-7q and current transformers (CTs)
(fig. 2-15) are instrument transformers that chalge the magnitude of the
primary circuit voltage to a secondary value that is suitable for use with
relays, meters, or other measuring devices. The PT measures voltage, and
the CT measures current.

Support: PTs and CTs are usually supported on a si.ngle pedestal or
lattice stand structure,

2.3.10 Capacitor Bank

A grouping of capacitors is used to maintain or increase voltages in
lrower lines and t(] improve system efficie-ncy l2y reducing inductive losses.'-"\r'

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND STRUCTURE TYPES t9

FIGURE 2-14. Potential Transfonner.

FIGURE 2-15. Ctn tent Transfonner.
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FIGURE 2-17. Series CaPacitot.

20 SUBSTATION STRUCTURE DESICN CUIDE

After the capacitor bank is installed, the outer periphery 
.of. 

the bank

"il""fa 
U" 

""'"f"r"d 
inside a fence for protection of personnel' if electrical

clearance is not Provided.

2.3.10.1 Shunt Capacitor' A shunt caPacitor is an installation of lused

., 1"r"i"r, *p""itors and associated equipment-generally located in

,rUriution.-o"a used to provide reactive Power to increase system

;;;;; . i-f.ou" the power factor at ihe point of delivery (Fig'

2-16). The shunt caPacrtor rmproves the Power transmission efficiency by

uaiit e .upu"itut ce volt-amperes reactive' VARS' to the system' They are

#;'e-;ililit " 
uottug" in areas where loads on the system result

i.o* g".r".utio., lump start-up, which can cause a voltage drop'
---Sofiport, 

The'shunt caPacitor is suPPorted on.a single^frame type

structure. Shunt capacitor banKs for 1ow i6ltages are in an enclosed cabinet

and are fastened directly to a foundation'

2.3.10.2 Series CaPacitor' A series caPacitor is. an installation

.f ;;;.;;^;;th i.ises attd associated equipment. in series with a

transmission line. Ser.ies capacitors u.u ,rr"i (typically at 230kv and

I

i

[.

$
&'
x.
$r

E

&'

F:

above) to improve power transfer capability by compensating for voltage

drop along a tranimission line (Fig. 2-17). Generally located near the

.enier of u- tir-r. p"t they can be located ,rt any point), t]-rey are used to

hcrease the capability of interconnections and in some cases to achieve

the most advintogeons and economical division of loading between

transmission lines ipelathg in parallel. Series capacitors can alsd force

more Dower to flow over the transmission line with larger conductors

when parallel lines have different conductor sizes'

Support The support is provided by a metal plat{orm' Because the

series-ciapacitors u." ut lio" potentiul, the platform must be mounted on

insulators that are bolted to the foundation.

2.3.11 Su(ge Arrester l

Surge arresters, sometimes called arresters, protect Pow'er equiPment

from o:vervoltages caused by switching surges or lightning (Fig' 2-18)'

Support Suige arrester supPort structures- are u-sually single-phase

supports, but .o-ltld b" three-phase suPPorts, depending on.the voltage'

Surge u..este." can be suppoited on a single pedestal or; latiice stand

structure or directly mounted on a transformer'
FIGURE 2-16. Shrmt CaPautor'
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FIGURE 2-18. Stu'ge Arrester.

Neutral Groundine Resistor

The neutral gror-rnding resistor provides resistance grounding of the
neutral translormers to limit ground fault current to a value that does not
damage generating, distribution, or other associated equipment in the
power system, yet allows suffjcient flow of fault current to operate
protective relays to clear the fault.

Support: Resistors are sometimes mounted on separate structures but
are ttsuaLlv mounted on the transformer tank.

2.3.13 Cable Terminator

T'he cable terminator (also called a pothead) is used to change from a

bare overhead conductor to a dielectric insulated cable (Fig. 2-19). Exposed
cables may require protection from ultraviolet rays.

Support: Support stmctures of cable terminators of individual phases
can,be columns resting on a foundation. A structure supporting three
phases can also be used.

2.3.14 Insulator

Insulators electrically isolate energized conductors or components from
supporthg structures. They can be either suspension or station post
insulators (Fig.2-20). Suspension insulators transfer tension forces from

SUBSTATION STRUCTURE DESICN CUIDE

2.3.12
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FIGURE 2-19. Cable Tertnbtalor.

23

FIGURE 2-20. Insiator and Risid BtLs CortdrLctors.
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the conductor to the structure station Post insulators can transfel tension

forces, compression forces, and bending moments to the structure They

have valioui strength ratings and lengths for diflerentbasic inpulse levels

(BIl,). Porcelain, glass, and comPosite materials are used for suspension

and Dost insulators.
Support: Insulators can be supported on a single-phase or three-Phase

structuie. Single phases are usually suPported by a support colurnn (Fig'

2-20). Three phases can be supported by a single structure, but they become

impractical and uneconomical at 500kV and above because the phase

spicing is greater than 25 feet (7.62m).

2.3.15 Bus Duct

There are tluee types of bus ducts. One is an isolated (iso) phase bus

duct, which connectJ the generator to the main power transformer and

unit auxiliary transformers. Tl.re isolated phase bus duct consists of three

separate conductors, each in its own grounded metal enclosure'

The second type is a nonsegregated phase bus duct, which connects

switchgear to switchgear and station auxiliary transformer to station

auxiliaiy transformer. This type of bus duct consists of three bus bars in a

common grounded metal enclosure.
The third tyPe is a segregated bus duct and is the same as the

nonsegregated- phase bus duct except that there are grounded metal

segregation barriers between bus bars.
-support: 

The iso phase bus duct may be suPPorted from the building
steel alid/or generator foundation when in the building and on individual
common structure suPports outside the building. The segregated and

nonsegregated bus ducts are tyPically supported from the roof purlins or
joists when inside a control building and on common structure suPports

when outside of a building.

CHAPTER 3

LOADING CRITERIA FOR
SUBSTATION STRUCTURES

-',\.-..

All substation structures should be designed to withstand applicabie
loads from wind, ice,line tensions, earthquakes, construction, maintenance,

electrical equipment, and other specified or irnusual service conditions'
This chapter discusses guidelines for developing substation struciure

loading criieria. Loads and load cases recommended in this manual are

considered apProPriate for providing reliable substation structures

described in ChaPter 2, excluding control buildir-rg structules' Design

engineers using this manual may substitute or modify these

recommendations based on experience, research results, or test data'

3.1 BASIC LOADING CONDITIONS '

3.1.1 Dead Loads

Shucture, suPport €quipment, and accessory weights should be

included in the dead toads applied in coniunction with applicable design

3.1.2 Equipment Operating Loads

Operation ot equipment, such as switches and circuirinterruPting
deviies, can create dynamic loadir.rg on suPPort structures. These loads

should be combined with other loid .usei lf ttte equiPment hls to be

operable when weather conditions are most severe. The equiPment

manufacturer should be consulted regarding ihe apPlicatio4 and magnitude
of such loads. Equipment manufacturers should also be consulted withli

Ii

ru
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regard to operational and fullctional deflection requirements specific to the
particular equipment. Deflection limits are recommended in Chapter 4.

The design dngineer should be involved in the equipment Procurement
review process to assess design information, such as equipment center of
gravity, weights, component sizes for whd surface area, and dynamic or
operating forces. --'\r.

3.1.3 Terminal Connection Loads for Electrical Equipment

The primary purpose of terminal connections on substation equipment
is to serve as electlical conduits to the equipment. They are not intended
as a prirnary lbad support system. Terminal connection loads are forces
and lnornents that are created by flexible artd rigid bus connectors to
electrical equipment. Flexible bus connectors to equipment should be

installed with sufficient slack to accommodate equipment movement.
Bus connections to the terminal pads of electrical equipment use

hardi,,,'are that generally varies from 6 to 18in. (15.2 to 45.7cm) long. The
hardware can act as a lever arm to create additional moments on the
terminal nads. Substantial forces and moments can be transmitted to
the terminal pads of the eqtripment by the connector. Test terminals, for
use by operation and maintenance personnel, may also be installed
betwben the hardware and the terminal pacls. Test terminals increase
loads on the terminal pads.

Terminal pad connection capaciiies fordisconnect switches are specified
r IEEE C37.32 (2002), {or circuit breakers in IEEE C37.04a (2003), and for

I transformer bushhgs in IEEE C57.19.01 (2000) and IEEE C57.19.100 (1995).

Moment capacities are typically not provided by these documents. When
it is dqtermined that the terminal pads may be subjected to a significant
moment load, the design engineer should consult with the equipment
manufacturer for the limiting terninal pad moment capacity.

It is recominendEd that the following information be included in
specifications for purchasing eleCtrichl equipment:

. the type of connectors (flexible or rigid bus) to the electrical
equlpment/

. drawings of connection hardware, if available,

. preferred orientation of terminal pads, and

. unfactored design forces and moments that act on the terminal
pads.

3.1.4 Wire Tension Loads

Structlues supporting wire (conductor and shield wire) into and out of
a substation are called substation dead-end structures. The dead-end
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structure wire tensions can be based on the transmission line wire tensions
or a specified reduced tension, called slack-span tension. The use of a
slack-span tension (as arr example, 40%-40% of the transmission line
tension) is to take advantage of a standard dead-end structu{e that is
not dependent on the transmission line wire tension parameters. rlVhen

a dead-end slack-span structure is used, the ad.iacent transmission line
tower has to be a full transmission line tension dead-end structure. Dead-
end structures that support wires that extend outside the substation yard
should meet the requirements of the NESC (2007).

The strain bus conductor is composed of flexible conductors suspended
above the ground between supporting structures using strain insulators.
The span length is typically 300ft (91m) or less. Most stringing programs
assume that the conductor spans the entire length between support
structures, has the shape of a catenary or parabolic cuwe, and neglects the
effect of insulators on the conductor sag.

Ice or wind loads applied transverse to the wire, or low temperatures
increase the tension load in the wire beyond its original installation tension
and should be considered when computing the wire tension load. These
effects are discussed further in Sections 3.1.5 arrd 3.1.6.

With typical strain bus spans, the porcelai1l insulator weight may create
a substantial portion of ihe sag and should not be neglected. Also, some
older stringing prograrns assume that the conductor loading is uniform
and do not have provisions fol concentrated loads. Concentrated loads
are typically created by taps (vertical jumpers) from the strain bus
conductor to a lower bus conductor or electrical equipment. Depending
on the tap location and magnitude, they may significantly affect the
tension and sag of the conductor. A sag tension program that can model
these conditions should be used for strain bus design.

Taps should have adequate slack to allow r,urrestrained upward
movement of the overhead conductor during cold temperatures.
Otherwise, the tensionin the conductor may become larger than the design
tension on the structure, or the tap may tmnsmit loads to the.lower bus
conductor or equipment that is not designed to resist this additional load.
For medium to long strain bus spans with taps, the use of springs irLline
with the strain bus conductor can reduce the e{fects of variations in sag
caused by temperature arld loading conditions. Finite element programs
can model the effects of insulators and concentrated taD loads.

3.1.4.1 Concentrated Loads on Strain Bus Systems. Taps create ver-
tical concentrated loads on tie strain bus conductors that can significantly
increase wire tensions. Some computer prograrns that calculate wire ten-
sions and sags use uniform wire loads and do not have prov.isions Ior
concentrated loads. Dividing the concentrated load by the span length
and adding it to the uniform wire load may underestimate the wire
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tension, particularly if the taPs are located at midspan. A structural
program witlr cable elements can properly calculate the wire tension for
ihe;oncentrated loads. If this type of program is not available, the effects

of concentrated loads canbe approximated using the general cable theorem
(Fig. 3-1).

The general cable theorem (Norris and Wilbur 1960) states, "At any

point on a cable acted uPonby vertical loads, the product of the horizontal
component of cable tension and vertical distance from that Point to the

cable chord equals ihe bending moment which would occur at that section,

if the loads carried by the cable were acting on a pin-supPorted beam

of the same span length as that of the cable." This theorern is applicable

to any set of vertical loads, whether the cable chord is horizontal or
inclined.

For a concentrated load at midsPan, the bending moment is PL,/4

(where P is the concentrated load and L is the horizontal span length) and

is equal to the product of the horizontal tension and the, sag at midspan
(Fig. a-t). For a uniform load, the bending moment is Wl'?l8, and it is also

eqial to tl.re product of the horizontal tension and the sag at midspan'

Therefore, PLl4 may be set equal to WL?/8 and solved for W, which is ihe

eouivalent uniform load ircrease to account for the concentrated load'
The equivalent uniform load, W."""."t 

"t"arooa, 
is then added to the conductor

uniform load to calculate the tension and sag of the conductor. However,

this example is only valid for concentrated loads that create the maximum
bending moment at midspan.

It
n

3.1,4.2 Substation Dead-End Structures. The application of wire
tension loads for dead-end structures should be chosen to allow for
flexibility in routing transmission lines into and out oI substations' This

' M-* = D*n X H. r,, = W1'?79 = PY4

W"o onn*no,ooo = (P) (2) / L

IIGURE 3-1. General Cable Theoretn (Norris and Wilbut 1960)
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flexibility can be accounted for by selecting a minimum line angle (such

as 15 degrees), reasonable wind span for transverse loads, adequate lorv-

ooint distances for vertical loads, and reasonable wire tensions for longi-

Ldinal loads. These loads act in either negative or Positiv€ directions'
Uplift loads can be applied to the substation dead-end structure when

the wire attaclment Points of the first transmission line structure are

higher in elevation than the attachment Points of the substatiorr dead-end

structure. Design uplift loads can be speci{ied for the dead-end structures'

Normally, the uplift caPacity oI the members and connections is sufficient,

assr]ming the vertical wire loads can act either up or doivn and additional
uplift load cases ale not necessary.

3.1.5 Extreme Wind Loads

Wind loads on substation structures, equipment, and c6nductors (bus

and wire) should be applied in the direction that generates the maximum
loading. For substation structures supPorting wire loadd, the longitudinal
winds (in the direction of the wires) may also produce significant structure

loading and should be considered in the load calculation.
The wind force can be determined using the following Iormula:

'-,r*.-. F = Qk.lPlNGwCA (8q.3-1)

where
F = wind force in the direction of wind (lb, N);

Q = air density factor, default value = 0.00256 (0,6i3 SD, defined in
Section 3.1.5.1;
terrain exposure coefficient, defined in Section 3.1.5.2;

basic wind speed, 3-s gust wind speed (mile/hour, m/s),
defined in Section 3.1.5.3;
irnportance factor, defined irr Section 3.1.5.4;

guit response factor (for structure and wile), defined in Section

3.1.5.5;
force coefficient, defined in Section 3.1.5.6; and
projected wind surface area normal to the direction of urir]d
(fC, m'?).

The wind force calculated {rom Eq. 3-1 is based on the selection 
'

of appropriate values of wind speed, exPosure coefficimt, gust

,esponsu iuctot, and force coefficient. These parameters are.discussed

in iubsequent sections. Foi strtrctures supporting lvires, the wire tension

.ot."rpot,diog io the wind loading sho\rld be calculated using ihe

temperature that is most likely to occur at the time of the extreme wind
loading events.
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The wind loads recommended in this section are primarily based on
the provisions of ASCE 7 (2005) and ASCE 74 (7997).

3.1.5.1 Air Density Factor. The air density factor, Q, converts the
kinetic energy of moving air into the potential energy of pressure. For
the stantlard atmosphere, the air density factor is 0.00256 (or 0.613SI). The
standard atmosphere is delined as sea level pressure of 29.92in. of mercury
(101.32k1'a) with a temperature of 59"F (15'C). The wind speed, V, in
Eq. 3-1 should be expressed in terms of miles per hour when the constant
0.00256 ip used and 0.613 when meters per second are used.

The numerical constant of 0.00256 should be used except where
sufficient weather data are available to iustify a different value. The air
density factor varies as a function of altitude and temperature. Variations
ofthe air density for otherair temperatures and elevations that are different
from th'e standard atmosphere are given in ASCE 74 (1991).

| 3.L.5,2 Terrain Exposure Coefficient. The exposure coefficient, k,
modifies the basic wind speed to account for both terrain and height
effects. \{ind speed varies with height because of ground friction, and the
amount df friction varieq with ground roughness. The ground roughness
is characterized bI the,various exposure categories described below.

3.1.5.2.1 Exposure Categories. Three exposure categories, B, C, and
D, are recommended for use in this manual:

Exposure B. This exposure is classified as urban and suburban areas,
rvell-wooded areas, or terrain with nurnerous closely spaced obstruc-
tions of the size of single-family dwellings or larger. Use of this
exposure category should be lirnited to those areas for which terrain
representative of Exposure B prevails in the upwind direction for a
clistance of at least 2600 {t (792m) or 20 times the height of the struc-
ture, ra'hichever is greater,
Exposure C. fhis exposure is classified as open terrain with scat-
tered obstructions generally less than 33 ft (10m) high. This category
includes flat open country, grasslands, and shorelines in hurricare-
prorre regions.
Exposure D. This exposure is classified as flat, unobstructed coastal
areas exposed directly to wind flowing over open water (excluding
shorelinesirihurricane-proneregions) forlongerthan5000ft(1524m)
or 20 times the height of the structure, whichever is greater.
Shorelines in exposure D include inland-ty3terways, the Great Lakes,
ancl coastal areis of California, Oregoi,'hmshington, anp Alaska.
This exposure should apply to those structures exposed to the wind
coming from over the water. Exposure D extends inland from the
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shoreline a distance of 600ft (200m) or 20 times the height of the
structure, whichever is greater.

Values of the terrain exposure coefficient k" are listed in Table 3-1 for
heights up to 100ft (30.5m) above ground. Values for k, not shown in
Table 3-1, and for heights greater than 100ft (30.5m), can be determined
using Eq. 3-2.

k.=r.u(L) ror1s3z3z, (F,q.3-2)

where z = the effective height at which the wind is being evaluated, z, =
gradient height (Table 3-2), and d = the power law coelficient Jor a 3-s

gust wind (Table 3-2).
Effects of terrain on the wind force are signilicant. The aPPropriate

exposure category must be selected after careful review of ihe surrounding

TABLE 3-1. Terrain Exposure Coefficient, k"

hkk,
Height above Ground z (feet) Exposure B ExPosure C ExPosure D

0-15
30
40
50
60

70

80

90
i00

0.57
0.70
0.76
0.81
0.85
0.89
0.93
0.96
0.99

0.85
0.98
1.04
1.09
1.13
1.L7
1.21.

7.24
7.26

'1.03
'1,.16

1.22
1,.27

1.31
L.U
1.38
1.40
7.43

Note:1foot=0.305m.

TABLE 3-2. Power Law Constants

d

Power Law Coefficient

7.0
9.5

11.5

zs

Gradient Height in
Exposure Category for a 3-s Gust Wind feet (m)

C
D

1200 (366)
900 (274)
700 (273)
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terrai.n. Exposure C should be used unless the design engineer has

determined wiih good engineering judgment that other exposures are

more appropriate. The power law constants (ct and z) for the different

terrain categories are shown in Table 3-2.

3,1,5.2.2 Effectiae Height. The elfective height, z, is used for selection

of the terrain exposure coefficient, k, the wire gust response factor,

Gwnr,, and the structure gust response factor, G5ru.. Sections 3 1'5 5'1 and

3.1.5.5.2 define the location for the effective height for the structure and

wlre.

3.1.5.3 Basic Wind Speed. The basic wind speed, used in Eq' 3-1, is

the 3-second gust wind sPeed at 33ft (10m) above ground in a flat and

open country ierrain (ExPosure Category C) and associated with a 50-year

return period. ASCE 7 (2005) basic wind speed maPs are shown in Figs'

3-2a and 3-2b.
In certain regions in the country, such as mountainous terrarn,

topographical characteristics may cause significant -variations 
of wind

ro""I ou". short distances (ASCE 7 2005). In these regions, local

meteoroloeical data shouldbe collected to establish the design wind speed

(Abild et a1. t992; Hoskings and Wallis 1987; Peterka 1992; \N ang 7991)'

deneral guidelines of developing local wind data are recommended in
ASCE 74 (1991).

Hurricane wind speeds associated with the 50-year retum period are

incorporated in the design wind speed map of ASCE 7 (2005) Additional
hurricane wind speed maps are available in ASCE 7 (2005) for the western

arid eastern Gulf of Mexico coastlines and the mid- and Northern Atlantic
coastlines.

3.1.5.4 Importance Factor for Basic Wind Speed. The retum period,

also callecl the mean recurrence interval, is aPProximately the reciprocal

of the annual probability of occurrence. A 50-year mean recurrence lnter-

val (return period) signifies approximately a 27o annual probability of

wind loading that will exceed or equal the design value (importance

factor, I6ry = i.O). f". substation structures that require a higher level oI

reliability, a 100-year metrn recurrence interval may be desirable' The

importance factois and iheir relationshiP to the retum period are listed

in Table 3-3.
The selection oI the imPortance factor provides a method of adiusting

the level of structural reliability. The use of an importance factor equal

to 1.0 does not imply that the structures are not important' Rather, it
represents a good- understanding of the probabilities--of failure and

required struciural reliabiliiy. It is the owner's responsibility to select the

appropriate importance factor for their substation structures'
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3.1.5.5 Gust Response Factor. The gust resPonse factor, Gni, accounts

for the dynamic effects of gusts on the wind response of qtructures' The

gust respbnse factors provided irr this manual are based on ASCE 7 (2005)

and Davenport.s (1979) wind load model.
The Darienport equations for gust response facto$ were originally

developed baieci on 10-min. average wind speed To- convert these

equatidns to 3-s Sust wind, a constant, k,, was introduced to account for
the tatio of 3-s gGt wind sPeed to lGmin. average wind speed in open

country (Exposrir"lyat tf." ff-tt 1t0m) reference height' This rirtio (k') is

equal to 1.45, based on Durst's conversion (ASCE 7 2005, Fig C6-4)'

Other theories have been developed (Deaves and Harris 1978) to

address issues involving wind speed conversion. They often yield dilferent

results. This is particulaily true {or Exposures B and D, where only limited

historiial data are available under extreme wind events' With all the

uncertainties related to wind and wind measurements, it is recommended

that a single numerical constant for the value of t,, under all exPosure

categories be used. The 1.43 was developed for terrain exp-osure category

C, birt because at this time there are no equivalent values for categories B

and D, it was determined that the k,, value o{ 1.43 will provide acceptable

gust response factors for application to substation structures'

3.1.5.5.L Stnrctrre Grtst ResPottse Facfor. t The structure gust response

factor, Gsru,, is used for comPuting the wind loads acting on substation

structures and on the insulator and hardware assemblies attached to

the structures. This factor accorints for t\e response of the substation

structure to the gust wind.
The structure gust resppnse , 

factor, Gsg,, for equiPment support

structures is based-on ASCA Z IZObS) for rigifl struptures Rigid, nonwire-

supporting structures for wind response are defined as structures with a

{undamental frequency of 1Hz or greater. Fot these structures, the structure

gust response faitor, G${,, can be assumed as a constant value of 0-85-

The structure gust response factors, GsRr,, for wire-supPorting structures
(dead-end and line termination structures) and flexible, nonwire-

supporting structures (with fundamental frequency less than 1Hz) are

based o.t Dan..,port's (1979) wind load model. The gust resPonse factors

used in this manual for these structu{e types do not include the dynamic

resonant response of the structure or wires. The dynamic response oI the

wires and stirrctures to win.l gusts may result in amplification of the wind
loads that tend to offset any spatial reduction. With flexible structures,

this amplification factor may need to be included as shown in the

Davenport equations (1979).

The wire-zupporting shucture gust resPonse factot can be calculated

using Eq. 3-3. The above-ground height (h) of the substation structure

shou'id be used in this equition. A factor of 0.67 is included ,in Eq 3-3 (E )
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FlcURE,3 2a. Basic Wind Speed In Miles lter llour (n/s) (ASCE 7 2005).
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130(58)

140163)

t40(63) iso{sz)
110{63)

rs0(c7)

liiiiiijli sp""r"r wr'o a"gi""
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90(40)

100{4s)

120{54)

110(49)

r10(49) r20(54)

Notgs:
1. Values are nominal deslgn 3-second gustwind speeds lh mlles p€. houl (nts)

al33 ft (10 m) above ground_for Exposure C calegory.
2. Llnear Int€rpolatlon belween wlnd contours ls per.nltted.
3,lslands ahd coastalrreas outslde the last conlourshall use lhe lasl wlnd sp€ed

contour ot the coastal area.
4. l,louhtainous lerraln, gorgesr ocean prcmonlories, and speclalwlnd regions

shall be examlned for ullusual wlnd conditlons.

FIGURE 3-2b. Bssic Wirtd Speed in Miles per Hour (n/s) (ASCE 7 2005).

TABLE 3-3. Importance Factors (lp1y) for Basic
Wind Speed

Location
Hawall
Puerto Rico
Gsam
Vl.gln lslands
Aherlcan SEmoa

V mph
105
145
170
145
125

{nts)
147't
t6s)
{76)
t65)
(56)

Mean Recurrence Intewal 50 Years 100 Years

Importance factor 1.00 1.15
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to simplify the calculation by assuming the average wir.rd force is equal to
the force calculated at 2,/3 of the structure height, defined as the structure
effective height.

GSRF = (1+ 3.6(€) E, (Br)o')/k,' (Eq. 3-3)

where
Es = 4.9 (kr,)\/'? (33/10.67)(h\)'/\";
e = 0.75 for wire-supporting structures (dead-end and line termina-

tion structures) (Table 3-4a);
e = 1.00 for flexible structures (nonwire-supporting, <1llz) (Table

3-4b);

TABLE 3-4a. Structu(e Response Factor, Gsru,, for Wire-Supporting
Structures, € = 0.75

Height (ft) Erposure B Exposure C Exposure l)
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= 7/(1 + 0.375(h/Ld);
= total above-ground height of the structure in feet;

= 7.43;

= turbulence scale (Table 3-5);

= surface drag coefficient (Table 3-5); and

= polver law coefficient (10-min. average whd) (Table 3-5).

B5

h
k,
L,u

k,n

Arc

<33
>33 to 40
>40 to 50
>50 to 60
>60 to 70
>70 to 80
>80 to 90
>90 to 100

Notes: Equation 3-3 can be used to calculate GsRr values. 1 foot = 0.305m.

TABLE 3-4b. Structure Response Factor, G5r*, for Flexible Structures,
Nonwire-Supporting, <1H2, e = 1.0

Height (ft) Erposure B ExPosure C ExPosure D

Equation 3-3 was developed from the Davenport (1979) equation by
neglecting the resonant response terms for the structure ard converting to
a 3-s gust wind speed. This simplified apProach is applicable for most
practical wire-supporting substation structure types (dead-end and line
termination structures). Tables 3-4 give the structure gust resPonse factor
for terrain exposure categories B, C, and D. The values in these tables were
determined using a k,, of 1.43 for all terrain exposure categories. The GsRr

values for the heights at <15ft ard S33ft are determined at the heights of
15ft and 33ft. The GsRr values for the table rows wiih height ranges (e.g.,

>33 to 40ft) are broe{_ol the average G5a1 value within the sPecilied range.

3.1.5.5.2 Wire and Strain Bus Gttst Response -Faclor' Substation
structures supporting overhead rvire and strain bup (both will be referred
to as wire) should include a wire gust resPonse factor (G1an5) for determin-
ing the wind loads acting on the wire. This factor accounts for the response
of the ivire system to ihe.gust wind.

The Grya, is a function of the exPosure category, design wind span
between structures, and the effective height. The wire gust resPonse factor
can be calculated using Eq. 3-4. In Eq. 3-4, the effective height for arr

overhead wire is the height above the ground to the wire aitachment
point.

cwff = (1+ 2.78,y (sr)o")lk"' (Eq. 3'a)

TABLE 3-5. Exposure Category Constants for G5s, and
G1yru, Determinatton

Erposure Surface Drag Turbulence Scale

Category Coefficient k'o (10-min average) , L,o (f0

770
220 

r
250

7.77
1.15
7.72
1.08
1.06
1.03
1.01
1.00

o.96
0.95
0.94
0.92
0.91
0.89
0.88
0.88

0.85
0.84
0.84
0.83
0.82
0.81
0.81
0.80

<15
>15 to 33
>33 to 40
>40 to 50
>50 to 60
>60 to 70
>70 to 80
>80 to 90
>90 to 100

1.59
1.48
7.37
1.33
1,.28

7.25
7.22
1.19
7.17

7.20
l_ll
1.11
1.08
1.06

1.05
1.03
1.O2

1.00

7.02

0.99
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.93
o.92
0.91
0.90

Power l,aw
Coefficient (xro

7
10

0.010
0.005
0.003

B

C
D

Notes: Equation 3-3 can be used to calculate GSRF values. 1 foot = 0.305 m. Note: l foot= 0.305m.
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where
Ew = 4.9 (kn)'/'(33/h)t/\,;
Bt,] = | /(1+ (0.8Ll116)); ''\r.
H = wire and strain bus effective height (ft);
k. = 7.43:
L = wire horizontal span length (ft);
Lro = turbulence scale (Table 3-5);
/cru = , s.,.1u"" drag coefficient (Table 3-5); and
r10 

=, 
power law coefficient (10-min. average wind) (Table 3-5).

EqLation 3-4 was cleveloped from ihe Davenport (1979) equation by
neglecting the wire resonant resPonse terms and converting to a 3-s gust
wind speed. This simplified approach is applicable for most practical wire
instalfations supported on substation structures. Tables 3-6a, 3-6b, and 3-

6c give tlle wirg gust response factor for terrain exposure categories B, C,

zurd D.r Equation 3-4, with the apProPriate exposure category constants
shown in Table 3-5, can be used to obtain the Gwru. for exposure categories
B, C, and D for heights over 100ft (30.5rn) aud wind spans eqrral to or
greater than 750ft (229 m). The Grypp values for the heiShts at <33{t are

determined at tl-re average height between the grour.td level and 33ft. The
remaining Grys' values are based on the lower range height value. A 50-ft
span is used to calculate the average value for wire span (L) less than 100ft.
The lower wire span length within ihe given rarge is used to determine
the Gpp values.

The values in these tables were determined using a (' of 1.43 for all
terrain bxposure categqries. DavenPort's equations (1979) f or gust response
factors were origtr.rally developed based on 10-min. average wind speed.

TABLE 3-6a. Wire Gust Response Factor, Gwru,, Exposure B

Wire Span, L (ft)
Wire Eflective
Heieht (ft) L<100 100sL<250 250<L<500 500<t<750

7.7Y

7.07
1.05
1,.02

1.00

0.98
0.97
o.95

Notes: Equation 3 4 should be used to calculate Gwnr for wire/strain bus effective

height over 100ft or spans 750ft and greater. 1 foot = 0.305m.

<33
>33 to 40
>40 to 50
>50 to 60
>60 lo 70

>70 io 80
>80 to 90
>90 to 100

1.11

7.02
1.00
0.98
o.96
0.94
0.93
0.92

1.00
0.93

0.91
0.89
0.87
0.86
0.85
0.84

0.90
0.84
0.83
0.81
0.80
0.79
0.78
0.77
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TABLE 3-6b. Wire Gust Response Factor, Gqil, Exposure C

Wire Effective
Iteieht (ft)

Wire Span, L (ft)

L<100 100<L<250 250<l<500 500<L<750

<33
>33 to 40
>40 to 50
>50 to 60
>60 Io 70
>70 to 80
>80 to 90
>90 to 100

0.95
0.91

0.90
0.89
0.88
0.87
0.86
0.85

0.92
0.88
0.87
0.86
0.85
0.84
0.83
0.83

0.86
0.82
0.81
0.80
0.80
o.79
0.78

0.78

o.79
0.76
o.75
0.75
0.74
0.73
0.73
0.73

Notes: Equation 3-4 should be used to calculate G*^1for wire/strah bus effective
height over 100ft or spans 750ft and Sreater- 1 foot = 0 305m

TABLE 3-6c. Wire Gust Response Factol, Gwnr,, Exposure D

Wire Span, I (ft)
Wire Effective
Height (ft) L<100 100.<l<250 250<L<500 500<L <750

<33
>33 to 40
>40 to 50
>50 to 60
>60 io 70
>70 to 80
>80 to 90
>90 to 100

0.85
0.82
0.81
0.80
0.80
0.79
o.79

0.79

o.82
0.80
0.79
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.77
0.77

0.77
0.75
0.75
0.74

0.74
0.73
0.73
0.73

0.72
0.77

0.70
0.70
0.70
0.69
0.69
n69

Notes: Equation 3-4 should be used to calculate G11ne for wire/strain bus effective
height over 100ft or spans 750ft and greater. 1 foot = 0.305m-

To convert these equations to 3-s Sust wind, a constant, k,,,was introduced
to acconnt for the ratio of 3-s gust wind speed to 10-min. average wind
speed in open country (exposure C) at the 33-ft (10-m) reference height.
This ratio ((,) is equal to 1.43, based on Durst's conversion (ASCE 7 2005,

Fig. C6-a).

3,1.5.6 Force Coefficient. The force coefficient, C7 in the wind force
formul4 Eq. 3-1, is the ratio of the resulting wind force per unit
area in the direction of the wind to the applied wind pressure. This
coefficient takes into account the effects of the structural member's wind



characteristics: shaPe, size, o{ientation with resPect to the wind, solidity,

shielding, and surfice roughness' It is also referred to as a drag coefficient'

pressure coefficient, or shape factor.
The ratio of a member's length to its diameter (or width) is known as

the asDect ratio. Shorter members have lower force coefficients than longer

-"*b"., of the same shape. The force coefficients given in the tables of

this chapter are applicable to members with asPect ratios g{eater tharl 40-

Adiustment factoii for members with asPect ratios less than 40 may be

used to deterrnine a corrected Ci that is substituted for C7 in Eq 3-1, as

follows (ASCE 74 1991):
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c'r= k)(cr) (Eq. 3-s)

TABLE 3-8. Force Coefficients, Cy, for Normal Wind on Laiticed
Structures with Flat-Sided Members

Force Coefficienr

where c is the correction factor from Table 3-7 and Clis the force coefficient

from Table 3-8 and Table 3-9.

Tlne term yatoed ruind is used to describe winds whose angle of incidence

with a struct-ure is other than perpendicular. The maximum effective wind
on square base lattice structures occurs at a yaw angle of slightly less than

45 degrees (Bayar 1986; BEAIRA 1935). These wind loads are typically

P% t;1,5'/" greater than the calculaied perpendicular wind loads'

A:r impoitant factor that influences the force coefficient of lattice truss

structurei is the solidiiy ratio of the frame. The force coefficient for the

0.6
o.7
0.8
1.0

0-4
48
8-40
>40

SquareCross-Sectional TriangularCross-Sectional

Solidity Ratio O Structures Structures

<0.025
o.075-0.44
0.45-{.69
0.70 1.00

4.00
4.1.-5.20
1.8
1.3-0.7(D

3.6
3.74.54
1.7
1.0 +o

i,
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TABLE 3-9. Force Coefficients, C1, for Structural Shapes,Force Coefficients, C1, for Structural Shapes, Bus, and

Surfaces Commonly Used in Tubular Structures

Member ShaPe Force Coeflicient

Structural shapes (average value)
Bus: Rigid and flexible
Circrrlar
Hexadecagonal (16-sided polygonal)
Dodecagonal (12-sided polygonal)
Octagonal (8-sided PolYgonal)
Hexagonal (6-sided PolYgonal)
Square or rectangle

I

TABLE 3-10. Correction Factor, C., for
Normal Wind on l,atticed Structures with

Round-Section Members

q^li,liru RrtiA 6 Correction Factor C.

0.67
0.47 + 0.67 @

1

7.6
,1

0.9
0.9
1

1.4
1.4
2

<0.30
0.3H.79
0.80-1.00

total structure depends on the airflow resistance of individual members

and on the airflow pattern around the members Fdr lattice structures that

are less than 200It (61m) high, the solidity ratios for the various tower

panels over the height of the transverse and longiiudinal faces may be

iveraged to simplify"tl.re Wind load calculation' Solidity raiio' @' is 'lefined
as thJratio of tlie aiea of all members in the windward face to the area of

the outline of the windward face of a latticed structure'

I4ihen two members are placed in line with the wind, such as in a lattice

structure, the leewarcl frame is partially shielded by ihe windward frame'

The shieiding factor is influenied by the solidity ratio, spacing between

frames, and yaw angle
Tabies 3-S and 3-igive the force coefficieqfs recommended by ASCE 74

(1991). Table 3-10 giv"es correction factors for converting the Cl values in

Iable 3-8 to C7 values for round-secfion members:

Cy (round) = q (flat-sided members) x C. (correction factor)

These values are assembled frdrh the latestboundary-layer wind-tunnel

and full-scale tests and from previously available literature' Other force
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coefficidits carr be used where justified by experimental data. Additional
backglound ilformation on force coefficients can be found in ASCE 7
(2005) and ASCE 74 (1991).

3.1.5.7 Application of Wind Forces to the Structures. The whd
forces determined by Eq. 3-1 using the recommended force coef{icients of
this mandal have accoulted for both the windward and leeward faces,
includirig shielding. The ra,'ind forces calculated on a complete lattice truss
system can be distributed to the panel points of the structure without
further consideration.

Equipment or portions of a structure can be partially shielded from the
wind by a+ adjagent item. This phenomenon is known as wind shading or
wind shielding. A slight change in the wind direction usually eliminates
or reduces the arnount of wind shielding. For these reasons, the effects of
wind shielding are normally not considered for substation structures.

Wrere the lattice truss systems in a structure, or individual tubular
shaft members of an H-frame structure, are separated, the windward and
Ieeward faces should bti considered as each being individually exposed to
the calculated wind force with appropriate force coefficients.

3.1.6 Combined lce and Wind Loads

The most common ice load is glaze ice. The ice load maps shown in
Figs. 3-3a through f were published in ASCE 7 (2005). These maps show
uniform radial thicknqps of glaze ice with concurrent 3-s gust wind due to
freezing rain at 33 ft (10m) above the ground for a 50-year mean recurrence
interval.

ln certain geographical areas, other types of ice loads. such as rime or
in-cloud ice, wet snow, and hoarfrost may become important in the design
of substation structures. For information on nonglaze ice loads,
meteorological and engineering studies can be conducted to properly
accoturt for nonglaze ice loads in design practice.

The design engineer is responsible for delecting from available data the
most apprepriate ice thickness to use for the location of the Iacility being
designed. Utilities can conduct icing studies, with the assistance of a

consulting meteorologist with ice expertise, to develop more accurate ice
loading for substation sites in their service areas (Hoskings arrd Wallis
1987; Jones 1996a; Jones 1996b; Wang 1991).

To calculate ice loads to be used for the de..s'$rpf substation strlrctures,
glaze ice is assumed to weigh 57lblft3 (8.95kN/m3). Rirne ice can
accurnulate to a much larger thickness than glaze ice, but its density is
usually lower than glaze ice and may be assumed to weigh 40lb/ft3
(6.29kN/m3).
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3.1.6.1 Ice-Sensitive Substation Structures. Desisners do not need
to consider ice loads when designing every structure or structural com-
ponent. Considerations should be given to only ice-sensitive structures.
ln addition, ice loads may be applied to only selected components in ice-
sensitive structures. For exampl€, in dead:end structure design, the ice
load on the conductor is included in design, but the ice load on the struc-
ture is often neglected. Ice-sensitive structures are structures for which
the load effects from atmospheric icing control the design of part or all of
the skuctural system. Typically in a substation, ice-sensitive structures
include equipment and rigid bus conductors and supports.

3.1.5.2 Importance Factor. The return period, also called the mean
recurrence interval, is approximately the reciprocal o{ the alnual proba-
bility of occurrence. A SO-year mean recurrence interval signifies approx-
imately a 2% annual probability of ice thickness that will exceed or equal
the design ice thickness (importance factor,In = 1.0). For substation struc-
tures that require a higher level of reliability, a higher recurrence interval,
e.g., a 100-year mean recurrence interval, may be desbable. The ice thick-
ness importance factors and their relationship to the retum period are
listed in Table 3-11. The 3-s gust wind speed used in combination with
the ice obtahed from Figs. 3-3a through I will have an importimce factor
of 1.0 for both the 50 and 100 me.Ln recurrence intervals, per ASCE 7
(2005).

The selection of the ice thickness importance factor provides a method
of adjusting the level of structural reliability. The use of arr ice thickness
importance factor equal to 1.0 does not imply that the structures are not
important. Rather, it represents a good understanding of the probabiliiies
of failure and required structural reliability. The owners must select the
appropriate ice thickness importance factor {or their substation
structures.

3.1.7 Earthquake Loads

Earthquake loading is an environmental loading condition that, based
on the specific site and substation structure characteristics, may govem
design in certain regions. Designers should be aware of unusual soil

TABLE 3-11. LnDortance Factors for Combined Ice and Wind

Mean Recurrence Interval 50 Years 100 Years

43

Ice thickness importance factor, Iq1

Concurrent $'ind load importance factor, I6y1

1.00
1.00

1.25
i.00
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FIGLIRE 3-3a' Exttetne Rsdial Glaze Ice Thickness (itr') ' Western Unitecl Ststes

t"*it p"ritit Northtoest), ST-Yesr Retttn Period zoith Conurrtent 3-s Wind

Speeds (ASCE 7 2005).
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FIGURE 3-3b . Extrente Radinl Glaze lce Thickness (ih ) ' Eostem United States'

sT-Year Return Period tuith ConctLrrent 3-s Wind Speeds (ASCE 7 2005)'
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FIGLIRE 3-3c. Exh eme Ratlial Glaze Ice Thickness (itt.), Lnke Superior, S]-Year
Rettutt Period utith Concurrent 3-s Wind Speeds (ASCE 7 2005).

FIGURE 3-3d. Extteme Radial Glaze Ice Thickness (itt.), Eraser Valley, SO-Year

Retum Period zoith CottctLrrerl 3 s Wind Speecls (ASCE 7 2005).
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FIGURE 3-3e. Extreme Radial Glaze lce Thickness (in.), Colurfuia Riaer Gorye,
\}-Year Return Period toith Concutrmt 3-s Wind Speeds (ASCE 7 2005).

lc6thiat&342orter- Npl€'
e'1ti rpeed icrler - - - k€ lhlchlesses h spo€ed Scaiirne st dewfrfls bpber lhan lhe s|'?oLlnding
Wo€lrd slstions r t€nBln i|ld in vs{?i! ar.d garre5 r$Fy exnled !}e ra€p*d v!&.!en

FIGURE 3-3f. Extrente Radial Glaze lce ThickrLess (itr.), Alaska, SUYesr Relrrnl
Period zuith Conurrent 3-s Wind Soeeds (ASCE 7 2005).



conditions, soil structure interaction, and the Potential of modified

response due to an intermediate structu{e'

iarthquake Ioading is not considered in combination with extreme

wind or ice loading bult may be considered in combination with oPerating

o. shJ-circ.llt loidirlg, if-thuse loads can occur duling an eartl.rquake'

This manual assumes ihat the earthquake load case is applied during the

condition of zero wind, no ice, and 60'F (15 6"C) The substation owner

should determine if it is appropriate to combine earthquake loads with

other load cases.

The vertical ground accelerationused in combination wiih the horizontal

base shear sholuld be 80% of the design horizontal ground acceleration'

fri"il"" fo.."t due to Sravity loads shall not be considered to provide

resistance to seismic forces.

Electrical connections to equiPment should have adequate slack in the

connections between equipmuttt. G"idutlt" for the amount of electrical

connection slack can be ?ound in IEEE 693 (2005) and IEEE 1527 (2006)'

The following simplified procedure for determining the seismic design

load is based oln tne Nutioilul Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program

(NEHRP) Provisions (FEMA 450 2004)'' ;t;; 3-4 shows the U.S Geological Survey (USCS) relative seismic

nuruid 
^up. 

Sp""tral response accellration maps obtained from the USGS

website can be used to determine the design acceleration level 
-' -fnu 

g.o,l"a motion spectral response jccelerations obtarned from the

*up, it" adjusted for design applications The sPectral resPonse
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FIGURE 3-4. Relatiae Seisnic Hszard Map (USGS)'
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acceleration obtai-ned from the 0.2-s map is referred to as S, (short periods)

and the 1.0-s map values are referred to as 51'

The mapped ground motion sPectral response acceleration values (Sg

and 5,) are adjusted for the following soil site classes:

A, hard rock,
B, rock,
C, very dense soil or soft rock,
D, stiff soil,
E, soft soil, and
F, very poor soil.

The different soil site classes are based on shear wave velocity, standard

penetration resistance, and undrainecl sl.rear strength data in the upper 100ft

i30m) of the soil profile. These soil site characteristics are defined in FEMA

aSO 1iOOl1. U"iog the soil site class and the S,and Sl values; the acceleration-

based site coefftient, F,, (at a 0.2-s period) (Table 3-12), and ihe velocity-

based site coefficient,I', (at a 1.0-s period) (Table 3-13), are selected-

Site Class Ss = 0.50

0.8
1.0
1.2
7.4
17

0.8
1.0

7.6
2.5

B
C
D
E
F

0.8

1.3
1.5

0.8
1.0
1.4
l.o

0.8
1.0
t_5

1.8

1.8

0.8 0.8
1.0 1.0

1..7 7.6
tn

| '1",

B
C
D
E
F

0.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9

0.8
1.0
1.1

1.2
1,.2

0.8
1.0
1.0

0.9

'Site-specific geotechnical investiSation and dynamic site resPonse analyses are

reouired.
Note: Use straight-line interPolation for intermediate values of 5s'

Site Class sr > 0.5

'Site-specific geotechnical investigation and dynamic site resPonse analyses are

reouired.
Note: Use straight-line interPolation for intermediate values of Sr'
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The soil site coefficients, F. and f,,, u.ra -""frhground motion spectral
response accelerations, S, and 51, are used in Eqs.3-6 and 3-7 to obtain the
spectral response accelerations Ses and Se1.

The rsubstation structure vibration period (in seconds), T, is used to
adiust the 1-s spectral response acceleration to obtain the design spectral
response acceleration, 5n. Equations 3-8 arrd 3-9 are used to determine the
design spectral respons€ acceleration S". The maximum value of S" should
be used, to determine the seismic design force:

sDs = (2/3)(r")(s.)

so, = (2/3)(r,)(s,)

(Eq. 3-6)

(Eq. 3-7)

(Eq. 3-8)

(Eq. 3-10)

S" = Sos

For substation structure periods 7 > (SD1/SD,s), use Eq. 3-9:

S.= 56/T (Eq. 3-e)

3.1.7.1 Structure Earthquake Loads. An equivalent lateral force pro-
cedure tnay be used for calculation of the seismic design force, F6, using
Eq.3-10:

I, = (S;,4R)W(p6)(1ay)

wnere
fs is the seismic design force, lateral force applied at the center of gravity

of the slructure or component,
R is the structurFresSronse modification factor (Section 3.1.7.3),
1p6 is the importance factor for earthquake loads (Section 3.1.7.2),

W is the dead load (ir-rcluding all rigidly attached equipment and 50% of
the weight of attached wire),

S, is the design spectral response acceleration (Eq. 3-8 or 3-9), and
Isy is 1.0 for domhant single mode behavior or 1.5 when multiple vibra-

tion modes are considered by the designer.

Multiple vibration modes should be considered when the designer
determines that they are significant to the strlrcture response. The
contribution of multiple rnodes can be accounted for by setting Iyy
to 1.5.

The directions of application oI the seismic design force should produce
the most critical load eJfects. The combination of member stresses and
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forces obtained from loads applied in orthogonal directions should be
combined using ihe recommendations in Section 5.6.2.1 of Chapter 5.

3.1.7.2 Importance Factor. The importance factors, Ip6, recommended
by this manual are:

Structures and equipment essential to operation
Anchorage for structures ard equipment essential to operation
All other stauctures and equipment
All other anchoraqes

1.25
2.0
1.0
1,J

The selection of the appropriate importance factor (1p3) is the
responsibility of the design engineer. The importance factors, I;p speci{ied
in this section are the recommended values {or 10, used in IEEE 693 (2005)
for fouldation design.

3.1.7.3 Structure-Response Modification Factor. The structure-
response modification factor, R, is based on the lateral force resisting
system of the structure. Recommended substation structure R values are
listed below:

Struchre or Componetxt Type
Moment-resisting steel frame
Trussed tower
Cantilever support structures
Tubular pole
Steel and aluminum bus supports
Station post insulators
Rigid bus (aluminum and copper)
Shuctures with natural frequency >25H2

USD
3.0
3.0
2.0
1.5
2.0
1.0
2.0
1.J

ASD
4.0
4.O

2.7
2.0
2.7

2.7
1..7

Note: See Section 6.7.1.

It is consewatively recommended to use a structure-response
modification factor of 4 for ASD (allowable stress design) and 3 for USD
(ultimate strength design) {or most trussed structures. ASD and USD ate
defined in Section 6.2 of Chapter 6. For combinations of different types oI
structural systems along the same loading axis, the R value used for design
in that direction should not be greater than the least value of any of the
systems used in that same diection. Other R values for diJferent shuctural
systems and materials can be found in FEMA 450 (2004)-
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Use of R factors greater ihan 3 (USD) implies that inelastic energy

dissipation mechanisms in the structure are permitted to develop ln order

to c6unt on those values of R, the structure should be designed and

detailed in a rnanner that allows the development of such rnechanisms

before instabilities (e.g., buckling) or weaker nonductile failure modes

occur.

3.1.8 Short-CircuitLoads

Short-circuit currents produce electromagnetic fields that cause forces

on the bus conductors and potentially on the equipment The bus

conductors, insulators, and supports should be strollg enough to lesist

these forces.
The forces imparted to the bus structure by short-circuit current depend

on conductor spacing, magnitude of short-circuit fault currcnt, type of

short circuit, and degree of short-circuit asymmetry. Other factors to be

considered are support flexibility and rigid bus configuratior (e g', corner

and end effects).
The primary electrical control system can recognize a fault and open

the circ;it in 2 6 cycles (0.03 O.10 s) provided the circuit breaker and relays

are operating Properly. The backup control system normally iakes 10-30

cyctei 1O.fz-O.Ss1 to open the circuit. If a fault interrupts in the 2-6 cycle

ringe, the rigid bus conductors and supports may not have appreciable

stru-ctural .uipor-tt" to the fault. If the primary control system fails, the

backup system is required to oPerate, and the rigid bus conductors and

suppoit iystem have sufficient tirne to structurally respond to the fault'
The inertia of the rigid bus conductors and supports can be overcorne,

creating deflectior-rs and forces. Short-circuit Ioads should be considered

in design.
Short-circuit forces can be calculated using the equations in IEEE 605

(2006). Based on fault current tests, IEEE 605 (2006) equations give

conservative results. The electrical engineer should be responsible for

determining the short-circuit fault curlent.

3.1.9 Construction and Maintenance Loads

Du{ing cor-rstruction and maintenarce operations, it is sometimes

necessary for workers to be supported from a component of the structure

or to impose lorces on the structure while pulling or hoisting equipment

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requirements for

worker safety should be reviewed. An IEEE standard applicable to

substation structures, IEEE 1307 (200a) is available for determining

minimum worker safety loads. Each structure should be evaluated for the

likelihood of such loads. The design engineer should determine whether
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other unusual loads will be applied during construclion and mamter-rance

operations, and if so, their magnitude. These loads are usually not
combined with other extreme climatic loads because it is unlikely that
workers will perform construction or maintenance during severe weather,
and construction and maintenance loads are specified lvith higher load
factors. Additional information on construction and maintdnance

considerations is discussed in Chapter 10.

3.1.10 Wind-Induced Oscillations

Relatively constant low-speed winds may occasionally produce ar.t

oscillating motion in structures. This phenomenon is called wind-induced
vortex shedding. Wind-induced oscillations are typicall/ unpredictable
and ale mitigatecl when they develop The oscilla{ir.rg moiion can become

severe in structures, such as lightning masts, when no shield wires are

attached. Damping devices (exten.ral or intemal), such as a l.reavy steel

chain encased in a rr.rbber hose, suspended inside the pole cnn be effective

in reducing such motions. Design consiclerations for wind-induced vortex

shedding are discussed in Section 6.10.2 of Chapter 6. 
,

3.1.11 Loading Criteria for Deflection Limitations

lA/here the substation owner l.ras not developed spqcific loading

conditions for deflection analysis, the load conditions frorn Sections

3.7.77.T ,3.1.17.2,.and 3.1.11.3 may be used. A load factor of 1 0, applied to

the dead weighf ir"r$ed with the deflection load cases. The owner or
design engineer should determine if additional loads (such as wire tension

or earthquake) should be applied in combination with the recommended

deflection load cases. The deflection limitations in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4

are to be used witlr tlie wind or ice and wind loads h this section.

3.1.11.1 Wind Load for Deflection Calculations' A S-year mean

recurrence interval peak gust wind speed should be used to calculate

wind load associated with deflection criteria for substations located

outside hurricane zones. Hurlicane wind zone loads used to determine
deflections should be determined by the owner. Table 3-14 provides wird
load conversion factors that should be used in conjunction witll the

extreme wind load obtained from Eq. 3-1.

TABLb 3-14- Wind Detlection Loai Conversion Factors

5-Year Mean Recurrence

Wind deflection load conversion factor 0.78
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TABLE 3-15. Ice Thickness Deflection Load Conversion Factors

s-Year Mean Recurence

Ice thickndss defiectioir conversion factor
Wind ddflection load conversion factor

0.50
1.00

. 3,1,.11.2 Ice andWind Combined Load for Deflection Calculations. A
'S-year mean recurrence interval peak ice th.ickness should be used
to calculate the ice load associated with deflection criteria. Table 3-15

provides ice load conversion factors that should be used h conjunction
with extreme ice thickness obtained from Figs. 3-3a through 3-3f. The
combined wind speedn should be the value shown on Figs. 3-3a through
J-JI.

3.1.11.3 Other Deflection Considerations. If the electrical equipment
is expected to operate during extreme winds, then the unfactored extreme
wind should be used for deflection calculations. If the electrical equip-
ment is expected to opgrate durhg extreme icing, then unfactored extreme
icing loads should be used for deflection calculations.

Loads resuliing from bus short circuits and earthquakes should not be
considered in deflection analysis. Both loadilg conditions are short in
duration, extreme events that require structural capability but not
necessarily operational capability. Given the difficulty in predicting
deflections turder dynamic conditions ald the limited need for equipment
operation during ihe event, deflection analysis for these conditions would
be difficult, imprecise, and of questionable use.

3.1.12 National Electrical Safety Code Loads

The National Electrical Safety Code (NESC 2007), Section 16, Paragraph
162.4, requires that substation structures supporting facilities (wires) that
extend outside the substation fence should'ddllply with the loading and
strength sections of the NESC (2007). NESC (2007) is a mininium safety
code and is not intended as a design specification.

3.1.13 State and Local Regulatory Loads

State and local regulatory loads, such as California's General Order 95

(2006), should be reviewed for application to substation structures and
transmission lines entering a substation.
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3.2 APPLICATION OF LOADS

The followhg are recommended guidelines regarding the application
of the structureloading criteria presented in this manual.

The following loading conditions should be considered for designing
substation structures:

. NESC (2007) (and other state or Iocal regulatory codes), Sections
3.1.12 and 3.1.13;

. extreme wind, Section 3.1.5;

. combined ice and wir.rd, Section 3.1.6;

. earthquake, Section 3.1.|

. short-circuit (combined with other load conditions when appropri-
ate), Section 3.1.8;

. construction and maintenance, Section 3.1.9: ancl

. equipment operating loads, Section 3.1.2.

The following loading conditions should be considered for, checking
substation strucfu re defl ections:

. wind. Section 3.1.11.1;

. combined ice and wind, Section 3.1.11.2; artd

. equipment operating loads, Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.11.3-

Table 3-16 lists substation structure loading conditions that have the
potential to control the design of the structure iypes listed. These load

TABLE 3-16. Basic Loading Conditions

Wire-Loaded Switch and Other
Substation Interruption Rigid Bus Equipment

Loading Conditions Structures Supports gupports Supports

NESC (2007)',

Extreme wind
Combined ice and wind
Earthquake
Short circuit
Construction and

maintenance
Equipment operation
Deflection

NESC (2007) or other state or local regulatory codes that may apply (i.e., General
Order 95 (2006)).

'Short-circuit loads should be considered if the design engineer determines that
this load effect is significant, such as rigid bus connected equipment.

N
Y
Y
Y
Nt
Y

Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y

N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

N
Y
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conditions, as well as other imPortant load conditions identified by the

design engineer, shouldbe selected based on the structttre tyPe' equlprnent'

frlniion, iitu lo.ution, and structural reliabiliiy required'

3.3 LOAD FACTORS AND COMBINATIONS

The methods for estimating loads, especially those for weather-related

events, are mostly based on itatistical models These models' although

scientifically correct, have limitations on the Precision of their prediction'

To ensure siructural reliability, load factors are introduced to comPensate

for this rmcertaintY.
The load factois recommended in this section are selected based on

the unique characteristic of typical electrical substation structures The

recommended load factors are different from those h other documents

(such as ASCE 7 (2005), ACI318 (2005) or AISC (2005a) that address loads

mainly related to building-like structures.

Electrical transmission line grids are distributed systems with

multiple reclundancies. Typically, multiple looPed.paths are provided

from the generation souices to the Point of service' 
-The .operational

reliabilitv if the transmission line sysiem is generally addressed by

g.iJ ioopi"g o"a 
"xha 

redundancies. 'ihus, the reliability of the electrical

ilid typicaliy does not rely on one individual structure' For this reason'

iood iu"to." iutt be reducid without comPromising the reliability of the

system.' U.,lik" fuil rr"" of building-type structures, the failure of a substation

*.,.,f,r.-,." represents a low hizird to utility Personnel ln fact' ahnost all

substations are uninhabited. Thus, in the event of weather-related extreme

load, electrical substations are usually unoccupied For substation

structures suPPorting wires that extend outside the substation fence'

NESC (2007) piovides requirements for public safety'

SuUstatlon structural 
-configurationi are simple enouglr that dead

weight can easily be taken lnto account, unlike that for building-

type" structures. The nature of substation structures also prevents the

ftemrooa of converting these structures into other functions or uses'

Thus, design engineers can calculate the dead load with reasonable

accuracy.
In the case of short-circuit 1oads, many theories and experiments have

Droven that the magnitude of this load event is typically much less than

what has been predicted Tlre short-circuit loads are also short in duration

lArtren combined with other extreme events, the structures most likely

receive little effect from short-circuit loads'

TABLb 3-17. Ullirnate Strengti Design Cases and I oad Factors

ll
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Case 1

Case 2
Case 3

Case 4

'The importance factor for ice is aPPlied to the thickness'

'The im;ortance factor for wind witi.r ice, Irrw, is 1 0 with wind speeds ftom Figures

3-3a to f.
Noi"", n"ptu"" load factor 1.1 on D with 09 for cases in which dead load is

counted o'n to rcsist other applied loads For allowable stress design' the load

factors should equal 1.0.
"'\--.

This discussion addresses the parameters that influence the selection

of the recommended lqad factors for substation structures presentecl

in this manual. The load factors should be used with all material-

based design specifications in conjunction with the nominal resistance

[actors.
Table 3-17 shows suggested design load cases, combinations' and

minimum load factors to be use for substation structures The individual

load comPonents are the following:

. D = structure ald wire dead load;

. W = extreme wincl load (F, from Eq. 3-1, without IFW);

. Wr = wind load in combination with ice;

. I, = ice load in combination with wind;

. f = earthquake load (F1, from Uq. 3-i0, wiihout 16');

. Ens = earthquake load reactions from first support'imposed on the

remainder of the structure (without I!d);
. T* = horizontal wire tension for the aPproPriate whd and tempera-

ture condition;
. SC = short-circuit load; and
. IF = importance {actors (Irw, lrv lrwr, alrd lrt)' 

I

The general format of tl.re load case equations is the combination of load

factorsimes the calculated loads, such as 1'1 x dead load Lqad factors are

used to account for the uncertainties in the estimation of the loads A load

factor of 1.0 does not imply that the structure is not structurally reliable'

1.7D+1.2lwlFi+1.2 &Irlwt + 0 75 SC + 11Tw
1.1 D + 1.0 sc + 1.1 Tw

1,.7 D + 7.25 E (or E5s)l!s + 0.75 SC + 1.1 ?w

Load Factors and Combinalions

1,.7 D + 7.2 WIF$I + 0.75 5C+ 11Tw
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Rather, it represents a good understanding of the ulcertainty in the load
determination.

A particr-rlar structure may nothave all the individual load components
listed in the load combination equations. The design engineer shor.rld

deterrnine whether a load case or load combination is aPPropriate. The
co4bining of short-circuit loads with otheg-loads (e.g., wind, ice, and
earthqualie) should be considered, and the iw'itr shoirld cletgrmine the
level of short-circuit load used in combination with other loads. lable 3-17

does not imply that only these four load cases are adequate for the design
of a substation structule. Variations of these or other load cases rnay be

reqtrired to account fol conditions, e.g., wind direction or short-circuit
{ault location.

3.4 ALTERNA'TE DESIGN LOADS AND LOAD FACTORS

Design loads, cases, combinations, and load {actors other than those

prescribed in this chapter should be substantiated by experimental or
analytical investigations and by sound engineering judgment.

3.5 SERVICEABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

Serviceability is preserving the function, maintainability, durability,
and appeaiance of substation structures and electrical equipment under
nonnal usage. Serviceability should ensure that operational disruptions to

I the substation during normal, everyday use are rare a:rd that operational
disruption to the substation after extreme wind arld ice loading events is
kept to 4 minimum.

Types of excessive events that can affect substation structural behavior
and may irnpair serviceability are the following:

1. local damage (e.g., yielding, bttckllng, or cracking) that may require
excessive maintenante or lead to corrosion;

2. deflection or rotation that may affect structural aPPearance, structural
function, or the operation of electrical equiprnent;

3. excessive vibration created by wind;
4. excessive temperature that may affect the strength of aluminum and

copper; and
5. impact load created during an earthquake, when relative dis-

placements between adjacent pieces of electrical equiPment are not
accommodated.

Factors of safety for allowable stress design (ASD) and load factors with
strengttr recluction factors for ultimate strength design (USD) are used to
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control excessive local damage. Specifying limiting deflections and service
loads controls excessive deflection and vibration. Lirniting the operating
temperature controls excessive temperatures. ln the past, these guidelines
have provided satisfactory structural performalrce, except for some cases
of wind-inducecl vortex shedding vibration of hollow tubular members.
These wind-induced vibrations are discussed in Sections 3.1.10 in this
chapter and 6.10.2 in Chapter 6.

For structures supporting electrical equipment, the manufacturer's
recornmendations for service loads should be followed. Altematively, the
owner should consult or specify the anticipated loading requirement to
the manufacturer.

For dead-end structures, rigid bus structures, and grormd masts,
serviceability criteria, in addition to deflection limits specified in Chapter
4, should consist of the following:

1. The mhimum phase to ground clearance for conductors and bus
systems should be maintained during high wind conditions. Flexible
conductors can have significant horizontal movements in high wind
conditions.

2. The minimum vertical electrical clearances should be maintained for
conductors, bus systems, and overhead ground wires during ice condi-
tions. Overhead ground wires are particularly susceptible to large
vertical sags in ice conditions.

3. The minimum vertical cleatarces should be maintained r.rnder
maximum operating temperahtre conditions for conductors and bus
systems.

4. High-temperature operations may lead to aluminum material strength
reductions.

5. Coating (e.g., galvanizing or paint) of structural components should be
designed to protect the component from corrosion.

6. Provisions should be made to allow for the expansiou al-td contraction
o{ conductors, overhead ground wires, and rigid bus conductors from
varying temperatures. The upward vertical movements of the conduc-
tors should not be restrained by taps. See Section 3.1.4 for additional
information.

3.6 EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION OF LOAD CASES AND
LOAD FACTORS

'Itre following examples are provided to demonstrate basic concepts of
calculating the loads presented within this manual. Not all the necessary
calculations or the potential loads that could be considered are shor.r'n in
these examples.
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3.6.1 Example Load Cases for a Dead-End Structure (Fig.3-5) and a

69-kV Disconnect Switch Support Structure (Fig. 3-6)

Ioad Case 1

Load Case 2

Load Case 3

Load Case 4

Other loads

NESC

Extreme wind
90mph basii wind speed, 3-s gust, Exposure C

sO-year mean recurrence

Load factors from Table 3-17

Combined ice and wind
40mph wind and 1.0 in. of ice

50-year mean recurrence

Load factors from Table 3-17

Short circuit
15-kA symmetrical
Load factors from Table 3-17

Earthquake
Ss = 0.590 and 5r = 0.185

Soil profile D
Load factors from Table 3-17

Construction and maintenance loads
None considered for this examPle

See Section 3.1.9

Equipment operating loads

None considered for this examPle

See Section 3.1.2

Heavy, Grade B (dead-end structure)
4lblft'?wind and 0.5-in. radial ice

Load factors from NESC

LJ

tl'll
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FIGURE 3.5, Desd-End Stntclure.

Eur

FIGURE 3-6. A 59-kV Disconnect Switch SuWort Sttttctlte.

DI
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Calculation of Load Case Components

Dead-End Structure
Assumb that the wire extends olrtside the substation fence.

NE$C Heavy Load Case
NESC Heavy, Grade B

Dead load

0.5-in. radial ice
Weight of ice on wires and rigid bus, use 57lblft'

' Weight of ice on equipment, use 50"/n of equipment weight
Weight of ice on structure, ignore

T*sc Line loads
Conductor and overhead ground wire tension (longitudinal' and transverse components), calculated using sag-tension

calculations or computer software
I w*u.. 4lblft'? x c/ wind

Wind on wires and rigid bus, use C/.= 1.00

, Wind on equipment a:rd structures, use Cy from Table 3-9

(Also see values listed below under Load Case 1)

I-oatl combination/factols (NESC): 1,0 D + 1.5 INEa + 1.65 TNEsc + 2.50 lVNEsc

Extreme Wind Load Case 1

Extreme wind 90 mph, Exposure C

D
Tw

w
F

a
kz

v
I6a

G"*

Gwnt

Dead load
Line *iads
Wind

Q kz l/2 IFw GRr CI A
0.00256

0.98 (see Table 3-1, where H = 30', Exposure C

90mph (given)
1.00 (see Table 3-3, 50-year mean recurrence interval)
0.96 (span = 200 ft., see Table 3-4a)
H < 33ft, Exposure C (Fig. 3-5)

0.92 (see Table 3-6b)
H < 33tt, Exposure C, 100ft < L < 250ft

1.0 (see Table 3-7, where aspect rafio > 40 for wires ard
rigid bus systems) ".

0.9 (see Table 3-9 for circular equipment shapes)

CI

cl

LOADINC CRITERIA FOR SUBSTATION STRUCTURES

Dead-End Structure

= 0.00255 x 0.98 x 902 x 7.00 x 0.96 x Crx A
=L9.5xCrxA
= 19.5 x 1.0 x A = 19.51b/fi x A wires and rigid bus systems

= 79.5 x O.9 x A = 17.61b / Ie x A circular equipment shapes

= 79.5 x 2.Q x A = 39.01b / t( x A square structural shapes

Irw = 1.0: Extreme wind importance factor (sO-year mean recurrence).

69-kV Disconnect Switch Support Structur€
Assume a rigid structure equipment support (Section 3.1.5.5.1,

paragraph 2).

63

Gs*
F

= 0.85

= 0.00256 x 0.98 x 9d x 1.00 x 0.85 x C/x,4
= 17.27 x Ctx A
= 77.27 x 1.0 x A = 17.27 lb / fi x A wires & rigid bus systems

= 17.27 x 0.9 x A = 15.551b/f f x 4 circular equipment shapes
(post insulators)

= 17.27 x 2.0 x A = 34.551b/ If x A square structural shapes

Irw = 1.0: Extreme wind importance factor (50-year mean recurrence).
Load combination/Factors: 1.1 D +1.2 WIrw + 0.75 SC + 1.1 Tw (from Tdble 3-14.

Combined Ice and Wind. Case 2

Combined wind arrd ice
D

Tw

Iry

40mph wind + 1.00-in. radial ice
Dead load

Line loads

Ice
Weight of ice on wires, use 571b,/ft3
Weight of ice on equipment, use 100% of

equipment weight
Weight oI ice on structure, ignore

1.0 (50-year meal recurrence)Ilr
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Dead-End Structure

= 0.00256 x 0.98 x 40'? x 1.00 x 0.96 x C/ x ,4

=3.85xCrxA
= 3.85 x 1.0 x A = 3.851b / f( x A wires and rigid bus systems

= 3.85 x 0.9 x A =3.471b/fP x A circular shaPes (Post insulators)

= 3.85 x 2.0 x A =7.70b/t* x A square structural shapes

69-kV Disconnect Switch SuPPort Structure

= 0.00256 x 0.98 x 40'? x 1.00 x 0.85 x C/ x ,4

= 3.41 x Crx A

= 3.41 x 1.0 x A = 3.4tlb/f( x A wires and rigid bus systems

= 3.41, x 0.9 x A = 3.07 lb / ft x A circular equipment shapes

= 3.47 x 2.0 x A = 6.821b / l€ x A square structural shapes

Load combination/Factors: 1.1 D + 1.2 Iw IFt+\.2WlFlW +O15 5C + 1.1 Tr,v from

Table 317.
Iery1 = L.0.

Short-Circuit Load, Case 3

Fsc = 3.596T1sr'?l(107 D) IEEE 605 (2006), applicable equation and
design parameters to be recommended
by the elecirical engineer

T = 1.00 phase-phase
lsc = 15la\ = 15/000A

D =7ft
Fsc = 3.596 x 1x (15,000A)'?/ (107 xTft)
Fsc = 11.6lblft

l,oad combination/Factors: 1.1 D + 1.0 SC + 1.1 T1a from Table 3-17.

TOADINC CRITERIA FOR SUBSTATION STRUCTURES

Earthquake Load, Case 4

65

F. = 1.33

F., = 2.06

Srx = 2/3 F, Ss

Jt>1 - ztr I rJl

q =q._^=o52i

,From Table 3-12, 9tte Class D, Ss = 0.590 by
irterpolal.ion,,

From Table 3-13, Site Class D, 5r = 0.186 by
interpolatioh

From Eq. 3-6
Sw=2/3x 1.33 x 0.590

SD6 = 0.523 |

From Eq. 3-7
Sot = 2/3 x 2.06 x 0.186
5or = 0.255

for T < SorlSos from Eq. 3-8

= 2.0 for cantilever support (USD)

= 1.25 for essential structures hnd equipment

= 1.0, assume significant single-mode tesponse

Sn= SD./T = 0.255/T Ior T> SorlSpe from Eq. 3-9

For these examples, assume Sn = sos controls

5.=SDs=0.523
Fr = (5"/ R) W IFE !,,rv From Eq. 3-10

F E= (0.523 /2.0) x W x 1.25 x 1.0

Fe= 0.33 W

l4{here R

Iou

lMv

Load combination/Factors: 1.1 D f 1.25 E (or EFs) IFE + 0.75 SC + 1.1 ?l!, from Table

3.77.

3.5.3 Dead-End.!1ructure (Fig.3-5), Calculation oI Structure Loads

3/8" High Strength Steel, Overhead Ground Wire (OHGW)

L"
Weighi
Diameter

= 200-ft span
= 0.273tb / ft
= 0.375 in.

795 MCM ACSR/Phase

L.
Weight
Diameter
Insulators
Wind area
Sbuctural members

= 200-{t span

= 7.0941b / tt
= 1.108in.

= Seven suspension insulators (15Ib each)
Estimate 0.42ff each
Square hollow structural section
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Calculatiop of Loads

NESC Heavy Load Case

D

Il

Ds = 0.2731b / ft x 200 It / 2 = 28 ib
D c = 1.0941b / ft x 200 lt / 2 + 7 insulators x 15 lblinsulator = 215 lb
n

ts= 57tb/tt3 (n(1.375'? - 0.375')/4) aJ x 2OOIt/2/ (1'2:l:../ It)') = 55lb

tc = 57lb /f€ (n(2.108'? - 1.1082)/ 4) n.2 x 2}0ft/2/ (12in. / ft)'?) + 0.5

x 7 insulators x 15lb/insulator = 153Ib

Ts = 939Ib from sag-tension calculations
Tt = 9981b frorh sagrtension calculations

Ws- 4lb/ft' x 1.375ij,l. x200ft./2/ Izn./lr= 46lb
W c = 4lb / f( x 2.108 in. x 200 ft i 2 / L2im. / ft + 4lb / {( x o.9 x 7

insulators x 0.42ft3 = 811b

Wsrn = 4lblft'? x 2.0 x z1 = 8lb/ft'? x Asn

w

Tw

Load combination/Factors (NESC): 1.0 D + 1.5 lNEsc + 1.65 ?NEc + 2.50 WNF-sc

Extreme Wind Load Case 1

D Ds= 0.2731b / ft x 200|t /2 = 28Ib
D c = 1.09 41b / It x 200 ft / 2 + 7 insulators x 15 lbl insulator = 215 lb

Ds.^

Ts = 5221b from sa8-tension calculations
Tq = $571b from sag-tension calculations

Fs = 19.5\b /.f( x 0.375in. x2o0fit/2/72n /ft=61lb
Fc= L9.51b / fP x 1.108in. x 200ft/2/1.2n./ft +'I7.6lb/lt x7

insulators x O.42It? = 2321b

Fsrn=39.01b/fPxAsrc

Extreme wind irrportance factor: Iria = 1 0.

SC: N/A.
Load factors: 1..1 D + 1.2 W /Fw + 0-75 SC + 1.1 h

Iw

LOADINC CRITERIA FOR SUBSTATION STRUCTURES

Combined lce and Wind Load Case 2

Ice importance factor: Jfl = 1.0.

p.

Ts = 1501lb from sag-tension calculations
7c = 1511Ib from sag-tension calculations

Fs = 3.851b/ f( x 2.375n. x 200ft/Z/72:r:../ tt = 76tb
Fc=3.851b/ft'?x3.108in. x 200ft/2/ 12n./ft + 3.47 x Z insularors

x 0.42ft3= 1101b
Fsrn=7.7\lb/If xA:;;p

W (wind with ice importance factor): Irwr = 1.0 (per ASCE Z 2005).
SC: N/A.
Load factors: 1.1 D + 1.2 Iw ln + 1 .2 WtIFwt+ O.ZS SC + 1.1 Tw

ShorlCircuit Load Case 3
Not applicable to this structure.

Earthquake Load Case 4

F-

Ds = 0.2731b / tt x 100ft = 28lb
Dc = 1.0941b / It x 100 ft + 7 insulators x 15 lblinsulator = 215 lb
Drt*

Ts= 2321b from sag-tension calculations
Tc = 4541b from sag-tension calculations

Frs=0.33x281b=91b
Frc=0.33 x 2751b =7llb
Iesm = 0.33 W

SC: N,/A.
Load factor: -1.1 D + 1.25 E (or E6) lp6 + 0.75 SC + 1.1 T*

67

Ds = O.273 lb / ft x 200 ft / 2 = 281b
D c = 1.O9 41b / It x 20O lt / 2 + 7 insulators x 15 lblinsulator = 215 lb
Dro

Is= 57lb/ft3 ((nQ3752 - 0.37s.) / 4) ir1., x 2o0ft/2/ (72n./ tt),) =
771,lb

Ic= 57lb/ft1 (n(3.108, - 1.7052) / 4) 1n.2 x 200ft/2/ (1.2n. / tt)r) +
1.0 x 7 insulators x 15lb/insulator = 36glb

/srn = 0

Tw

D

7,"
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The designer would apply these loads and load combinations to the

structure. fi,en, using t[t" upptoptiot" aralysis method.' the member

,ii"s"" u." checked. iire aeneition load cases would be developed' and

the deflection limits of Chapter 4 checked'

3.6.4 A 69-kV Disconnect Switch Support Structure Gig' 3-6)'

Calculation of Structure Loads

69-kV Disconnect Switch
Weight = 5001b/Phase
Wind area = estimate, 10ft'

Rigid Bus 3" Standard Bus Size (sps) AL (with 266'8 MCM ACSR

damper)
Span = 30 ft
Diameter = 3.5in.
W"ignt = Z.lff b/ft = (bus wt = 2.621Ib/ft + damper wt = 0 3701b/ft)

Structural members: Square hollow structural section'

Extreme Wind Load, Case 1

D (dead load)

F (whd load)

Short-circuit load

Dsw = 5001b/Phase
Db", -- 2.9911b / ft x (30ft/2) = 45lblPhase

D"u"*-u
T* (wire tension): N/A.

Fsw = 15.55Ib/ft'?x 10fF = 156Ib/Phase

Fo,,"= L7.27b / f{ x (3.50in. x 3o[t/2/ (12rr. /It)) =
76'lb /phase

F,t^.r,*" = 34.55Ib/{f x A5,.',.,.,,"

SCu", = 11.61blft x 30It/2 = 7741b

Extreme wind imPortance factor: IFw = 1 0'

Load combination/Factors: 1.1 D + 1 2 W(IFry) + 0 75 SC

LOADINC CRITERIA FOR SUBSTATION STRUCTURES

Cornbined Ice and Wind Load Case 2

69

D (dead load)

/ (ice load)

F (wind load in
combination with ice)

Short-cilcuit lo'if,r' -.

2/(12in./tt)2)
= 84lb/phase

r -n

Dr* = 5001b/phase ,'
Dr,* = 45lb/Phase
D.t 

'.tu," 
I

t'""= 57tb / ft3 (tl(5.50'? - 3.50?)/4) in.? x 30in./

Fsw = 3.071b / f( x 10ft? = 31 lblphase

Fu,,, - 3.41|blff x (5.50in. x30ft/?/(12n / It))
= 23lblphase

F"o*u* = 6.82|blff X Astructtue

SG* = 8.1 lblft x 30 ft/z = 1221b

Ice impoitance factor; Ifl = 1.0.

?* (wiie tension): T* = N/A.
Wind with ice importance factor: IFlvr = 1.0 (per ASCE 7 2005).

Load combination/Factors: 1.1 D + i-2 lrv iFr + 1.2 Wt lF|yg + O.75 SC.

Earthquake Load Case 3

D3 (dead load)

Fs (earthquake load)

Short-circuit load

Dsw = 5001b/Phase
Du," = 45lblPhase
Dstruchne

Fesw = 0.33 x 5001b = 1651b/phase
Feu,o = 0.33 x 45lb = 15lb/phase
Issla = 0.33W lb
5C0". = 6.1 157L x 30 ft / 2 = 7221b

T,,, (wire tension): 7," = N/A.
Load combination/Factors: 1.1 D + 

,'1.25 
E (or Efs) IFE + 0.75 SC.

Short-Circuit Load Case 4 '

Load combhation/Factors: 1.1 D + 1.00 SCb,. + 1.1 T*.
The designer would apply these load combinations to the structure.

Then, using the appropriate analysis method, the member stresses are

checked. The deflection load cases would be developed, and the deflection
limits of Chapter 4 would be checked.



CHAPTER 4

DEFLECTION CRITERIA

Deflection and rotation of substation structures and members can a{fect
the mechanical operation of supported electrical equipment, reduce
electrical clearances, and cause unpredicted stress in stru-ctrires, insulators,
cormectors, and rigid bus conductors. For these reasons, structural
deflections should be limited to magnitudes that are not detrimental to the
mechanical and electrical operation of the substation.

The sensitivity 
-of 

equipment to deflection of supporting structures
varies considerably. Disconnect switches, with complex mechanical
operating mechanisms, are highly susceptible to bindirg if the structure
distorts ftom- the installed geometry. Conversely, struciures supporiing
only stranded bus conductors or overhead line Jead-ends can witt stanJ
structure deflections without any effect on operation. Therefote, structures
are classi{ied for the purpose of applying deflection limitations that reflect
the sensitivity of suppotted equipment.

Loading criteria for deflection limitations are recommended in Section
3.1.11 in Chapter 3.

4.1 STRUCTURE CLASSIFICATIONS AND
DEFLECTION LIMITATIONS

4,1.1 Deflection Analysis and Criteria

4.1.1.1 Horizontal Members. For determination of maxrmum
deflections, the span of a horizontal member is the clear distance between
connections to vertical supporting members, or for cantilever members,
the distance from the point of investigation to the vertical supporturg
rnember (Fig. 4-1).

71
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FIGURE 4-1. Spnn D efinitions.

For holizontal men]bers, the defl ection is the maximum net disPlacement,

l-rorizontal or vertical, of the member relative to the member connection

points. Deflection analysis typically does not include the forrndation

displacement or rotation

4.1.1.2 Vertical Members. For determination of maximum deflec-

tions. the span of a vertical member is the vertical distance from the

foundation iupport to the Point of invesiigation on the structure The

deflection to be limited is the gross horizontal displacement of the member'

relative to the foundation support-

4.1.2 Class A Structures

Class A structures suPport equiPment with mechanical mechanisms

where structure deflection could irnpair or Prevent proper oPeration

Examples are glouP-operated switches, vertical reach switches, ground

switches, .i..,tit-bieoket supports, arrd circuit-interrupting devices'

Equipment manufacturers should be consulted to determine if ar1y specilic

structr-rre deflection limits are required for their equipment'

4.1.2.1 Deflection Limitations of Horizontal Members in Class A

Structures. Vertical deflection of horizontal members (Fig' 4-2) should

not exceed 1/200 of the member span. Horizontal deflection of horizontal

members should also not exceed 1/200 of the member span'

4.1.2.2 Deflection Limitations of Vertical Members in Class A
Structures, Horizontal deflection of vertical members should not exceed

1 /1nn ^f rhe hei{'hf of the Doint of investigation above the foundation

PEFLqCTION CRITERIA

I/IOO OF THE
VERTICAL SPAN
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II2OO OF THE
HORIZO}ITAL SPAI'I
(ANY DTRETTTOH)

FIGLIRE 1 2. Deflectiorr Litnits.for Class A StructrLres.

4.1.3 Class B Structures

Cl.tss B st ructures support equipment w ilhout me( hiinical niechanisms.
but where excgssive deflection could result in compromised phase-to-
phase or phase-t-ogtgund clearances or unpredicted shesses in equipment,
fittings, or bus conductors. Exanples are support structures for rigid bus
concluctors, surge arresters, metedng devices (such as CTs, PTs, anci
CCVTs), station power transformets, hookstick switches or fuses, and
wave traps. Equipment manufacturers should be consulted to detemine if
any specific structure deflection limits are required for their equipment.

4.1.3.1 Deflection Limitations of Horizontal Members in Class B
Structures- Vertical deflection of horizontal members (Fig. 4-3) should
not exceecl 1/200 oi the member span. Horizontal deflection of horizontal
membels should not exceed 1/100 of the member span.

4.1.3.2 Deflection Limitations o{ Vertical Members in Class B
Structures. Horizontal deflection of vertical members should not exceed
1/100 of the height of the point of investigldon above the foundation.

4.I.4 Cldss C Slructures

ClassC structures support equipment relatively insensitl\.e to deflection
or are stand-alone structuresrthat do not support arly equipment. Examples
are support structures for flexible {stralded conductorl blrses masfs fnr
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1/t01t oFTHE
VERTICAL SPAI'I
(ANYDrRECrnl$

I'OO OFTHE
HO RED MTAL S FAN
$JERTTCAL DtRECno r0

I/I(,O OFTHE
HO FZD MTAL S PAN
(H0REoMTAL DtRECTt0l-D

FIGURE.4-3. L)eflection Lirttits for C,lass B StrtLctwes.

FIGURE 4.4. Defe.ctiott Lbnits for Class C Strtrctures.

lightning shielding, and dead-end structures for irrcoming transmission
lines. Deflection limitations lor these structures are intended to limit
P-dblta stresses, winci-induced vibrations, ah-it't ie.ual impact.

4.1.4.1 Deflection Limitations of Horizontal Members in Class C
Structures. Vertical deflection of horizontal members (Fig. 4-4) should
not exceed 1/100 of ihe member span. Horizontal deflection of horizontal
members should not exceed 1/100 of the member span.

1/,IOD OF THE
HORIZOI'.I TAL SPAN
(ANY DTRECTTON)
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4-1.4.2 Deflection Limitations of Vertical Members in Class C
St(uctures. Horizontal deflection of vertical members should not exceed
1/50 of the height of the point of investigation above the {ounclation.

4.2 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR DEFLECTION ANALYSIS

4.2.1 Multiple-Use Structures

Structures calr be designed to support several pieces of equipment that
require different structure classifica tions. When brvestigatilrg deflection
of a multiple-use strr.rcture, the deflection limits applicabi-e to Jry p.,-r on
the structure are determined by the classification of the struciure from
that location upward. If there is Class A equipment at or above the location
l"T.g T"ly=d: then the analysis of thatloiation is governed by Class A
limits. If there is only Class B and C equipment at olr above the location

!ei1.g 
a:alyzed, then the a.nalysis of thit lbcation is governed by Class B

limits. If_ there is only Class C equipment at or abov"e the location being
analyzed, then the analysis of that location is governed by Class C lirnits:
As an exanrple, Fig. 4-5 shows a line dead-encl itructure (ilass C) that also
supports a switch (Class A) at a lower elevation. The switch platform and
the vertical members from the for.rndation to the switch plaiform should
meet Class A deflection criteria. Members associated with the line

DISCONNEC] SW IT CH
E LE VATION

CLASS A
DEFLECIIOII CBITEtrIA

F IGURE 4-5. Multiple-Llse Structures.
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dead-end and vertical members {rom the switch elevation to the line dead-

end should meet Class C criteria

4.2.2 Rotational Limitation

Some equipment and rigid bus designs may be sensitiv.e to.rotdtion of

'";;;il; ;"-:= :^ :llli:1"':.i5,3;i:'l;?#",'l;#i*:i;
Equipment manutacturers snoul

that may be necessary to ensure-reliable :P*ititll .S::^an,analysis 
is

;;;;;fu of the rigid bus and supPort system' the 
,sensitivity 

of the

il;;;;;p;tt .o-tatio" should be 
-investigaied 

and limits determined
t

il necessarY.

4.2.3 Lightning Masts and Other Tall' Slender Structures

In certain cases, the structure type' design f9ad,s' 
and. 

JSwel 
deflection

limitsforClassCstructurescanresultinaflexible(lowstiffness)structufe.
il"r" ,rr*,"*" can be subiect to Potentially dam.aging wind-induced

oscillations. such structures can be'susceptible to fatigue cracking and

i^if"* f" 
"aani"n 

to the specified static deflection limits' consideration

.'r.."ii u" lit." * ,r," use of dampening devices or other. techniques to

*ini*i"" p?""tlal for damage' Meihodt"itttl"d" th" use of intemal cables

orcoveredchains,externalspoilers,orothermeansof-interruptingihe
;;"ti1;,1;;;. eaaiiior,ot inforhation on structural member vibrations is

discrssed in Sections 6.9'10 and 6'10'2 in ChaPter 6'

Class B Class C

HorizontalD
Horizontal'
vertrcar

Vertical
Horizontal
Horizontal

't /200
1/^IN
7 /10o

7 /r00
1/100
1/ 50

Deflection Direction Class A

1/ 200
1/200
1/ 100

dlriudi* "rit"ria 
for deflection limitations' see Section 31 11 in Chapter 3'

,$;;;i"";;;;;i;r members shoda b:'* "tii :11i.:::Y"",":.:"i:i'it;:Hff i::
;."f:; ;#;;;;;;,r, it 

" 
Ji"tut'"" t" tn" nearest vertical supPod r)eflection

"n""ii 
U" ii-r" ,lJ Jt"placement, horizontal or vertical' relative to the member

support Points.
#,i* ii. *.it"f members should be the vertical distance from the loundation

connection to the point of investigation' Deflection should be the gross' horizontal

displacement relaiive to the foundabion suPPort'

Maximum Structure Deflection as a Ratio of SPan Length"

DEFLECTION CRITERIA

4.2.4 Rigid Bus Conductor Deflection Criteria

To obtain an acceptable appearance, it ls recommended that the vertical

deflection of rigid bus conductors (aluminum or copper tubing or shaPes)

be limited to 17200 of the bus span. This criterion should be applied with ,

the deadweight of the rigid bus, with dampers, and with no ice or wind'
Vertical defleition of rigid bus conductorqis measured from the attachment

point of the bus conductor at rthe insulators to the middpan point'

4.3 SUMMARY

Table 4-1 summarizes the structure classes and

limits.
associated deflection

I



CHAPTER 5

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

5.1 OVERVIEW

The design of substation structures requires a knoltledge oI the
equipment being supported by the structure, its operation, and eleckical
and safety codes.

Analysis, as used herein, is defined as the mathematical formulation of
the behavior of a strucfure under load. The solution yields the calculated
displacements, support reactions. and intemal forces or stresses. The
analysis of a shucture begins by developing a model that defines the
structural configuration, connection charactetistics, support boundary
conditions, and loading cases.

5.2 STRESS CRITERION VS. DEFLECTION CRITERION

An analysis of a structure generates both stresses and deflections, either
of which may determine the adequacy of the structure.

A shucture should provide sufficient capability to support its own
weight and any combination of loads as specified in Chapter 3. The intemal
stresses under these loading cases should be at or below predetermined
values specified in Chapter 6 or verified by physical tests.

A structure designed for strength may have excessive deflections.
Excessive deflection of a structure may or may not in itselJbe detrimental
but the effects on substation components that are supported by the
deflecting structure are frequently quite significant. Deflection may cause
aesthetic displeasure to the viewer or preclude the equipment from

79
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performing its intended Purpose. A design controlled by deflection is said

to be based on serwiceability, Some substation structures have rigorous

deflection limitations, whereas others are not so restricted. The substation
structure deflection criteria are specified in Chapter 4. These criteria are

based on the function of the structure. Deflection may control the design

of substation structures.

5.3 THE STIIUCTURE MODEL

The analysis model is a set of mathematical equations to Predict the

performancL of the structure. The accuracy of the analysis is only as good

is the n.rodel. Thus, it is imPortant to construct an adequate mathematical

model to simulate the true behavior of the structure.
In developing a model of a structure, assrlmPtions are made conceming

tl.re individuil elements, their geometrical and mechanical properties, and the

connections, Ioads, and forurdation supports. These are discussed below.

5.3.1 Individual Members and Connections

A stlucture may consist of only a few members, as in the case of a steel

pole, or a group of members, as in the case of a lattice tower. Members

may be as simple as a two-dimensional truss element or as complex as a

plate irr bending in a finite element analysis. The choice of the element

type depends on the structural geometric configuration and the desired

t"ua now into each element. The choice of the element also defines the

type of connection in the analysis model.

5.3.2 Truss Model

A truss has a geometric configuration consisting of elements forming
triangles. The elements in a truss are assumed to be tlvo force members

provfoing load resistance by axial force only. The accuracy of the analysis

using a truss model depends on the connections being detailed to connect

the neutral axes of the truss elements and the end comections to simulate

a pinned joint.
A truss model used in an analysis assumes that there is only axial load

transmittedby and to the members. Care should be taken in the connection

design to ensure these assumPtions. Any eccentricities introduced by the

connection will introduce moment inio the member and could make the

analysis inaccurate or cause the member to have induced bending stresses,

which could cause an overstress condition.
A truss model implies that all the nodes are pinned. This assumPtion

may sometimes need to be verified for main leg members, which in reality

B1

FIGLIRE 5-1. Truss atul Frume Cofttporisott.

are contiruous elements throughout. For this reason, depending on the
geometry of the structure, some shear forces could be transferred to the
main leg members, therefore inducingbending moments that may need to
be checked.

,Subtle dilferences can significantly alter the behavior of a sbucture. For
example, the s{xh.re shown in Fig. 5-1A could be analyzed as a truss
and would not have significant bending moments. However, the strucfure'
in Fig. 5-18 may be governed by bending stresses due to the shear acting
over the unbraced lower section of the lee.

5.3.3 Frame Model

The elements in a frame model provide resistance to load bv forces and
bending rnoments. If the frame mo-del is three-dimensional, mornents may
be ploduced in three orthogonal directions. The cormections in a frame
model maybe configured to resist ornot resistmoment (including torsion).
The configuration of the connection is accounted {or in a frame model by
defining moment or force restraints. If mommt or torsion is to be
transferred, the connection should form a. rigid connectitrn between the
elements of the cross section resisting the rnoment or torsion, i.e., in a wide
flange, Lhe flanges resist moment.

5.3.4 Finite Element Model

More complex elementsrare' used in finite element analysiq. The most
common are plane stress or plane strain' lmerhbrane forces), plate ir.r

bending, and solid elements. Any or all of these elements may be combined
with each other or included in a structure having truss or frame elements.
Care should be taken when using finite element analysis because the
displacement functions used in formulating the element's perforgnance

METHOD OF ANALYSIS
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are inherently approximations. Wh€n used correctly, finite element
analysis carr calculate accurate stresses and disPlacements. I'Iowever, poor
choice oI elernents rnay result in errors o{ such magnitude as to render the
results useless. An excellent treatise on the cautions of using finite element
analysis,c'an be found in MacNeal and Harder (1985).

5.3.5 Loads and Support Conditions

The ltructural model determines how the loacls are appliecl and the
types of support conditions. The joints of a truss element can only trarslate,
rvhereas the ioints of a frame element can translate arrd rotate. These are
the degrees of freedom- A membrane and solid element have degrees of
freedom in translation; a plate inbending has rotational degrees of freedom
about axes within the plane of the element. The degrees of freedom
define the limits of the loads and support conditions. A truss model can

only have translational joint loads; a frame model carr have translational
and rotational ioint loads. A force applied in the span of a truss element is

not allowed in the model because it carurot be transferred to the joini

, without inducing bending in the element, which violates the assumptions
' delining a two-force member. The effect of these forces should be checked
using an analysis of the member, taking into account the appropriate
bendins,stiffness of the member end conditions. A frame can have loads
appliecl in its span because the flexure strength of the element allows the
span load to be transferred to the ioints and thus into the rest of the
frame.

The aliowed loads on these finite elements are predetermined by the
forrnulation of the code of the computer program being rrsed and should
be ulderstood by the design engineer. The allowed ioint loads correspond
to the degrees of freedom, i.e., a translation degree of freedom allows a

translation load.
The support conditions define boundary restraints of the structure. If

the support is rigjd, it is a known displacement field whose value is zero.
A nonzero value defines a support movement. The allowed specified
deflections are limited by the degrees of freedom of the joint providing the

boundary condition or support of the structure. Not all degrees of freedom
at a support need to be specified. Those not specified are unknown and
are calculated in the analysis.

It is the design engineer's responsibility to ersure that the final Physical
structural configuration and the model agree. Jf the analysis used a truss
model, the connections should be designed to provide truss action only or
to have the line of action of the internal forces pass through a common
point. If eccentricities are not accounted for in the analysis, they should be
minimized in the physical design.
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This mar.rual defines the allowable deflections in substation structures.
The structwe model will provide the calculated deflection. Iiihe model is
assumed stiffer than the actual structure, the calculated defleciions will be
less than the actual deflections, altd vice versa. Thus, the model should
duplicate the stiffness of the actual structure for a valid check of the
serviceability requirements.

5.4 STATIC ANALYSIS METHOD

5.4.1 Approximate Analysis

Many approximate analysis techniques are clocumented in structural
iilItl: i:',t: t.,.e a.pprorimare anatyses a re done based on the experience
ot the-analyst, wherein simplifying assumptions are made and the stresses
ancr deltections are calculated. The design is considered adequate i{ allstrength and serviceability criteria are satisfied. Approximate 'analysis 

isnot,recommended for complex structural configurations. Approximate
analyses have vatue ir the preliminary design stage or as an iniependent
cursory check of a computer analysis.

5.4.2 First-Order Elastic Analysis

In a first-order elastic analysis, equilibrium is formulated on the
undeformed geometry. Such arr analyiis is performed using one 01 the
classrcal structural analysis techniques such as statics, slop{ deflection,
moment distribution, and matrix.methods using the stiffniss approach.
The analysis assumes linear material behavior asL element is loaded and
unloaded irrespective of the magnitude of deflection, load, or stress. Ilie
calculations in a first-ordet elasiic analysis use the undeforrneJ shape of
lle 

s:trl:tu1e 
. 
Therefore, arry amplifica[ion in moment o. u.,y oth", fo.""

due to the clelormalion of the structure is not accounted lor..

. [n the_ case of intemal bending moment, this is comrnonly referrecl to as
rhe tLdetta antptification. Whire and Hajjar (1991) poilrt oui that ihere aretwo P-delta effects. One is caused by joint translaiion commonly referred
to as side sway, whereas the other is induced by the intemal cuivature ofthe.bending member irrespective of the transiation of the ioints. Some
desrgn equations accouni for the p_delta effect on stresses. AISC (2005a;

::1"1",i:,1r]:* "i "amplificarion factor,,,and itis inctuded in rhe equationstor catculating the requirements of members subjected to both axial
:or.np::ssio_n arrd bending stresses. Using equations to calculate srresses
mcludrng the l'-delta effect ensures that the stress levels are acceptable.
These equations do not account for the added deflection proa.r.ua Uy U]u
P-delta secondarv effect.
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5.4.3 Second-Order Elastic Analysis

In a secord-order elastic analysis or a geometric nonlinear analysrs'

equilibrium is formulated on the deforrned configuration of th€-strlrctlrre

Tiis analysis is commonly thought of as incllrding the amplification of

moment iue to the axiai load x the deformation of the compressior

member, i.e., the P-clelta amplification in bending mornent However'

seometric nonlinear effects can show up in any structure A lattice towel

irodeled as a three-dimensional truss has geometric nonlinear effects as

the tower moves undel load.
Including the geometric nonlineareffect isnot as sirnple as reformulating

the analysis"usirig the deflected shape. As the structure deflec,ts, internal

forces aie produied and need to be accounted for in the analysis of the

deformed structure. Cook (1974) gives details of l.row to perfonl an

analysis including the Seonetric nonlinear effects Even so, this method

onlv ir'rcl.,dus the effect; of ioint translation and not the intemal curvature

of tire member. To include this in the analysis worrld require subdividing

the individual members ln general, a lattice tower modeled as a truss

model has negligible geometric nonlinear effects A pole structure or cable

structure may eihibit significant geometric nonlinear effects-'

Some changes to design equations can account for the geometric

nonlinear effec-ts by reducing the allowable stress or increasing the force

in the member. Tirese changes should not be includeci if an analysis

includes all the geometric nonlinear effects'

An zuralysis including the geometric nonlinear effects is most imPortant

in determining a realistic value for deflection' This analysis method should

be cor.rsidereci for analyzing disPlacement-sensitive flexible srrbstation
(Class A) structures.

5.4.4 First-Order Inelastic Analysis

Material yield or nonlinear member performance isaccounted for in a

fi(st-order inelastic analysis. A plastic analysis ot a rigid moment resistant

frame is a classical example of ifirst-order inelastic analysis (Beedle 1958)'

This technique is based on a structure being able to caruy load beyond the

elastic limit until it reaches its ultimate load through Plastic deformation'

It is applicable to indeterminate rigid-iointed frames, continuous beams'

and in general structures stressed primarily in bending'

A de-terminate beam or frame under a given set of loads has one Pomt
at which the moment is maximum. If this load is increased, this moment

increases and ultimately forms a plastic hinge When the bending stress

block reacl.res yield, a collapse mechanism has formed'

ArI indeterminate (hyperstatic) structure behaves differently ihan a

determinate (isostatic) beim. It will not collapse until the number of plastic
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hinges equals one pius the degree of indeterminacy. The concePt of plastic
analysis and design uses this {eserue strength to produte more economlcal
structures. The engineer uses plastic analysis to determine the load that
will produce a plastic hinge mechanism of the strttcture and the intemal
n'rornents useel in plastic design. AISC (2005a) recognizps plastic analysis
as an acceptable analysis techniclue. Hor,vever, this maaual does not
rcc, rrnrlertJ usi,)B pld)lic an.tlysis.

Mueller et al. (1991) proposed a method to accolrnt for nbnlineat
member performance in the ernalysis of transmission towers. In it, the
incliviclual menber performance is clefined by a nonlinepr member load
vs. member cleflection curve.

5.5 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS METHOD

5.5.1 Steady-State Analysis

In a steady-state analysis, the load {R} is oi the form l

{R} = sin(ol)lF} r (Eq. 5-1)

where r.': = circular frequency and I = time, and the equilibrium equations
are the following;

ttrll{9} +tKltyl = lnl (Eq. s-2)

where {F} = loac-ls, [M] = mass, {y} = displacement, {l} = acceleration, and

[K] = stmctural stiffness.
'The 

sieady 'slate-,assumes zero clamping and requires .the loading
{requency of all loacls to be the same.

5.5.2 Eigenvalue Analysis: Natural Frequencies and Normal Modes

In an eigenvalue analysis, free vibration is considered, .rnd the structure
is not subjected to external forces or support motion. The followirg
equation describes this free vibration state:

tMl{fl +tK{yl =0

A solution is sought in dre form oI

(Eq. s-3)

{y} = {a}sin(trl) (Eq. 5-a)

where c; is the amplitude of motion of tl.re lth clegree of freedom.
Substituting Eq. 5-4 into Eq. 5-3 yields ihe follorving:
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[[K] - o'?lM]l{41 =o (Eq. s-s)

The noirtrivial solution of Eq. 5-5 results in normal or natural modes of
free turdamped motion. The thop". u.u normal mode shapes or modal
shapes, each of which has its natural frequency, or'

5.5.3 Response Spectrum AnalYsis

A response spectrum is a plot of the maximum response (e.8.,

. displacement, velocity, or acceleration) to a sPecified load Iunction for all
' possible sirrgle degree-of-freedom systens. Typically, the abscissa of the

spectrum is the natural frequency or period of the structural system, and
the ordirrrate is the maximum response. Figure 5-2 shows the recommended
normalized resPonse spectrum that presents maximum amplitrrde for a

single degree-of.freedpm resonance response. This response spectrum is

the IEEE 693 (2005) response spectguqr normalized to 1.09. The response

spectrum'acceleration in Fig. 5-2 can be adjusted for a different zero period

FIGURE F-2. 1.0-g Norutalized Response Spectrtutt.
(Reprintgd zuith pennission ft'om IEEE Std. 693, Reconmtended Practice for
Seianic Design of Snbstation Stnrctures, Copyrigltt 1997, by IEEE. The IEEE

disclaiins any responsihility or liability reniting from the placenrent and use in

the destrihed manner)
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acceleration, and the acceleration value car be determined by picking arr
acceleration value using the structure natural frequencv obtuined fro*
an eigenvalue analysis. A site-specific response spectrum can also be
developed per Section 6.7.5 of Chapter 6 and used foi a response spectrum
analysis.

5.6 RECOMMENDATION FOR AN ANALYSIS METHOD

5.6.1 Static Analysis

For some structures, such as simple bus supports, an apDroximate
analysis (as in Section 5.4.1) may be adequate. Wiren ASD is to te used to
design the structure, a first-order elastic analysis (as in Section 5.4.2)
sliould be used in zuralyzing the strength and deflection o{ the structure.
The ASD equations account for the geometric nonlinear effects.

V/hen USD is to be used for the structure design, a seconcl-order elastic
a-rlalysis (as in Section 5.4.3) should be used in anllyzing the,strength and
deflection of the structure because the equations useJ in USD iepend
on the P-delta moments behg included in the analysis. ln AISC (2b05),
Chapter C states the requirement for the second-orcler analysis.

5.6.2 Dynamic Analysis

Strlrctures supporting electrical equipment and the electrical equipment
mounted on them should be analyzed together to model accuritely the
mass distribution and stiffness characteristics of the structure and the
electrical equipment. This model may be used to perform a modal
(eigenvalue) analysis to detemine if the structure and equipment are rigicl
or flexible.

For simple beam structutes, the ftrndamental natural frequency can
be approximated from the equations shown in Table 5-1. Eduahon 5_6
is a suggested simplificition for combining the individual fundamental
frequencies of the structure and equipment to obtain an approximate
system f undamental frequency-

1/f'? = 7/f: + 1/f; (Eq. s-o)

where / = the equipment sbucture system frequency approximation,
/. = the frequency of equipment, andi = the frequency of the strucrure.

. The na,tural frequency of the equipmentsuppbrt struchlre system can
be altered when its base plate is supported by anchor bolts witir leveling
nuts, as inSection 7.3.2.2 t:tChapterT. This possibility should beconsidereJ
when evaluating the seismic behavior of the equipment-support structure
system.
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Cantilever Beam

F(force) w (force/Lt)
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Fixed End Beam
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Pinned End geam
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Notes: E = modulus of elasticity (kiPs/in.'?); I = moment of inertia (in "),

ru = unifonl load (kips/in.); F = Point load (kips); L = beam length (in ); and

kips = 1000 pounds.

A static analysis may be used for rigid structures in substations' For

this type of analysis, the structure and equiPment should be designed to

resistthe forces resultingfrom an acceleration of the structure or equipment

base equal to the maximum ground acceleration.

5.6.2.1 Earthquake Analysis. For flexible structures, a dynamic anal-

ysis using the resPonse spectrum analysis method should be performed'

A damping value of 2% should be used, unless a higher value is jusiified'

The maximum modal response can be determined either by using the

response spectrum shown in Fig.5-2 adjusted for the selected ground
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acceleration, using Sps and Ser values and ihe FEMA 450 (2004) design
response spectrum or a site-specific response spectrum (see Section 6.7.5
in Chapter 6). The total response should be determined by combining
each rnodal response by the square rool of dre sum of the squares (SRSS)

or the conplete quadratic combination (CQC) methods.
The SRSS method assumes that the vibration modes are indepenclent

and therefore does not account for cross-coupling v.ibration mode efTects. ,

For structures with coupled modes of vibration, strucfures with
unsymmetrical stiffness or mass, this cqn result in underestimating the
dynamic response. When gsing the SRSSmethod, the response ofvibration
mocles whose frequencies differ by less than 10% should be iirst summed
rrsing absolute values. The CQC rnethod has the advantage of accounting
for the cross-couplir.rg effects of vibration modes. For both methods, a

sufficient number of natural modes of vibration should be used such that
total response does not increase by more than 10% with ihe addition of
more modes. The acceleratiory displacement, force, innd moment iesponse
due to motion in the three orthogonal directions should be combined by
5RSS.

Static coefficient analysis, as described in IEEE 693 (2005), may be used
as an altemate method of analysis for simple flexible structures having
one or two dominant modes. The peak acceleration obtained from the
response spectrum is multiplied by 1.5 to account for multiple mode
effects. The calculated response, loads, and stresses in eaCh of ihe principle
axes are combined using the SRSS method. This aralysis tecturique allows
a simpler procedrire in retum for aclded conservatism.

For systems in series, the structure and equipment should be considered
rigid if the natural frequency exceeds 33 cycles/s (Hz).

5.5.2.2 Dynamic Analysis of Short-Circuit Events. ' It is sometimes
necessary to model an entire rigid bus system. Vy'hen iigid A-frames are
used to connect two buses that are tumed 90 degrees to one another but
separated vertically, a dynamic analysis may be needed to determine the
stresses in thebus and the supporting structures. The short-circuit dynamic
forcing function should be obtained from an electrical engineer and
applied to the Bitcenductor. The bus conductor, insulators, and support
structures for the substation should be modeled in a finite element struc-
tural computer program. The short-circuit load plus any other static loads
that may occur simultaneously should be applied to the model. The
dynamic and static load events will produce deflections arrd stresses in
the bus conductors, insulators, and support structures that should be
lower than the allowatrle values for each component. Refer to Sections
3.1.8 in Chapier 3 and 6.9 in Chapter 6 for additional infomation on short-
circuit design of substation strucrures.



CHAPTER

DESIGN

6.1 GENERAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Specific guidelines for member design and fabrication are not included
in this manual. This manual refers to other documents for design guidelines
and notes any exceptions to the referenced documents.

Load factors, load combinations, load cases, and deflection criteria
specified h Chapters 3 and 4 should be used with referenced design codes
or documents.

There is no intention to exclude any material or section types. If the
material or section type is not addressed in this manual, the design
engineer should use the appropriate design code or document.

6.2 DESIGN METHODS

Allowable stress design (ASD) is a method of proportioning structural
members such that elastically computed stresses produced in the members
by nominal loads do not exceed specified allowable stresses. ASD is also
called working stress design.

Ultimate strength design (USD) is a method of proportioning structural
members such that the computed forces produced in the members by the
factored loads do not exceed the member design strength. USD is also
called load alrd resistance factor design or LRFD.

USD and ASD are both acceptable for design of substation structures.
Ultimate strength design is recommended.

ASD uses unfactored design loads and limits stress levels to a value
that is less than the yield strength of the material. If ASD is used with the

91
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intention of meeting NESC (2007) (or local regulatory code) load
requirements, loads should be increased to account for the NESC (2007)

load factors. The 1/3 increase in ihe allowable stress for wind and seismic
loading is not recommended for substation structures. Tl.re 1/3 increase
provision was intended for building structures where the dead loads are
the major contributing factor to the design of the structure and there are
multiple paths (as in an indeterminate or hyperstatic system) for the load
to be distributed within the structure. Most substation structures have
only one path for the load to travel (this is called a determinate or isostatic
system), and the dead load is typically a minor design factor.

Plastic analysis or design is not recommended for substation
sarucrures.

Structures that support conductors and overhead ground wires that
extend outside the boundaries of ihe substation should meet or exceed the
load and strength requirements of the NESC (2007) or local regulatory
codes. For strlrctures that are required to meet NESC (2007) load cliteria,
it is recommended that the ultimate strength design be used because the
NESC code (2007) specifies load factors.

6.3 STEEL STRUCTURES

ASCE 10 (1997) is recommended for design of lattice structures using
angles (see Section 6.3.1.1).

AISC (2005) is recommended for design of structures ushg standard
structural shapes (see Section 6.3.1.2).

ASCE/SEI 48 (2005) is recomrnended for design of structures using
hollow tubular member shapes (see Section 6.3.1.3).

5.3.1 Ultimate Strength Design

6.3.1.1 Lattice Angle Structures. ASCE 10 (7997) should be used for
ultimate strergth design of lattice structures. This stardard uses factored
design loads, linear material properties, and first- or second-order elastic
analysis. This standard does not use strength reduction factors.

ASCE 10 (1997) has adiusted column equations for angles, which
account for the effect of eccentricities in connections that are commonly
used in lattice angle structures. The effects of flexural-torsional and
torsional buckling are also included. For these reasons, ASCE 10 (1997) is
recommended for designing lattice substation structures constructed
using angle sections.

Steel lattice shuctures using angle sections can also be designed in
accordance with AISC (2005). Load and resistance factored design (LRFD)

' or'o",, s3

should be used with factored design ioads, linear material properaes,
LRFD n.iember capacity reduction factors, and second-order elastic
aralysis.

LRFD, as with ASD (in Section 6.3.2.1), states that compression lnembers
shor-rld be loaded through the centroidal axis. VVhen the loading is not
through the centroidal axis, LRFD requires that the combined stress
equation for bending and axial loads be used and that llexural torsional
and torsional buckling be considered for these members.

6.3.1.2 Standard Structural Shapes Other Than Angles. Examples of
standard structural shapes other than angles are wide flanges, channels,
tubes, pipes, and tee sections. LRFD should be used for design of these
member shapes with factored design loads, linear material properties,
LRFD member capacity {eduction factors, and second-o1der elastic analy-
sls.

To account for uniformly tapered open member shapds, an equivalent
slenderness ratio can be calculated in the same manner as discussed in
Section 6.3.2.2.

6.3.1.3 Hollow Tubular Member Shapes. Hollow tubular member
shapes include 4-, 6-, 8-, and 12-sided polygonal sections and circular
sections. These members should be designed and fabricated in accordance
with ASCE/Siila8,{200s).

The local buckling equations for polygonal sections in ASCE/SEI 48
(2005) identify the stress level for collapse of the section, rather than the
stress level at which local buckling is initiated.

The local buckling equations for 8- and 12-sided members ale based on
bending tests. In these bending tests, one of the flats is initially loaded in
uniform compression and becomes inelastic before the adjacent flats
because the adiacent flats are at a lower, nomrnifor.m stress level. If the
section does not collapse, further increases in compressive stress are
distributed to adiacent flats, giving the section additional postbuckling
st(ength. If these sections were loaded with a uniform compressive stress
over the entire cross section, there would notbe a redistdbution of stresses
to adjacent flats because they are all loaded equally. Accordingly, the
additional postbuckling strength does npt exist, and the local buckling
equations in ASCE/SEI48 (2005) may overpredict the collapse strength of
8- or 12-sided members loaded in axial compression. For this reason, the
local buckling equations in ASCE/SEI 48 (2005) for rectangular shapes ,

witl.r F. > 1,kjp / n.2 are recomrnended t6r 6-,8,, and l2-sided polygonal
seclions with F" > lLtp/in.'z.

ASCE/SEI 48 (2005) 'usds'factored design loads, linear material
properties, and a second-order geometiic nonlinear analysis method
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(P-delta effect is included). ASCE/SEI 48 (2005) also allows for uniformly
tapered rnembers.

L,RFp requires second-order linear analysis. LRID should be used with
factored design loads, linear material properties, and LRFD member
capacity' reduction factors. Io account for uniformly tapered members
using LRFD, an equivalent slenderness ratio can be calculated in the same
mannet as given in Section 6.3.2.2.

ASCE/$EI 48 (2005) is the recommended method for design because
the effective length factor, K; amplification factors to account for P-delta
effects; and factors to account for tapered members do not have to be
determined.

6.3.1.4 Local Buckling of Irregular Polygonal Shapes. The local
buckling assLrmptions in ASCE/SEI 48 (2005) cover regular polygonal
shapes of more than 4 sides where all the flais are the same width. For

lflats that biseci the neutral bending axis, the local buckling strength k
factor can be increased over the k factor for flats in uniform compression.
For structures that use an irregular polygonal shape and have high zo/t
ratios for the two flats that are on the neutral axis, the buckling stress of
the,long flats can be calculated using Eq. 6-1 (Bleich 1952).

(Eq. 6-i)

wnere
o., = critical buckling shess,
E = Young's modulus,
F, = yield strength stress,
x = Poisson's ratio,
I = plate thickness,
71r = plate width in compression, and
/c - the local buckling factor.

For flats that have tension on one comer and compression on the other
corner, the width ztl can be taken as the distance from the comer in
compression to tfre point along the flat that has zero compression. Then k
is 7.2 for this condition. For flats where both corners are in compression, ft

is 4.0, as in ASCE/SEI48 (2005), and the width zu can be taken as the length
of the flat between the actual inside bend radiiqr- 4 times the thickness, as
specified in ASCE/SEI 48 (2005). -'.

Using this method, the stress at each comer of the polygon must be
calculated for each load case and for the entire length of the member
because the buckling strength is load case and position dependent.

o2F I r\2
64 = ----: " l-l ft, but less than l,' 12(1- u') \ a' /
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6.3.2 Allowable Stress Design

AISC (2005) should be used for allowable stress design. ASD uses
unfactored design loads, linear material properties, and firs-t_order elastic
analysis. The 1/3 increase in the allowable stuess for wind artd seismic
Ioading is not recommended for substation structures (refer to Section 6.2).

- 6.3.2.1 Angles and Other Open Member Shapes. Allowable stress
design in AISC (2005) states that compression members should be loacled
through the centroidal axis. This requirement is rarely obtained in lattice
structures because they comnonly consist of angles that are bolted on one
leg. When fhe loading is not through the centioidal axis, ASD requires
that the combined stress equaiion fot bending and axial loads be used.
ASD also requires that flexural-torsional and lorsional buckling be con_
sidered for these members.

, To accourt for uniformly tapered open member shapes, an equivalent
slendemess ratio can be calculated in the same -*-", o, discusserl in
Section 6.3.2.2.

6.3.2.2 Hollow Tubular Member Shapes. Hollow tubular member
shapes generally include 4-, 6-, 8-, or 12-sided polygonal sections and
circular sections.

, To account for uniformly tapered members using ASD, dn equivalent
slendemess ratio can be used as given by the following equation:

IKL\ KL
\ r )"o (P * rs)t/ 2 (Eq.6-2)

wnere
/"0 = radius of gyration at the small end;
P* = the coefficient that accounts for the eJfect of the taper;
K = the effective length factor; ald
L = the member unbraced length.

Values of P* are given in Gere and Carter (1962). The procedure gives
conseryative results in the inelastic range of buckling'. This haplens
because all cross sections of the member do not 6ecome inelastic
simultaneously, as in a column of uni{orm cross section. Instead, the cross
section at the small end, where the axial stress is largest, is the first to
become inelastic. Ther; if the member does not bu'ckle at this load,
adjoining cross sections become successively inelastic as the load increases,
until the bucklhg load is reached. This equation does not apply if sudden
changes in cross-sectional properties occ;r, as in a membei composed of
segments of different thickness.
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A second-order geometric nonlinear analysis method (rnciuding the P-

delta effect) may b;used with ihe following exceptions to ASD:

l.BecausetheP-deltaeffectisincluded,andthereforetheamplification
;;.; C,,,/ (1, - f./F'"), should not be included in the combined axial

compression and bending equations'
2. Becaluse the elastic staUillty is checked in a second-order analysis'

F" (allowable uni{orm compression stress) and F1' (allowable bending

strJss; in the combined aiial compression and bending,equations

"ilo"ri 
U" equal to the lower of 0.6 i (Fl 

. -Tl"ullield strength)

or the allowible locai buckling stress as defined by ASD'

6.4 CONCRETE STRUCTURES

Concrete structures are designed to accommodate cracking behavior'

In a corrosive environment, waier may be absorbed into the open cracks

and conode the reinforcing steel. Typical substation concrete structures

should provide enough concrete cover to Protect the reinforcing steel For

rir*i"r:"f -"-fr"r, ,lub;".1".1 to sustai-ned flexure loading, such as dead-

".rJltr.r.t,rr"t, 
it may te desirable to allow no tensile stress along the

*"-U". 
".o"t. 

section r'rnder everyday loadhg conditions' This zero-

tension criterion will prevent ttuti" itot siaying oPen urder normal

situations and will preclude the reinforcing steel from corroding'

5.4.1 Reinforced Concrete Structures

Reinforced concrete structures should be designed and constructed in

accordance with ACI 31S (2005). This code uses the ultimate strength

aesien methoa with factored design loads, linear material ProPerties' and

r"-"oii-o.a". elastic analysis. Meirber capacity reduction factors should

be used as specified in this code'

5.4.2 Prestressed Concrete Structures

Prestressed concrete structures should be designed and constructed in

accordance with PCI MNL-120 (2004)' This handbook uses the ultimate

strength method with factored design loads, linear material properties'

*J !""o.d-o.d"r elastic analysis Member capacity reductjon factors

should be used as specified in PCI MNL-120 (2004)'

5.4.3 Prestressed Concrete Poles

The prestressed concrete pole tyPe structures' either staticcast or spun

"usi, 
sttouta be designed ani consiructed in accordance with ASCE-PCI
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(1997). This guideline uses the ultimatq strength design methocl and' in

general, follows all ACI and PCI recommendations

6.5 ALUMINUM STRUCTURES

The Aluminum Assoiiatibn's design qriteria for aluminum stluctures is

recommended in this manual. Additional information on aluminum

structure design is available in ASCE (1972), Mooers,(2006), and Kissell

and Ferry (1995).

6.5.1 Ultimate Strength Design I

Aluminum structures should be designed and fabricated in accordance

witli the Aluminum Association (2005) design manual, using stresses for

bridges and similar structures.

6.5.2 Allowable Stress Design

Aluminum structures should be designed and fabficated in accordance

with the Aluminum Association (2005) design manual, using stresses for

bridges and similar structures.

6.5.3 Aluminum with Dissimilar Materials

Alumhum corrodes when in contact with dissimila{ materials, such as

steel, wood, or concrete. These dissimilar materials have a different pH

than that of aluminum. Aluminum functions best when in contact rvith

material having a pH range of 5 to 9.

6.5.3.1 Steel. Aluminum surfaces to be placed in contact with steel

Should be gn^eg.grle coat of a zinc chromate primer complying with
federal Spe-cifitlti6n TT-P-6458 (1990)' or the equivalent, or one coat of a

suitable nonhardening joint compound that can exclude mojsture ftom

the joint during prolonged service. Additional Protection carr be obtained

by ipplying ttre joint comporind in addition to the zinc chromate Primer'
fir" 

"irr. 
chromate Paint should be allowed to dry before the Parts are

asiembled.
Aluminum surfaces to be placed in contact with stainless, aluminized'

hot-dip galvanized, or electrogalvanized steel need not be Painted'

6.5.3.2 Wood' Aluminum surfaces to be placed in contact with wood

should be given a heavy coat of an alkali-resistant bituminous paint

before installation. The piint should be applied in the condition in which
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it is received from the manufacturer without the addition of any
thirner.

6.5.3.3 Concrete. Aluminum should not come into contact with wet
concreth. Aluminum reacts with the alkaline constituents of the cement
and generates hydrogen gas. The hydrogen gas will cause expansion of

Ithe mortar ald reduce the concrete's compressive strength.
Aluminum base plates should be separated from concrete foundations

by mounting the base plate on galvanized steel anchor bolts arrd leveling
nuts above the concrete or by placing a galvanized steel plate between the
aluminum plate arid the concrete.

Where the surface of concrete in contact with aluminum is subjected to
moistllre entraDment, the alumihirm rstrrface should be treated at the
installation site as sDecilied in Seclion 6.5.3.2.

6.6 WOOD STRUCTURES

6.6.1 Ultimate Strength Design

Wood structures and poles should be designed and constructed in
accordance with IEEE 751 (1991) ar.rd NESC (2007). IEEE 751 (7991)
describes a probabilistic and a deterministic method {or designing wood
structures. ANSI-OS.1 (2002) znd O5.1c (2004) can be used for wood pole
stresses with the NESC (2007) 0.65 strength factor. Additional design
information can be found in NDS (2005).

6.6.2 Allowable Stress Desisn

Wood structures arrd pole.i shoutd be designecl and constructed using
NDS (2oos). --\..

6.7 SEISMIC DESIGN GUIDELINES

Seismic events can interrupt the delivery of power in several ways.
Low-level ground shaking may trip equipment relays without any long-
term darhage and may (equire remote or manual reenergizing of relays.
Moderate-level ground shaking may cause minor reparable equipment
damage. MajorJevel ground shaking may cause equipment damage,
destruction, or both.

Each electrical installation (substation or switchvard) should be
evaluaied based on its relative criticality to the owner's power system.
Installations or sPecific equipment defined as critical or essential are those
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that are vital to power delivery and,camot be bypassed in the system
g"1xr.ii""'J,x?";"'ff 

:.?_",:iff "":{fi :xru:i*;i:y:n**:
nonessential.

The designers of structures should consider the functional equrpmentne:ds. wilh respect to calculated elastic displacemenis, *-oi"iul 
"rr""r"",and plastic deformation. Functional n"ed" j_,i"l,rde *e.haniJ operatrons,

::l:i :: .1""*q and closing tinkages, in adctition to etectrical functions,such as power circuit_breaker intemal operation.

_- - 
Displacements caused by the seisiric events, either tenrporary or

ff:iT:l: ainong (omponents of different seismic response potentialsnouid not.impair the performance of the mounted uqriprr,rr,,, 
"oua"secondary induced stress, reduce the ,eq.rired eluctric'oi ,ii",,.urr.", o,cause other safety hazards.

^_::r-::rio"" 
b".t-een eqtipment and components and their effects onone another require specific att€ntion. Rigid electrical bus connectionsbetween equipment tirat restricts ."ir-i"li.,a,r."J-;;;;;."r" _oycause equipment damage.

All components should be designed to withstand stressds caused by theearthquake- loading in Section 3".1.2, calculated Uy -raoi'Lofyri, o.
i:i:".:9 during seismic qua[fication tesrirg. fo, siuti. anaiysrs, verticalaccelerat'ons equal to g0% of the horizoitar acceleratiori shourd becombined with the horizontal acceleration in a directio.,lt 

"i f.oa.,.", tt.r"most severe stresses.
For lattice dead-end structures that do not support electrical equipment,wind, ice, and wire tension loacls usua.lly cdntol tf,"- J"jgr,, *f,""compared to earthquake loads. One situation where this may not be thecase is when the dead-end structur€ supports the full transinission lhewue tensions and the wind load effects ire smaller than the seisrnic loadeffects. There has not been a documented case of failure for these types ofshuctures because of earthquake loacls.
Additional recommendaiions for seismic design of rigid bus systemsare provicled in Section 6.9.9.

6.7.1 Structures That Support Electrical Equipment

_Seismic 
design of structures that support electrical equipment should

:iii:{I ft" requirements of rEEE 6e3 lzbbs;. a "t.""i"r"i"iJii r-',., ,ooo
693 (2005) as afrst 

-support 
is the structural element on wht.h tl;;fi;";

is mounted. The first support can be a pedestal ,,rpportir,g o .*tit"lrur_type.piece of equipment, such as a surge arrester. The first supporr can
:1r^"*O_",: ^".,ii:r*at 

member. (componen-t) within u "rppo.i.o.,i*.". aoexample ot a sbuctural member first support is a beam'ihat the eqr.upment,such as a reactor, is mounted on in a steei rack, box_type, a,rr"*t 
". 

f" *,i,
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case, the equipment arld its first support (i.e., the beam on which the
equipment is mounted) is designed and qualified according to IEEE 693
(2005). The steel rack structure, as a complete system with the equipment
and first support, is designed according to the requirements of this
substation structure design manual. An R vah.re of 1.0.is recommended for
equipment reactions, obtained from an IEEE 693 (2005) qualification,
applied to the first support for the design of the supporting structure (e.9.,

the rack, pedestal, or lattice structure). All other loads on this structure
can uSe the appropriate R values as recommended in Section 3.7.7.3 of
Chapter 3.

6.7.2 Structures Not Covered by IEEE 693

Structures not included in IEEE 693 (2005) include dead-end structures,
rigid bus structures, strain bus structrrres, cable bus structures, and
shielding masts. These structures should be designed to withstand the
stresses using the equivalent lateral force procedure h Section 3.1.7.

6.7.3 Member Connections

Member connection bolts should not be less than 0.5in. (13mm) in
diameter.

For USD, the stresses for connection bolts should be limited to the yield
strength or the proof load of the bolt. Fo[ welds, the stresses should be as

specified in ASCE/SEI 48 (2005).

6.7.4 Shake Table Testing

Shake table testing for equipment and their supports should be in
accordance with IEEE 693 (2005). The equipment and equipment supports
should be mounted during the test in a manner that simulates the intended
service mountinB.

5.7.5 Modal Analysis of Structures

The structure should be modeled as an assemblage of discrete structural
elements interconnected at a finite number of points called nodes (for
finite element alalysis). The number and location of elements and nodes
should be such that an adequate representation of the real system is
obtained. The models should represent the equipment and structure
system as it is mounted in service. The maximum modal response should
be determined using an input motion described using the response
spectrum in Section 5.6.2.1, or a site-specific response spectra, or the
response spectra calculated using Sps and 5D1 in Section 3.1.7 of Chapter 3.
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IEEE 693 (2005) and FEMA 450 (2004) provide requirements for cletermining
these response spectra. The design engineer is responsible for selectin!
the appropriate design response spectrum.

6.7.5 Ultimate Strength Design

The stresses il members and corurections should be in accordance lvith
Section 6.3.1.

6.7.7 Allowable Stress Design

The stresses in members and connections should be in accordance lvith,
Section 6.3.2.

6.8 BASE PLATE DESICN

This section provides a method to determine the plate thickness for a
base plate on leveling nuts. It is cor.rservative to use this frocedure for base
plates mounted on concrete. Although the design of anchor bolts is
discussed il Chapter 7, it is important to lolow thaithe number ol anchor
bolts will affect the determination of the base plate thickness. ln general, a
greaternumber of small bolts wil allow the use of thirurerbase piates tha:r
a fewer number of larger bolts. However, when the total,instailed cost of
the foundation and anchor bolts is considered, a slightly thicker base plate
with fewer bolts may prove to b€ the most econoriicai choice because ol
reduced construction costs. ASCE/SEI 4g (2005) also contains methods for
base plate design

Figure 6-1 shows some base plate connections that may be usecl in
subslation structures.

6.8.1 Determination of Bolt Loads

,The 
an5ho1 bolt setting plan is determined by the geometry of the

column. the loads imposed on the colurnn, and the p"roper clearance
between the nuts and the column. Assuming that the b;se ;late behaves
as.an infinitely rigid body, the load in bolt i, BL, can be calculated by the
followins fonnula:

BL,-{+*y',lr' *y"',)A,,'..*-.. I 4u. Ib., l*, )

where
P
M.

= total vertical load at the base of the column;
- the base moment about the x axis:

(Eq. 6-3)
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FIGURE 6-1., Exat4tles of Base Plates.

M!
xi, li

As.

= the base moment about the y axis;

= x at:rd y distances of bolt i from ,L-f.l!r*" o*"s;
= the net area of bolt 4

= ),1, - thg 1e1a1 bolt cage area;

Iur,- = l(Aiyiz +/i) = the bolt cage inertia about the r axis;
t',=l

.iiIn, - L0,t,' tl,;= t6"6o1t.ot"inertia about iheyaris;

,, '= it-i" total number of bolts; and
/i = the moment of inertia of bolt i.

Because l; is often small, it may be omitted when calculating Isq, arrd
/Bc,/. Figtrre 6-2 illustrates the application of Eq. 6-3 to determine bolt
loads.

6.8.2 Determination of Base Plate Thickness

A cornrhon design procedure for base plates assumes that bolt loads
produce a uniform bending stress, Fr,, along the effective portion of bend

I lines located at the face of the column. Each bend line is characterized by
the following:
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|ICURE 6.2. Bolt Lotd Cnlculntion.

. k = the number of bolt load BL;,s contributing moment along the
bend line;

. ci = the shortest distar.rce from bolt I to the bend line; and. b"ri = the length of the bend line (clepending on the shape of the
column, the shape of the base plate, and k).

Figure 6-1 suggests some possible bend lines in variolls types ol base
plates. The most difficult task in the analysis of the base'plate is ttre
detemination of the proper effective lengths of bend lines @"i1.1 usecl to
calculate the bending stress. Many times, bal should be limitecl to ensure
that the bend line will be effectively loaded. One method to calculate b"ff
assumes that the anchor bolt reactions are resisted at a bend iine that is
tangential to the column. The effective length of this bend line (0"61) is
assumed-to be limited by the distance between the pro.jected length of the
first and last bolt acting on the bend line plus the sum oi the perpendicular
distances from these eitreme bolts to the bend line. Manuiacturers have
used similar methods for many years and have had successful verification
of this approach through full-scale testing. ASCE/SEI4g (2005) can also be
used to design base plates.

The bending stress FpL for an assumed bend line can be calculated bv
the formula

+. =(fr)fer,', +BL,c2 +... +BL1c1) (Eq. 6-a)

where, is the base plate thickness. The minimum base plate thickness is
determiried by keeping Fp1 below the yield stress F' (if the USD method
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is dsed) oi' the allowable stress F6 (if ihe ASD method is used)' Equation

6-4 can be relvritten as

6

,crr(r, or q )
(BL'cr+BLrc2+...+BL1c6) (Eq' 6-5)

6.9 RIGID BUS DESIGN

Rigid bus design should be approached as a system requirirg both an

electiical engineei and a desigrengineer' The electrical engineer should

U" r"rporlriilt" for selecting the electrical Parameters' including the

*l"i-ir* size bus requireJ ior amPacity (current-carrying. capacity)'

insulators, hardware, electrical clearances, and determining the

short-circuit fault current. The design engineer should be responsible

for selecting suPPort locations and structural analysis and design of

tl.re rieid bis coriductors, insulators, and support structures Ultimate

.tr"ng?fl a"tlg,l is the preferred method for rigid bus design .Additional
desis? consld"erations ior rigid bus conductors canbe found in IEEE 605

(2006).

6.9.1 Structural AnalYsis

A-frames often connect a high bus conductor to a low bus conductor'

The connection should be made using flexible cables' This connection

enables a more simplified analysis of each bus conductor (high and low)

inJwidually. If flexible cables ire not used, the entire system of rigid bus

conductors, insulators, and structural suPPorts should be modeled The

short-circuit force, when applicable, should be applied simultaneously in

two directions.
For multiple structures suPPorting continuous sPans oi rlgro

t ,-,s .ond.t.toi", the design of the insulator and stmcture may be modeled

and designed as an entire system of structures, rather than designed

as a tyiicul single structure. For a continuous-beam model' the

norizo.rtat and virtical deflection of the bus conductors results in

smaller deflections, whereas the bus wind loads on the insulators are

higher.
"The design engineer sl-rould determine boundary conditions for bus

fittings and?eteririne whether a simple or complex analysis is required'

6.9.2 Structure DesiSn

Use the structural loads from Chapter 3 and design the structure in

accordance with Section 6.3.1.
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6.9.3 Rigid Bus Shapes a4d, Materials

r05

Round tubular shapes are considerab{y more rigid than other structural
shapes of the same ampacity. These shapes are efficient structurally and

electrically, arld their larger diameter helps to minimize corona at higher
voltages.

A round tubular bus shape is apPlicable at all voltage 1er1els. Other
structural shapes, such as uniform angle bus conductor (UABC) and
integral web channel bus (IWCB) are sometimes used at voltages Linder

138 kV.
Copper and aluminum are the two materials that have been historically

used for bus conductors. Aluminurn is more economical. Copper bus has

been used in high-current situations or when working with an existing
copper bus conductor. ProPerties oI common bus materials can be found
nr IEEE 605 (2006).

Materials for which chemical comPosition and minimum physical
properties a{e not supplied should not be used (e.g., structural tubes with
welded seams).

The strength capacity of rigid bus conductors shoulti be based on first
yield of the cross section, unless limited by deflection criferia or instability
of the element. Welding of aluminum results in a rqduction of strength
properties in the zone close to the weld (see Section 6 10 5 3). The strength
resistance factor is 1.0 {or USD.

5.9.4 Porcelain Station Post Insulators

' Porcelain stE{Lorr post insulators are assemblages generally cor.rsisting

of end fittings,' tbonding medium, and a porcelain body. \'\rhereas all of
the comDonents of the insulator can be sources of {ailure, the focus of most
investigitions is the porcelain body.

Porcelain insulators are manufactured 1 to 3 standard deviations
above the rated strength. The porcelain insulator is coated with glaze,
approximately 3 mils (7.62mm) thick, to obtain the rated cantilever
strength. Glaze has a higher coefficient of thermal expansion and preloads
the porcelain h compression. Compression strength is much higher than
the tensile strength. Typically, porcelain station Post insulators have
relatively good axial compression characteristics in comParison to the

cantilever strength. Accordingly, bending strength isnormally a significant
design parameter.

For bending strength, manufacturers specify a cantilever rating The
cantilever rating is the maximum horiziJntal load that can be applied at
the tor: of the insulator wiih ihe insulator base fixed. Manufacturers
typicaity recommend multiplying the cantilever rating by a strength 

'

resistance factor of 0.4 for working or allowable loads. The noment
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capacity at the base of the insulator is equal to the product of the strength
resistance factor, the cantilever rating, and the insulator height. The
insulator heighi does not include the distance between the top of the
hsulator and the centerline of the bus conductor.

The s rength resistance factor of 0.4 should be increased to provide
similar insulator selections between ultimate strength and working
strength (allowable stress) designs. A strength resistance factor of 0.5 is
recommended for ultimate strength design. This factor is 25% higher than
the 0.4 strength resistance factor and, when used widr recommended load
factorsl should provide similar insulator selections.

16.9.5 Composite Station Post Insulators

The materials that provide the structural strength of comPosite
insulatols are much different from porcelain, but more imporiantly, the
failure mechanism is di{ferent for composite and porcelain insulators.
Therefore, the design criteria {or composite station posts are different from
those for porcelain. The two majdrrreasons for this are the following:

1. Composite insulators ate much more ductile thal porcelain
insulators.

2. Composite insulators have a fiberglass core and elastomer sheds. The
strength is provided by the fiberglass core. Porcelain insulators have a

porcelain core and porcelain sheds. The strength of porcelain is isotro-
pic, whereas composite's strength depends on the orientation of the
glass fibers in the fiberglass. The glass fibers may be longitudinal or in
a woven pattern.

Two major ratings are provided for composites. They are the specified
rnechanical load (SML) and the maximum mechanical load (MML). For
rigid bus station post insulators, these ratings are based on a cantilever
load. The,SML is the value at which failure begins and no damage is
observed. The SML is used ir.r conjunction with short-term ultimate loads.
The MML is the value at which the fiberglass remains in the elastic range
and can sustain this value for long duration loads. Fifty percent of the
SML is used for al.towable stress design (ASD).,Fifty percent of the SML
value is used for ultirnate strength desGn (UdDlvrith istrength resistance
factor of 1.0. Alnex R of IEEE 693 (2005) provides additional information
on composite insulators.

6.9.6 Couplers

lntertral welded bus couplers consist of a short tube inside of ihe rigid
bus conductors, which permits the connection of individual bus lengths
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by welding. The design stress level should be reduced within 1in. (2.54cm)
of the weld. Whenever possible, the rigid bus coupler should be located at
a low-stress location along the bus. If a coupler can obtain 100% capacity
of the rigid bus, the rigid bus splice can be located anywhere along thl
ous.

.. 
Cturently, 

-couplers are selected from catalogs that may not give
dimensional data or alloy type. The design engin-eer should iontact the
mar.rufacturer to obtain the alloy and dimensionJ properties of theselected
coupler (see Section 6.9.3).

5.9.7 Fittings

Bolted-type bus support fittings permit easier installation than welcled_
type fittings and do not require a reduction in stress level because of
welding. However, welded-type fittings provide a better path for current
Ilow.

6.9.8 Thermal Expansion Considerations

_ The length of a bus conductor changes when its temperafure changes.
The coefficient of thermal erpansion Jor aluminum i; 0.000012E per"f
(0.000023 per"C). Most manufacturers specify the gap dimension'for a
68^"F,(20"C) installation temperature. The expansioi_fitting gap, D, Fig.
6 3, should be selected Ior zur operating tempeiature rang. ali"r-i""a t-y
tne utrhty s engrneer, considering the variations and tolerances in the bus
1119 lijtTqr: ?"9g a fault current, the operating temperature could reach
200 'F (93 "C). The gap may have to bi offset to the right or leit of the
center of the expansion fitting if the bus lengths on ei6er side are not
eoua_t.

FIGURE 6-3. Rigid Bus Expansion-Fitting Exatnple.
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6.9.9 Rigid Bus Seismic Considerations

The following seismic issues should be addressed:

1. Expansion fittings may create impact loads because..the thermal

expansiol-fitting gap is too small to allow for relative displacements

at ihe top of ir"Jlitors. Conductors mdy also pull out of the expansion

fittings during an earthquake.
2. Castlus fittings may be brittle and lack sufficient strength to resist

earthquake loads. Forged fittings should be considered' 
-

3. Depending on boundary conditions at the toP of the insulator and the

direction Jf the ealthquake loads, moments may be developed at the

top of the insulator.
4. If 

'a 
segment of conductor is supported with fixed and slip fittings and

the gr6und acceleration is paraliel to the conductor, the insulators and

supiorts connected to the fixed fitiings require sufficient strength to

resiit the earthquake force created by the entire mass of the conductor

segment.
5. AJditional porcelain strength is obtained by increasing the cross-

sectional size. High-strength hsulators have a conesponding increase

in weigllt, which for earthquake loads may offsei the increase in

strength.
6. Flexi6le connections between rigid bus conductors and electrical equip-

ment should be considered to reduce the transfer of seismic forces'

Information on flexible bus connections can be found in IEEE 1527

(2006) and IEEE 60s (2006).

7. datenary-hung flexible conductors (strain bus or jumper), used in

place oi rigii bus conductors, can gene(ate significant. dynamic

ioads durin! an earthquake. These dynamic loads can exceed the static

loads.

6.9.10 Rigid Bus Vibration Considerations

Rigid bus systems may be subject to vibratory loads, which' in
conitirction wiih a state o{ 

"tt".., 
can lead to failure or damage The

o".illutiog loads tend to be characteristic of alternating current systems

ar-rd mayle generated by the bus itself or by the equipment to which it is

attached. Beiause of the time dePendency o{ such failures, the nominal

steady-state operating condition is typically of concern'

It is considered gotd practice to decouple rigid bus conductors from

known sources of v-ibration (e.g , property designed flexible connectors)'

to avoid details and fabrication methods that are conducive to high-stress

concentration factors, and to design so as to minimize loads at nominal

conditions.
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Rigid bus systems can also be susceptible to wind-induced vibration.
A stranded aluminum conductor is sometimes placed inside *re bus
iube to help dampen these vibrations. IEEE 605 (2006) provides gr-ridance
concerning vibrations induced by wind and altemating currents.

6.10 SPECIAL DESIGN CONSIT'ERATIONS

When designhg a substation structure, the design engineer may
encounter some special sifuations that are unique'to utility structures.
This section provides some guidance o41 these areas.

5.10.1 Slruetures tor Air Core l(eactors

The magnetic field of an air core reactor induces currents in adjacent
metallic structures or components that can cause heating ulder normal
conditions and {orces under short-circuit conditions. Th.is heating does
not adversely affect the reactors or inductors but may lead to degradation
of adjacent equipment or structures and may possibly create a safety
problem by making structures too hot to touch.

Air core {eactors are usually mounted on aluminum, fiberglass, or
reinforced-concrete structures. The following criterla are recommended
for design of these strucfures. The manu{acturer'e recommendations
should always be considered.

1. For concrete structures, use fib.erglass reinforcement within D/2 of the
reactor (D is the diameter of the reactor) arnd no4magnetic stainless
steel anchor bolts to connect the reactor insulators to the strucfure,
wl.ren dre arlchor bolts are within D/2 of the reactor. When the anchor
bolts are outside of D/2 of the reactor, steel ancholbolts may be used.
Unlike steel reinforcernent, fiberglass does not po$sess a plateau in the
stress strain curve and should be designed using an allowable stress
clesign method. ACI 440.1R (2006) provides guidance on design with
fiberglass reinf orcing.
Aluminum stfuctuIes should not be within D/2 oI the reactor.
Closed loog.ia.metal should not be within D of the re4ctor. A closed
loop is any'metal structure that allows circulating currents to flow in
the outer area. Examples of closed loops are chain link fences, metal
strucfures connected to the ground mat, and two-way slab reinforce-
ment that is not separated by nonmagnetic materi+l in concrete founda-
tions. If closed loops are within D of the reactor, the marufacturer
should be consultgd for recommendations.
Closed loops can be broken by taping the crossing touching parts with
electrical or other nonconductive tapes.

2.

J.
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5. Care should t2e taken when components made from dissimilar metals
come into contact with one another.

If the air core reactor is not mounted on a structure, the reactor should
be enclosed by a fence for personnel safety.

6.10.2 Wind-Induied Vortex Shedding

Wind-induced vortex shedding occurs when turbulent vortices are

shed alternately from one side, then the other side, of a tubular member.
As each vortex is shed/ it pulls the member to that side. The result is
alternating forces perpendicular to the wild direction.

Vortex shedding requires relatively steady or laminar winds to
produce sustained opcillations. Normally, the amplitude of these

oscillations is small, but it may be greatly increased when the frequency
of the vortex-shedding oscillations is close to one of the natttral
frecuencies of the structure. \44ren ihis occurs, the structure is
susiepiible to fatigue failure. The fatigue failure should occur at

locations wiih the greatest rigidity, which are generally the member
corulecnons.

Long, slender structures can have a natural frequency that carl be

excited by winds of approximately 15 mile/h (6.77tn/s) These wind
speeds cal be expected almost anywhere. However, only isolated cases of
vortex excitation oI substation structures has been reported. This fact is
probably because conductors, insulators, and ground wires significantly
increase the mechanical damping and the wind is too turbulent for periodic
vortex formation.

Analytical procedures for calculating Sfr'dlQre response. to vortex
excitation are not yet practical for design use.

There are three approaches to controlling vortex excitation of strain bus

structures and ground masts:

1. Increase the stiffness of the member. This can be accomplished by using
larger sections, bracing between members, or adding guy wires

2. Incrpase the damping of the member. This can be accomplished by
hanging a chain inside a vertical member that has a weight approxi-
matdly equal to 57" of the member weight.

3. Add spiral strakes along the length o{ a member. These strakes sup-
press the periodicity of the vortex formation and reduce the correlation
betweel the aerodynamic forces acting along the length of the member.
The pitch, spacing, number, and length of spoilers along the member's
length are derived from wind turmel tests and are contained in Scrutor.r

(1963) and ASCE (1961).
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6.10.3 Galvanizing Steel Considerations

Members and connections should be designed ancl detailed to allow for
proper drainage and venting during the gatvanizing process. The
American Galvanizer's Association has two pamphlets [Oa+ ana ZOOfy,
which show proper design and detailing practices. aSlfa alZg / A12gM
(2002) and ASCE/SEI 48 (2005) should also be consulted.

. .Tubular structures present special challenges for galvanizing, and
failure to address proper design and detailing"for gatv"anizing practices
may lead to structural failures because of intemal corrosion. lL iddition to
the drainage ard venting requirements in the above references, the design
engineer should avoid the design of complex built-up members with
interior stiffeners that impede the free Ilow of moltei zinc and make
interior inspection difficult or impossible. preferably, all members should
be able to be galvanized in one single dip. If it is impossible to do a single
dip, the design engineer should eniure that the fabiicator and galvanizet
are qualified to use the double-dip process without flux'becoming
entrapped beneath a layer of zinc in the double-clipped area.

6.10.4 Painted or Metallized Steel Considerations

Tubular steel members to be painted or metallized should have their
interiors sealed because there is lsually no effective method to apply the
surface coating to the interior of the member or to inspect ii once it is in
place.

6.10.5 Member Connection Design

The design of the cormections between members is an importart part of
the overall structure design. The extemal forces on the struciure should be
transferred through the members by axial, shea-r, torsiorl and rnomenr
forces into the foundation with properly designed connections that mirror
tie assumptions made in the theoretical model. If a member is assumed to
be fired against rotation, the conneciion should be rigid enough toprovide
rotational stilfness.

6.10.5.1 Bolted Connections in Steel. When bolts are used to connect
members, they should be placed in shear or h tension. placine the bolt
shaft in bendirrg should be avoided. The section modulus of the"threaded
shaft is small and that can result in high bending stresses. If tension and
shear are combined in a connection, interaction -equations 

should be fol_
lowed in the selection of the bolts. AISC (2005), *ihi.h 

"or,"r, 
both ASD

and LRFD, car be used.
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6.10.5.2 Welded Connections in Steel' Membels are usually con'

nected by combinations of flat plates welded together' These flat Plates

a.u sizei for weak axis bending after finding the appropriate bending

plane arrd plate bending moment. In Blodgeti (1966),-Section 6 6-2 limits

ihe effective plate-bencling plane for weak axis bending due to a point

load to a value of 12 timeJtire plate thickness AISC (2005), whic}t covers

both ASD and LRFD, can also be used.

5.10.5.3 Welded Connections in Aluminum' Care should be takelt

when designing welded connections for aluminum alloy structures The

l.reat-affectld zJne of the weld can have allowable stresses that are about

one half that of a properly heat-treated alloy- The heat-affected zone of

the weld 
"utt 

po"t'iUty revert to the stress allowable of the urtempered

aluminum alloy if the welding is not done properly lf at all possible' the

weldecl ioints should be heat-ireated after welding to restore the strength

properties lost in the welding process. Additional information on welding

al,rminum is available in AWS D1.2/D1.2M (2003)'

6.10.5.4 Concrete Structure Connections' Substation structures can

be made of Precast or cast-in-place concrete elements Bolts are generally

used when members other than concrete are to be coru.rected to a concrete

member ol when two precast concrete members are to be connected to

each other. If a new member is to be installed on an existing concrete

structure using concrete anchors, the anchor manufacturer's specifica-

tions and lirnitations should be followed.
When connecting two or nore concrete members that are not one

continuous placement of concrete, the concrete elements can be connected

by welding embedded angles or plates. The embedded angles and plates

shorlld bJdesigned to develop the connection loads through proper

concrete ernbeditent Care should be used when welding is done on these

embedded steel angles to Prevent the spailing, or splintering, of concrete'

6-10.5.5 Connections in Wood Structures' The connections designed

for wood structures should follow the guidelines in IEEE 751 (1991)'

Additional design information can be found in NDS (2005)'

6.10.6 Weathering Steel Structures

ASTM A242/ A242M (2004), ASTM A588/A588M (2005)' and ASTM

A877/ A871M (2003) state that atmospheric, corrosion-resistant' high-

strength, low-ailoy steels can be used uncoated in most atmosPheres As

the b"are steel is exposed to the normal atmosphere, a tightly adherent

oxicle layer fortns on the surface, which protects the steel from further

.orrosion. The proper design, detailing, fabrication, erection' and
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maintenance practices for the application ofsuch steels shouldbe observed
to achieve the benefits of the enhanced atmospheric corrosion resistance
property.

The oxides from the weathering steel structur€s rnay be deposited,
probablybecause of the water runoff, on dre underhung support insulators.
There is r.ro direct evidence that this slaining will provoke an electrical
flashover. However, the stain can roughen the insulator surface and
elevate the level of contamination accumulation. Water on the stained
surface also tends to renain longer thal on unstained insulators. These,

combined with other meteorological factors, such as coastal salt spray and
abundant huuridity, may create a favorable condition lor electrical
flashover. It may be advisable to increase the leakage distance for the
insulators to prevent such an incidencg

The design arrd detailing of lveathering steel connections should be

done in accordinnce with ASCE/SEI 48 (2005). Large edge distances and
bolt spacing carr causejoint failure over long periods of time when the twb
connecting surfaces become filled with products of corrosion and
expand. i ,

5.10.7 Guyed Substation Structures

Guyed structures are infrequently used for substation structures.
Substation yards typically have limited space for positioning guys. A
geometric nonlinear analysis should be used forsuch structures io simulate
accurately the forces in the members and guy (see Chapter 5). Particular
care should be used when checking for overall structure buckling. Local
plate buckling may be a problem on hollow polygbnal compression
members. ASCE 91 (1997) provides guidance for the design of this structure
tvDe.



CHAPTER 7

CONNECTIONS TO FOUNDATIONS

Thernany types of electrical substation structures have a wide range ofgrotrnd line reactions. The foundations used depend on the difierent typesof soil present as well as the design 
"rlgiou"r,. 

pr"f"r"r,""r. .ft"""
foundations can be slabs on grade, spreia- to"it"g", a.ifi"JJo?ir, o. p ingwithpile caps. The fo'ndation shouia U" aesign# io t.u,-'r*it A" 

",r,r",,.rr",and 
equipment forces to the supporting soil 

-or 
rock. These forces incrude

Dearmg, uplrtt. shear, and overtuming moment. The foundation design
:1.,:t^1T.,j"q- {"ctors_of 

sarery as detJrmined by the a"sign engi.,"e, ro,ar roads. burred struchfal steel within the substation yaid should haveappropdate design provisions for corrosion and electrical grounding.
. piffer-ent types of anchorage are used to connect subst;;on structures
ro thetr loundations, The most common means oI transferring structure
reactions to the foundations is by.anchor-bo1ts. This type J'urr"ho.ug"
provides a good transfer of load. Anchor bolts can be i.rlod"i boit. o, ustraight length of deformed reinforcing bar. Cast_in-place headed bolts
are the recommended anchor bolt type,-over hook bolis. i"uaed uo.t o."c.n be designed to, provide a ductlle failure mode, whereas hoot Uoltsnav€ Deen reportpcr to fail by anchor pullout in a brittle mode. Headed
ar-rcn?r b.olts conhngd by the foundation reinforcement increase thestructural capacity of the ar.rchorage system.

_Stub angles and direceembeJdei struchrres can also be used insubstations; these methods of transferring loaas trom Ulelt..,.iure to the
j1111]ation.are adequarely actdressed in _{SCE 10 (199zi"r,Jad&Zser as(zuu?r. rlnder certaur conditions, anchorage may need to be installed inexisting foundations (postinstalled) using Ir lej concrete anchors.
,.Fe."pproa"h for the design of archoibolts in thi" chopt.r l" ta""a onurrrmate strength design (USD). Design loads should include applicable
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load factors. All equipment anchorage assemblies, including anchor bolts'

should be designed for loads resulting from the analysis or from tests'

whichever is applicable.

7.1 ANCHOR MATERIALS

ASTM F1554 (2004) and bolts manufactured from ASTM A36/ A36M

(2005) sieel rods (with nuts acting as the bolt head) are recommended

ior foundation anchor bolts. This iype of steel is readily available, cost-

effective, and ductile.
The term "anchorbolt" is used in tl.ris manual to desc(ibe the connection

oI the structure to the foundation The latest AISC (2005) steel marual has

adoDted the term "anchor rod" to describe this item, which is a headed

rod cast into the concrete forndation. However, the term "anchor bolt" is

used in ASTM F1554 (2004) and throughout the industry'
The use of ductile anchorage is especially critical in seismic areas where

larger, ductile anchor bolts ire preferred to srnaller, less ductile, high-

stlJngth anchorbolis. According\, it is recommended that anchorages for

seisrnic applications use ASTM A3o/.436M (2005) steel material'

The miterial used {or anchorbolts made from deformed reinforcing bars

should be irr accordance with ASTM A675 / A615M (2006) ot ASTM A706/

A706M (2006). \Mren high-tensile-strength, deformed reinforcing bars are

used. thev shouldbe obtahed with aminimurnCharpy-Vnotch requirement

oi fStt-tU (20.3N-m) at -20'F (-28-9"C) when tesied in the longitudinal

direction. Only one grade of bar should be used for each diameter to Prevent
the possibility of errors in the field during constructron - _

taUt" Z-f- shows the Propedies of the recommended anchor bolt

rnaterials. Other anchor bolt material may be used when higher strengih

Ultimate Strength

Material ASTM

ASTM A36IA36M (2005)

ASTM F1554 (2004), Grade 36

ASTM F1554 (2004), Grade 55

ASTM F1554 (2004), Grade 105

ASTM A615/A615M (2006), Grade 60

ASTM A615/A615M (2006), Grade 75

ASTM A706 / A706M (2006), Grade 60

(weldable)

36
36
55

105
60
75

60

58
58,80
75-95

125-150
90

100
80

Yield StrenBth
F, (kip/ in.'z)

Note: l kip/in.'? = 6.89MPa. FIGLIRE 7-1. A Base Plate ;trypofied by ,fitclnr Bolts ruith Lneling Nfis
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is required, such as ASTM 4449 (2004), or other bolting material ihat wi.ll
provide acceptable ductile behavior. I4rtren high-strength bolts are used,
they shoulcl be suitable for galvanizing. Ancl.ror bolis should not be less
than 0.75 in. (1.91cm) in diameter, r.rnless the allolvable st{esses exceed the
applied stresses by notrless than a factor of 2.

Other materials with higher strengths or other desirable properties
may be used when circumstances dictate, but the material supplier
should be consulted for availability, compatibility, and any special design
considerations associated r,vith that material.

Steel anchorage used in an outdoor substation application slould have
a protective coating applied to resist corrosion. The bolt projeclion plus a
rninimum of 6 in. (15.24 cm) should be hot-dip galvanized in accordance
witli ASTM A153/A153M (2005) or ASTM 8695 (2004) fol Class 50,
Type I.

7.2 ANCHOR ARRANGEMENTS

The two most commonly used arrargements to anchor a structure to
the foundation are base plate supported by anchor bolts with leveling
nuts (Fig. 7-1), and anchor bolts with the base plaies on concrete or grout
(F\g- 7-2).

Washers or plates can be used to ensure adequate lpad trarstbr from
the nut to the leveling plate.

7.2.1 Base Plates Supported by Anchor Bolts with Leveling Nuts

The use of leveling nuts to support substation structures has several
advantages. This method eliminates the need for close tolerance work on

Leveling Nut
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Top of
Concrete
(or Grout)

I 
Grout Line
(if us€d)

FIGLIRE 7-2. Anchor B,olts ruitlr q Base Plate o11 Colluete or Grout.

the foundation elevation and trueness ofsurface while providing flexibiliiy
for the structure alignment because of fabrication tolerances and bus
erection. Levelfurg nuts also keep the base plate frorn resting in arty
standing water on the {oundation. The disadvantage of using a leveling
base is that the shear 4nd axial loads have to be resisted entirely by the
anchor bolts. These combined stresses can require larger anchor bolts ald
thicker base plates for heavily loaded structures. Therefore, in some cases

the leveling base arrangement may not be the best altemative.
If the leveling base and anchor bolts have been designed to support the

base plate on the leveling nuts, then it is not necessary to install nonshrink
grout under the base plate. If grout is installed, the design procedures in
Section 7.2.2 may be used. The use of grout is beneficial in cases where
large shear loads are present, such as in seismically active areas. The grout
provides a better shear transfer between the base plate ald the foundation
and eliminates the bendins in the anchor bolts.

7,2,2 Anchor Bolts with Base Plates on Concrete or Grout

Bolting the structure directly to the foundatj44.requires close tolerances
for the top of concrete elevation and a level surfa'ce. A bed of ,nonshrink
grout can be used to ensure that uniform beari.ng is achieved. Provisions
should be provided to allow drainage of moisture from under the base

plate u'hen the eqlripment support is detailed to allow such drainage.

7.3 ANCHORS CAST IN PLACE

z.S.f iypes of Anchors

The three types of anchors most commonly used are headed bolts,
llpfnrmprl roirrforcinq bal hnlts and hook holts (Fio 7-3)
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(a)
Headed Bolt

(b)

Deformed Reinforcing
Bor Bolt

(c)

Hook Bolt
(Not Recommended)

FIGURE 7-3. Types of Anchors.

7,3.1.1 Headed Bolts. The preferred method for anchor bolt systems
is the use oI headed anchors. These bolts include those with a bolt head or
nut where tensile forces are resisted by a pullout shear cone. Embedded
steel plates instead of a bolt head or nut is generally not recommended
because it tends to create an inherently weak plane, which in tum reduces
the capacity. This type of bolt requires adequate edge distance to prevent
pullout or lateral bursting failure. I44ren nuts are used at the bottom of a
threaded rod, it may be necessary to consider methods to prevent rotation
of the embedded nut during construction. Three methodi for preventing
rotation are deforming the bottom threads, pressing the bottom nut, and
tack welding the bottom inter{ace between the nut arld threads (not recom-
mended with high-tensile-strength bars, > 100kip/in.r). Care should be
taken to mal(e sure that concrete has set adequately before loosenhg or
tightening top nuts because the head can easily be tumed in freshly plaled
concrete.

7.3.1.2 Deformed Reinforcing Bar Bolts. Deformed rejnforcing bars
used as anchor bolts are typically No. 18 jumbo bars that are larger in
diameter and heavier than the staldard No. 18 reinforcing bar speiified
in ASTM A615IA615M (2006) or ASTM A706 / A706M (2006). The larger
diameter allows for full-depth threads to be cut into the deformed bar.
The tensile forces are transmitted to the concrete through shear developed
between the bar deformations and the concrete. These bolts are typicallv
used for anchoring shuctures with large loads.

7.3.1.3 Hook Bolts. Smooth-bar hook bolts are not recommended
because of less predictable behavior in tension tests.

7.3.2 Design Considerations for Anchor Steel

The method used to determine the area of steel required to transfer the
l^rl {r^rn rh4 chrr-+.r-^ L^-^ *r^'^ .- !L^ -r--^-r- 

---..--.
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plate arrangement. One arrangement is the base plate bearing directly on

ihe concretl or bed of nonshrink grout and held in place by nuts that are

tightened on toP of the base plate. This arrangement transfers a portion of

tlie shear directiy to the foundation through the friction between the base

plate and the concrete. Another anan8ement is the base Plate suPPorted

Ly leveling nuts, which transfers the shear to the concrete by ihe side-

bearing pressure of the anchor bolt.

7.3.2.1 Anchor Bolts with Base Plate on Concrete or Grout' The area

of steel required for tension and shear are additive (ACI 349 2001)'

Therefore, ihe following equations are used to determine the required

miriimum tensile area of steel (A,):

A'= A"+ A"

The area required for tension load (,4") is determined by

',"=+Fn,

where
P,, = the ultimate tension load per bolt (in kips or kN);
Fa, = design tensile strength (nr kip/in.'? or MPa); = OFv or 08 F,,r

(whichever is less);

0 = 0'e;
Fv = the minimum specified yield strength of anchor sieel (in kip/in 

'?

or MPa); and
F,,r = the minimum specified tensile strength of anchor steel (in kip/

in.'? or MPa).

The area required for the shear load (A,,) is determined by

," = la#{iT 
"or 

compression

A,=ffiforurlift

where
V,, = anchor bolt shear (in kips or kN);
P,, = the minimum compression load on the base plate (in kips or kN)

(Note: If base plate is subiected to net uplift, ftiction is zero);

F = the static coefficient of friction between the base plate and the

concrete (Fig. 7-4):

(Eq.7-i)

(Eq.7-2)

(Eq. 7-3a)

(Eq. 7-3b)

CONNTCTIONS TO FOUNIJA I IONS

(c) |

tn = 0.55

FIGURE 7-4. Coefiicient of Friclion (F) VaItLes for Various Conditions.

a. P = 0.9 for concrete or grout against steel platewith the contact
plane a full plate thickness below the concrete surface.
The plate should remain in full coritact with sound con-
crete during the sewice life of the equipment.

b. lt = O.f for concrete or grout placed against steel plate with
the contact plane coincidental with drq concrete surface.

c. p = 0.55 for grouted conditions with the contact plane between
the grout and the steel plate above the toncrete surface.

0.85; and
minimum specified yield strength of anchor steel (in kip/in.'? or
MPa).

The actual stress area (,4',) for an anchor bolt, taking into accourt the
area reduction from the threads, is deterrnined by

121

,|\-Y-
E*

":-- A.=(+)t'(T)l (8q.7-,a)

Therefore, by settingA', =A,, ihe required nominal anchorbolt diameier
(d) can be determined by

t ^ \r/z
tt = \2)l-l\lt l

t0.974\+l-l (Eq. 7-5)
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lwlrere A. = A" + A,; d = the nominal anchor bolt diameter (in., cm); and
n = the number o{ threads per in. (cm).

2.3.2.i Base Plate Supported by Anchor Bolts with Leveling
Nuts. Anchor bolts used with leveling nuts should be designed with
consideration of tensioh, compression, shear, and bending. The base plate
supported by anchor bolts with le'leling nuts differs from the base plate
bearing on concrete because a portion of the shear is not resisted by fric-
tion between the base plate and concrete (i.e., the coefficient of friction (!t)
is not a factor). In addition, if the clearance between the base plate and
concrete exceeds 2 times the bolt diameter, then a bending stress and
buckling analysib of the bolts is required (ASCE/SEI 48 2005). Base plates
supported by anchor bolts with levelhg nuts should be considered in
defining the end corurections of the support shucture for static or dynamic
analysis models (see Section 5.6.2).

The area of steel required for axial load, bending (if applicable), and
shearare additive. Therefore, the following equations are used todetermine
the required minimum tensile area of steel (,4,):

A _A LA LA (Eq. 7-6)

where A,, = the area required for axial load (tension or compression) (in.'z,

cm'?), ,4,, = ths alsn required for shear (in.'?, cm'), and A,, = the area required
for bending (in.'?, cm'?).

Include 41, in Eq. 7-6 only when the clearance between the bottom of the
base plale and the concrete exceeds 2x the.lirmre-ter of the bolt.

The required area for the axial load (.4,) is dEtermhed the same as

shown in Section 7.3.2.1.
'l{hen the clearance between the base plate and the concrete exceeds 2x

the bolt diameter, the shear can induce a significant bending moment that
should be considered (Fig. 7-5a). The shear can be assumed to act on a
rigid franie consisting of the base plate as the beam and the anchor bolts
as the colirmns. Using moment distribution with typical relative stiffness
ratios bf column to beam gives a conservative point of inflection (zero
momenl) at a point approximately 0.625x the distance from the top of the
concrete to the bottom of the base plate (Fig. 7-5b).

Therefore, the bending in the anchor bolts can be determined by the
following equation:

u,,=(f)oxz,r (F.q. 7-7)

wnere
M, = the ultimate bending mornent per bolt (in.-kips, mm-kN);
} = the distance from the top of the concrete to the bottom of the

base plate (in., mm); and
I/ - rh6 "1li6.,6 .hd.f --" L^lt /l'i-" t/tp.\
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Base
Plate

EIGURE 7-5. (a) Typical
Diagram.

- Levelinq nuts should<-- be placed ffush or
near as possible
to T.O.C.

(b)

kaeling Nut Arrangement zuith (b) Rigid Frame

:Ij
(al

The required area for bending (zt6) can be determined by

-r - 1/3

A,=l"lyY,l'l
t L20F,.J l

This equation is derived from the following relationships:

qFr=+

where
0 = 0.e;

M,=lll(hxv"l; ana
\U/

<,. -(A? /d\1/2 /ll

(Eq. 7-8)
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The requiled area for shear (A,') is determined by

,a,,= Y,,/ [(0) (Fy)] and

0 = 0'85'

The actual stless area (.4',) for a bolt, taking into account the area

reduction from the threads, is given by Eq 7-4 Therefore' by setting A' =

af in" t"q"i."a tlominal bolt diamete; (dt can be determined by Eq 7-9:

a =p1p.\"' *(oe'n\\r/ \ n I

where
A"= A, + Ao + A';
d = the nominal bolt diameter (in., cm); and

n = the number of threads per in. (cm).

(Eq.7-e)

7.3.3 Design Considerations for Concrete

The capacity of a cast-in-place anchor bolt is limited by either

tlre-capaciiy of the steel anchoi bolt or the concrete' ln Section 7 3 2' the

,t."r.rnin ti,r.ritutions of the anchor bolts were discussed in this section' the

concrite limitations are considered.

7.3.3.1 Tensile Capacity of Concrete' The procedure in Appendix D

or eCi ars (2005) is idequate for the tyPe of structures covered by this

manual. In ici ars lzoo-S1, Appendix D a 2 2, limits on headed anchor

bol, diurnu,", are based on the extent of the test database that was used

i" l"*f"pi"g the Appendix D provisions 
-Furtl:\er.testing 

is behg done

o., io.*"-dio#"a"t he'aied bolts, ind the {indings will be incorporated into

i ri.,.""rr"."iors of ACI 318. Therefore, ACI 318 (2005), Appendix D' con-

tains the recommended design procedure for detemining the concrete

tensile caPacity of all anchor bolts using the loads and load combinations

from this manual.

7.3.3.2 Design of Side Cover Distance for Tension' Appendix D of

ACl31S (2005):hould be used with the loads and load combinations from

this manial to determine the side cover distance for tension'

7.3.3.3 Design o{ Side Cover Distance for Shear' Appendix D of ACI

318 (2005) shou'id be used with the loads and load combinations from this

manual to determine the side cover distance for shea('

7.3.3.4 Anchor Bolt Embedment Length' The embedment for anchor

bolts should resist pullout from the applied tension and at the sarne time

transfer this tension to the foundation reinforcement'
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' The delgrangd bar anchor bolt resists pullout by the mechanica
anchorage oi the deformations, which prevelt the longitudinal moveinen
of the bar with respect to the concrete. Headed anchor bolts transfer th(

structure loads to the foundation by the bearing of the embedded nut or

bolt head on the concrete. The design procedure used to determine tht
required anchor bolt embedment or development length is provided b1

ACr 318 (2005).

hr adclition to providing adequate anchor bolt €mbedmeni, th€

foundation vertical reinforcement should be tieveloped by the anchol

bolt, whether headed or deformed anchor bolts are used (Fig. 7-6). The

required clevelopment length (l) of the vertical reinforcement in drilled
shafts and spread footings is provided by ACI 318 (2005).

7.3.3.5 Concrete Punch Out from Anchor Boltd. l4rhen designirtg

anchorages in reinforced concrete usirig headed smooth-bar anchor bolts,
caution should be taken when the anchor bolts are in compression This
condition exists when the base plate of the structure rests on a levelirlg
nut on the anchor bolt. The proper develoPment length of dle vertical
reinforcing steel should be maintained both above pnd below *re headed

end of the anchor bolt. Iir headed anchor bolts are used in a reinforced
concrete slab, the thickness of the slab'bhould be great enough to prevent
punch out through the bottom of the slab. For additional information,
consult ACI 355.1 (7997) or ACI 318 (2005).

7.3.3.6 Localized Bearing Failure. Headed anchor bolts,rnade from
ASTM A36IA36M (2005) steel can usually be used rvithout an

Top ot
Glearance

FIGURE 7-6. Deuelopnent Length of Vertical Rehforcing
Shafts and Spread Eoolings.

Steel in Drilled
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anchor-bearing plate, but higher strength bolt materials may need an

anchor-bearing plate to avoid localized bearing failure. The following
eqtration was adapted from ASCE O99n arrd can be used to determine if
an anchor Dlate is needed:

(Eq 7-10)

wnere
/pr"."= the required plate or bolt head area (in.'?, cm'?);

dia, = the nominal bolt shaft area (in.t, cm'?);

A, = the tension area required for the anchor bolt from Eq. 7-6
(in.'?, cm'?);

fv = the bolt steel yield strength (kip / in.'z, MPa); and

I = the concrete compressive strength (kip/in.'?, MPa).

If the calculated value for A01"," is smaller thlr.tlle area of the nut orbolt
head, then a bearing plate is not required.

7.4 DRILLED CONCRETE ANCHORS INSTALLED IN
EXISTING CONCRETE

Drilfed-in-concrete anchors are typically used in existing concrete for
anchorLge when lack of design infoimation precludes use o] anchor bolts
in newrconstruction, to correct improper anchorage placement during
construction, and when structure loadb are small. The basic principles
used in these anchors are:

1. friction'betwebn the anchor and the concrete,
2. expansion of a sleeve as a tensile load is applied, and
3. adhesion using epoxy between a threaded rod and the concrete.

In substation applications, the adhesive type of anchorage has some
addiiiqnal benefits over expansion anchors. These benefits include better
perlormanbe for dynamic and earthquake loads, unilorm distribution of
the load to the concrete, and elimination of voids between the arrchor and

I concrete, which could accumulate moisture and promote corrosion.
Manuf acturer guidelines and codes, such as the International Conf erence

of Buil{ing Officials and the lntemational Code Council Evaluation
Service Reports, specify the allowable and ultimate shear and tension
values to be used for,design. Anchor embedment, group spacing, ald
edge distance all affeit the desigp,lo4ds, and manufacturer's guidelines
should be consulted to take these fattors into account. Anchor bolts should
be galvanized, coated, or stainless steel for use in outdoor applications in

,4pr"r" = Ar.rt * A,(0 -r(*)
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the substation. ln earthquake environments, the materials of the drilled_in
aachorage should meet the recommendations of Section 7.1.

7.5 EXAMPLES

7.5.1 Base Plate on Concrete

Structure type: Line dead-er.rd A-frame structure, 4 anchor bolts on
1_4-in. square 

^ 
bolt pattern, ASTM A36IA36M (2005) material

(F,,, = 58kip/in.').

Applied Loads with Load Factors

P,'-.p = 75 kiP
P,,-.,01;1 = 58 kip
V,, = 14kip
M,, = 5l fFkip

Calculate Load per Bolt

58 kio 51 fl-kin alr"/It)I = 
-- --r + --" '*r \'- 1"/=14.5kip+2t.9kip=36.4kip' 
4 bolr 1.4"(Zbolt)

,, t4 kip ^_a=ffi=a.sun

," = * = # = -#ffi = 1.12in., (contrors)

e"= l, - 364HP =nr^r-,0.88,, 0.8(58 kip/in.,,1 -" " -"

,, = Ja = --=.1'9 
tie- 

=0.1r in.,
QFr (0.85)36 kip/in.,

A"= 1"4/',,= 1.12in.'? + 0.11in., = 1.23n.2

, A,\V'
d = Q)l:: ,\n I

Assumen=6threads/in.

o.974

t7
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, ^[ 1.23n.'z \t/' . 0.974
"-\ r ) 6

d = 7'41n'

Use 1.5-in. diameter anchor bolt.

7.5.2 Base Plate on Leveling Nuts

Structure type; Line dead-end A-frame structure,4 bolts on a 14-in'

square bolt pattem, ASTM 436lA36M (2005) material.

Applied Loads with Load Factors

P*--p = 75 kiP
P,, .,01n1 = 58kip
V', = 14kiP
M,, = 51ft-kiP

Assume base plate clearance above the top of the concrete (h) > 2 x the

diameter of the bolt.

Calculate Load per Bolt

o,- 75kip * 5t fl-\iP(l2l'lft) 
=t8.8 kip r21.9 kip= 4e.g f,1p'" 4 bolt 14"(2bolt)

-- 14kiP ^ -..y =-=J.)KlD- 
4 bolt

P.. P.. 40.6 kiP
A =__: =----:L=- ' - =L.ZJln.-"" Fu, 0F, 0.9(36 kip/in.')

P 40.6 kipA = --':-=------.-- = U.bb m.--" 0.8n,, 0.8(58 kip/in.')

2.25-in. anchor bolt (4.5 UNC threads, per ASTM 41554Assume
(2004)):

tr=2(2.25in.)=a.5in.

7.5.3 Base Plate on Leveling Nuts in a Drilled Pier ,

(Distance from the top of the concrete to the bottom of the baseplat€
(li) < 2 x thebolt diameter.)

Structure type: Single pole dead-end structure, 12 iurchor bolts on
a 48-in. bolt circle, ASTM A615IA615M (2006), Jutnbo, grade 75 rebar
(Fy =75kip / n;, F,,r = 100kip/in.?).

CONNECTIONS TO FOUNDATION S 12

,, =l^[++l'l'" - [ ^f=+1?tler= l' 1"=, or,,,.
L L 201, l.l I l2(0.e)(3okip/in.?)l l

V. 3.5 kio4 = ____i_= . joli
QFu 0.85(36 ktp/ in.,) " ' '

A,= A,,+ At, +' A,, = 7.25in.2 + 1.67 in.2 + 0.11in.'? = 3.03in.,

n =,(+)"' . (e+) =,(+)'' . (Y,) = z rai,,

Use 2.25 in. Q anchor bolt.

Applied Load with Load Factors

P, = 34 kip
V,, = 46lop
M,, = 2380ft-kip
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Calculate Load per Bolt

ii. = 
34 kiP 

= 2.g3 11o' 12 bolt

v, = 
46 kiP 

= 3.63 1;o'' 12 blot

Maximum bolt load, from M,,

P6= P12= 798kiP

1,.,"r = 2.83 kip ,r lcSkip = 201kip

4^= P' 
= 

P' - zotuiP - = 2.98 in.'z(controls)' I:,t' OFn 0.9(75kip /in.')

. V, 3.83 kip
= u.uo ln.-

0F, 0.85(75 kip/ in.')

. P" 201 kip
= z Jt [t.-'' 0.84, 0.8(100 kip / in.')

A"= A"+ A,,=2.98in.'?+ 0.06in.'?= 3.04in.'?

A. required 3.04in.'?
Use No. 18 Jurnbo, gradeT5 (As = 3.25:l:'.')
For developrnent of deformed bars in tension, use ACI 318 (2005),

Section 12.2.2. Assume that code spacing requirements are met.

, _, frYr'tYel,. _""." 20Jf: = 133.4 in.

la = 133.4in. Use 134in.

Reduclion for (,4. required)/(,4, provided) from ACI318 (2005), Section
12.2.5.

A, required = 3.25in.'? (Use actual No. 18J bar A. of thread area).
,4, provided = 4.00in.' (area of No. 18J bar).

1,, = rs+i..(!21)= roe"= s'- t" u*bedment
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CHAPTER 8

QUALITY CONTROL AND
QUALITY ASSURANCE

8.1 GENERAL

To ensure quality of the product, a good quality, control (eC) and
quality assurance (QA) program should be institutedby both the fabricator
and purchaser throughout the entire production process. A eC/eA
program will ensure the purchaser that the fabricatoi has the personnel,
organization, experience, procedures, knowledge, equipment, capabilitp
and commitment to produce the specified struciure. 

- '
Quality control is the responiibility of the fabricator, anct qualitv

assurance js the responsibility of the purchaser. eual ity control quijelines
used by tlre fabricator should be clearly defined ancl ivailable ior review
T{.pnt9"at by the purchaser. The purchaser should also specify any
additional requirements to achieve the desired degree of quafty. ffre qC7
QA programs must be agreed on between the fabricato, uid th" p.r..hos"r
before the start of any fabrication. The extent of eC/eA progio*" .r,uy
y14 basgd on initial investigations, the purchaser,s e*peii"nce, the
fabricator's experience, the fabricator,s past performa:r.", urd th" d"gr""
of reliability required for the speci{ic job.

8.2 STEEL STRUCTURES

8.2.1 Material

The fabricator should review all the material t-hat is used in the
fabrication of the entire stru€ture, all mill test reports for material
compliance, all material suppliers for their manufacturing procedures and
quality control programs, and all welding electrodes.
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. Dye penetrant testing (PT) is a reliable method lor detecting ar
cracks or porosity that are open to the test surface. PT irspectic
should be in accordance with ASTM E165 (2002).

. Ultrasonic tbsting (UT), using longitudinal angle beams, is the pl
ferred method of determining weld quality in base plates and flang
connection welds. It is also reliable in detecting small cracks an
internal flaws in other complete penetration welds. UT can also b
used to verify that the specified percentage of penet{ation on partii
penetration welds has been achieved. AWS D1.1/D1.1M (2006) doe
not provide any specific guidelines for ultrasonic testing of plat€
less than 5/16in. (8mm) ihick or for welds using backing bars. Th
fabricator should follow the procedure established by AWS D1.1
Di.lM (2006) in developing a specific inspection procedure. ,tJ'
inspection should be in acco4dance wiih ASTM A435IA435M-9,
(2001) and ASTM E164 (2003). 

.. Radiographic testing (RT) provides a permdnent record of the tes
results. However, its use is limited on many of the weld types (e.g,
base and flange connections), where it is difficult, if not impossible
to position the film to record the entire weld jgint. It is also possiblr
to miss tight cracks thai lie normal to the RT source and film.

. Eddy current testing (ET) techniques have limited application in tht
determination of weld penetration and the detection oflcracks.

8.2.3.3 Test Assembly. The full or partial assemQly of a complicatea
structure by the fabricaior before galvanizing arrd final shipment may be
beneficial in verifying design and detailing corlectness. Field construction
problems and delays can be minimized if a test assembly of the structur€
reveals any euors. Missing or mispunched holes can be easily corrected
at the fabrication shop instead of causing constructioti delays ifleit undone
until final assembly.

8.2.4 Structure Coating

Where painting is required, the system, procedures, and methods of
application should be acceptable to both the purchaser ar|d the fabricator.
Also, the system should be suitable for both the product and its intended
exposure. The coating thickness should be checked to ensule that the
minimum dry-film thickness meets both the purchaser's specification and
the paint supplier's specification. In addition, a thorough visual inspection
should be made to detect piriholing, cracking, and other undesirable
characteristics.

\4rhere galy4Sizing is required, the procedure and facilities shouid be
agreed on by'the purchaser and the fabricator. After hot-dip galvanizihg,
nondestructive testing nay be specified to ensure that there have been

The purchaser should review and agree on the fabricator's materral

specific;tions, supply sources, material identification' storage' traceabiliiy

piocedures, and certified mill test reports'
'' T;;;;il;i;ills used for steel siructures i.clude ASTM A36IA36M

tzoo;i asrrra esalAs3M (2006), ASTM As00 (2003), AS-[M A572 / A572M

iiooZi, asn'r As88/As8bM .(zoos1, 
ana AST!{ As711+97^1M (2003)'

Connection materials commonly used include ASTM,{193/.{193M (2006)'

ASTM .{307 (2004), ASTM .4325 (2006), ASTM A325M (2005), ASTM ,4394

(2005), ASTM .4449 (2004), and ASTM F1554 (2004)'

Fol additional information on recommended materials' refer to the

appropriate sections of ASCE/SEI 43 (2005) and ASCE 10 (1997)'

8.2.2 Welding

fhe fabricators' welding Procedures and welder- 
. 
certification

oroerams should be in accordancl with the la test revision of the A merican

ili"iiittg s..i",V'" Structural Welding Code for Steel (AWS D1 1/D1 1M

2006)."ii" 
prrr"ltur". should establish requirements for the review of and

u*r""*itti o" the fabricators' weldinf procedures for various types of

welds and tl.reir welding certification programs'

8.2.3 Fabrication InsPection

8.2.3.1 Visual InsPection. Visual inspections address t1.re following

typical areas;

. dimensionalcorrectness,

. fabricationstraightness,

. cleanliness of cuts and welds,

. surface iniegrity at bends,

. condition of Punched and drilled holes,

. hardware fit and length,

. weld size and appearance, and

. overall workmanship.

8.2.3.2 Specific Inspection Methods of Welds' Several methods of

nondestructive testing may be used to detect weld flaws They include

the followirg:

. Magnetic particle testing (MT) is a Pl""tit:l method for detecting

tieh"t surface cracks. Mf inspection should be in accordance with

ASTM E7o9 (2001).
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ro adverse changes to the finished product. The magnetic thickness
measurement methodnis usually the test that is used to determine the
thickness gf the zinc coatinS.

\A/here metallizing is required, the procedr:res ald facilities should be

in accordance with the coating supplier's recomrnendations and acceptable
to both the fabricator and purchaser. The metallized coating should be

inspected for thickness by a magnetic thickness gauge. Also, an adherence
test may be made by cgtting through the coating with a knife. Bond is

considered r.rnsatisfactory if any part of the coating lifts away from the
base metal0.25in. (6.35mm) ahead of the cutting blade.

Where bare weathering steel is specified, the need for blast cleaning the
steel should be decided and agreed on by the purchaser and fabricator.
Blast cleaning is desirable if a clean and uniformly weathered appearance
is importalt in the structure's first years of exposure. In time, even a

nonblast-cleaned steel structure develops a uliform oxide coating.

8.3 ALUMINUMSTRUCTURES

Ma]ly of the requiremeuts, procedures, testing, and handling associated

with steel structures are also applicable to alumilum structures.--\..

8.3.1 Material

The purchaser should review and agree on the fabricator's material
specifications, supply sources, material identi{ication, storage, traceability
procedures, ald certified mill test reports.

8.3.2 Welding

Quality control for welded connections is most critical. Accordingly,
care in the welding of these joints should be the highest Priority. Welding
specifications, preparation, procedures, and welder qualifications and
inspection should be in accordance wiih the Aluminum Association (1981)

and AWS D1.2/D1.2M (2003).

8.3.3 Fabrication

The,fabricator should lollow the guide.lines listed below:

. Shearing, sawing, altd arc cutting are acceptable methods of cutting
I Flame cutting is not acceptable.

. Holes may be punched if the taper of the hole does not exceed a

diametdc difference of 0.03125in. (0.80mm). Otherwise, subpunch-
ino rp:rlirro nr drillinq ic rpnrrirpd
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. All forming and bending should be carried out cold, unles
indicated on the shop drawings or specially approved by the desig
engineer.

8.3.4 Inspection

-At a minimum, visual inspection of alt welded joints is neces:,ary, anr
additional testing of welded joints, if required, should be agreed on ty th
purchaser and fabricator.

8.3.5 Structure Coating

Aluminum structures are normally srrpplied with a standard mill finisl
(i.e., not painted or deglared). If the structures are to be provided deglarecl
the purchaser and fabricator should resolve the type of trearmenr
allowable gloss, and other requirements. Aluminum siructures are no
ordinarily painied, except h extremely corrosive conditions or if ir
contact with dissimilar materials, such as steel. If required, paintinl
should be performed in accordance with the paint manufacturer,l
recommendations.

8.4 CONCRETE STRUCTURES

For concrete poles, the material should satisfy the requirements ar
specilied by ASCE (1987), Section 3.8 ancl Chapter 6.0.

8.4.1 Reinforced Concrete

For typical concrete structures, conctete proportion and mlr desigr
should satis{y the durability requirements as specified in Chapter 4 ofA-J
318 (2005). Reinforci:d concrete structures should also complv with ACI
318 (2005) Section 7.7 for the mirimum concrete cover requirements and
Chapter 5 for quality and placement criteria.

Under special conditions where corrosion of reinfotcement bars is
possible, a cathodic protection orprotective epoxy coating is recommencled
to ensure the long-term integrity of the concrete elements.

8.4-2 Prestressed Concrete

For prestressed conctete strucfures, the material should satisfv the
requirements as specified by PCI MNL-116 (1999).
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8.5 WOOD STRUCTURES

8.5.1 Material and Treatment

The material and treatment of wood members should satisfy the

reouirements of Section 10 in IEEE 75L (7991), using the appiicable

standard listed under Section 10.2'2'

8.5.2 Manufacturing and Fabrication

The manufacturing and fabrication of wood members should satisfy

ttr" ,"qttir"*"r,t. of" Section 10'1'4 of IEEE 751 (1991) Any special

fabricationdetailsortolerancesshouldbeincludedbythepurchaserina
purchase specifi cation.

8.5.3 Inspection

The insPection of wood members should satisfy the requirements of

ArTC,200 (2004).

8.6 SHIPPING

At a minimum, the fabricator should comply with the shipping

prcicedures as listed below:

. Check packaging to minimize shiPPing damage'

. Check items to ensure that they have completed specified

insDectlons.
. Check that specified items are included with the shipment'

Before the start of {abrication, the purchaser should review the

fabricator's methods and procedures foi packaging and 
-shipping 

and

agree to themode of transPortation' Vy'hen receiving materials' all products,

;f;;;f ;;-;tp""ted for'shipping damage be{ore accepting delivery' If

a"i^i" rt aiparent, the purcf,aser should immediately notify ihe

delive"ring carii'er. If the shipments are fee on board (FOB) destination' the

,hioo". i""r"rpon"ible for damage repair' Therefore' the purchaser should

".ilr'" 
irr" {ab'ricator oI any dariage and then cooperate in filing damage

claims with the carrier.-- 
Wh"; receiving materials, the Purchaser is also responsible for

checkins to see thal a[ materials listeJ on the packing lists were delivered

fnff't"." iai."."pu.cy exists, both the carrier and the fabricator should be

notified.

QUALI-TY CONTROL AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 1:

8.7 HANDLING AND STORAGE

The fabricator should provide written Procedures for handling an

storing materials to prevent damage, loss, or deterioration of the structur
The purchaser should review and approve these procedures before *

, shipmenLof anv materials.
it u ^irliirt*, ttored material should be placed on skids, platforms, t

other supports above the ground and away from any vegetation. Decaye

or decaying matedal supPorts should not be Permitted to remain und(
stored material. Special care should be exercised while storing materia
Materials such as steel and aluminum stored within an energize

substation, on nonconducting material, can develop an induced electrici

potential, and proper precautions shouldbe used forworker salety. Propt
initial placement of material sections can ircrease the efficiency of the fini
assembly process. Material identification marks should be visible whe
the material is stacked and should remain legible for the period oi tim
specified by the purchaser.



CHAPTER 9

TESTING

Full-scale structural proof tests are rarely performed on substatior
structures that support wires. It is not cost-effective to perform a full_scal,
test because substation skucfures, unlile transmission structures. are no
fabricated in large quantities. Full-scale testing should be considered if r

particular substation structure is a standard and will be used in latgr
quantities or iI the structure uses a rmique structural system not typical-o
current practice. Component testing (e.g., a section of the tower o:
corurections) may be cost-effective for substation structues. If componen
or full-scale tests are required, they should comply with the foliowinl
standards and manuals: ASCE 10 (1994, ASCE /SEt 4S (2005), and ASCi
(1e87\.

Seismic response (dyramic loading) requires that the support structu(
and equipment be seismically tested and evaluated as a #tem. Seismi<
tests are performed in accordance with IEEE 693 (2005).

139



CHAPTER 10

CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

10.1 CONSTRUCTION

The design engineer should anticipate construction loads imposed c

substation Jhuctures and ensure that Proper construction methods an

quality materials are used to prevent undue stresses, Outdoor substatior

aie frequently erected by people with varied levels of experience ;

structural erectors. Therefore, simplicity of design, details, and erectior

with a specific schedule of inspections should be considered lnspectior

shouid te during but not limited to grading, foundation placemen

structure erection, and structure loading. l

10.2 MAINTENANCE

The design engineer should consider ac€essibility of equipment fc
maintenance and operation. EquiPment should have provisions for accesr

i.e., crossover platforms or working Platfoms. These access provision
need to be coniidered, especially around large transformers with coolan

and fire protection piping.
Structures ar-rd foundations should be inspected a rnidmum of eacl

time tl-re iqqipment being suPPorted is inspected or nlaintained Thes'

structures Jhouid be checked for damage, corrosion, loose membersi ant

connection bolts. Also, check for settlement, cracking, and deterioration o

Joundations. In addition, when equiPment is upgraded, structures shoulc

be carefully checked for structural adequacy, electrical clearances, anr

141
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deteriolation due to corrosion- When possible, the interior of hollow
tubular members should be periodically inspected for corrosion.

I Structures painted before 1975 were typically painted using lead-based
paint. All structures that are painted should be checked for lead-based
paint.If there is lead, then all OSFIA and Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) requirements shopid be followed when removing the paint.

Weathering steel should be inspected periodically for abnormal
oxiclation at the rhemb€r connections.

10.3 WORKER SAFETY

All structures and equipment that will be inaccessible with bucket
trucks orsmallladders shouldbe considered for climbing devices mounted
to the structure with fall protection devices. Elevated locations on the

structure that require workers to move from one location to another (as

defined in IEEE 1307 2004), either during construction or for maintenance,
may require fall protection devices, such as safety cables for attachment
to worke{s. In all cases, OSHA and local codes should be adhered to,

especially in energized substations. IEEE 1307 (2004) is one source of
information for worker safety during climbing of utility structures.
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end
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base plate desiSn 101 104;bolt
loads 101-102; thickness 102 lI
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bolts 119

breaks 15
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caiaciior bank 18, 20
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transformel
circuit breaker 16, 18
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class C sfructures 73 75
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concrete
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bus 27

constructio4 141
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coupling caP4ciior Potelltlal
devices 14-15
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coupljng caPacitor voltage
transformer 14-15
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principles 91; methods 97-92; rigi.d
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design 98-101; steel structures 92-
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examples 65, 67, 69; loads 43-52;
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fittings 107
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LRFD: see ultimate strength design
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oscillations, wind-induced 53

P-delta amplification 83

pothead: see cable terminators
power trarlgformer 11

PTs: see transformers
pull-off structures: see structures, dead

end

quality assurance: see quality
control

quality control 131-137; alurninum
structures 134-135; concrete
structures 135; handling and
storage 137; shipping 136; steel
structures 131-134; wood
structures 136

rack structures: see structures, box-
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resistor, neutral grounding 22
rigid bus conductors 77
rigid bus design 104-109; air core

reactor 109-110; bolted
connections 111; composite
insulators 106; concrete
structures 112; coupters 106-102
fittings 107; galvanizing steel 111,
guyed substation structures 113;
member connections 111-112;
painted steel 111; porcelain
insulators 105-106; seismic
design 108; shapes 105; special
considerations 109-113; structural
analysis 104; structure design 104;
thermal expansion 107;

vibration 108-109; weathering steel
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vortex shedding 110; wood
structures 112

rigid bus system 8
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serviceability 58-59
shake table testing 100

shield wires 6-7
shielding mast 10
shipping 136

short circuits: currenls 8; events 8
force 8-9
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shunt reactor 11

slack-span tension 27
static analysis method 83-85
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strain bus system 8, 27-28
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end
stress analysis 79-80; see also anall

methods; deflection analysis
structures: class A structures 72,8
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structures 7'75
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design 97; and concrete 98;
fabrication 134-135;inspection
materials 134; quality control 13

135; and steel 97; structure
coating 135; ultimat€ strength
desigt 97; welding 112, 134; anc

wood 97 98

structures, box-type 9 10

structures, concrete: and
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connections 112; drilled concrete
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concrete 96, 135; quality transformers 18; power
control 135; reinforced concrete 96, transformer 11; seismic design 99-
135 100; series capacitor 20 21; shunt

structures, dead-end 9,26-27,28-29; capacitor 20; shunt reactor 11;
load examples 50-68 surge arrester 21

structures, steel 92 96; allowable sutte artestet 6-7,21
stress design 95-96; and switches: disconnect "15-16, 26, 68;
aluminum 97; anchor steel 719-'i24t grounding 16; load interrupter 15
angles 95i bolted connections 111; switchyard: air-insulated 7; defined 6
galvanizing steel 111; hollow
tubular members 93-94,95-96; takeoff structures: see structures, dead
inspection 132-133; lattice angle end
structures 92-93; materials 131-132; taps 27-28
painted steel 111; quality terminal pads 26
cohtrol 131-134; structwe termination structures; see structures,
coating 133-134; ultimate sLrength dead end
design 92-93; weathering 112-113; terain exposure coefficient 30-32
welding 112. 132 testing 100, 139

structures, wood: allowable stress transformers 18
design 98; and aluminum 97-98; transmission line 6-7
connections 112; fabrication 136; trusses 80-81
inspection 136; materials 136;
quality control 135; treatment 136; ultimate strength design 91-92;
ultimate strength design 98 aluminum structures 97; sersmrc

substation: air-insulated 7; defined 5; design 101; steel structures 92-93;
gas-insulated 7-8; ice loads 43 wood structures 98

support structures: see supports unit substation 6
supports 10-24; air core reactor 12i USD: see ultimate strength design

autotransformer 11; bus duct 24;
cable terminator 22; capacitor wind speed 32; importance factor 32-
bank 18, 20; circuit breaker 16, 18; 34
coupling capacitor voltage winds: wind induced oscillations 53;
transformer 14-15; cunent wind-induced vortex shedding 53,
transformers 18; current-limiting 110; yawed 40
inductor 12; disconaect switch 15- wood structutes: see structures,
16; first support 99-100; wood
i^sll.latot 22,24; line trap 12-14; worker safety 142
load interupter switch 16; neutral
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